The World Wide Web has revolutionized the research process. What was once a slow search through printed material can now be done in seconds electronically. Most of the material found in researching this book was done the traditional way, but since the introduction of the Internet a great deal more information continues to surface.

The original list of Maddock and Scammell customers was formed using traditional methods, ranging from printed materials to searches for china at antique shows, yard sales and thrift shops. In recent years, eBay has become the principal source of information about additional customers of the Lamberton Works. A weekly eBay search under Pottery and Glass for “hotel china,” “Scammell china,” “Trenton China,” as well as a search under all categories of just “Scammell” or “Maddock” will often result in a new offering to add to the customer list.

eBay can be even more useful in identifying all of the mystery logos that have already been found. Monograms, coats-of-arms, Native Americans, famous people, scenes and names in unusual lettering styles can often be linked to their owners by searches ranging from “hotel matchbook,” “hotel envelope,” or “hotel advertisement” to such things as “hotel key tag” or “hotel soap.” Using “club,” “yacht club,” “restaurant” or other words results in an even broader range of possible Lamberton Works customer identification.

This addenda lists additional Lamberton Works customers that continue to be identified since the book was completed, as well as any new information about Maddock Pottery, Scammell China or the Lamberton works that is discovered.

To simplify your search, the customer list will be in alphabetical order. If any of these relate to information contained in the book, page numbers for the original information will be included. As new customers are identified they will be inserted into the existing list.

**Click here for Dinnerware additions**  **Click here for Commercial Ware additions**

### Dinnerware

**SMITH, LILLIAN WILHELM (ANASAZI DINNERWARE)**

Border design of Hopi or Navajo Indian motifs in black & orange. Orange stepped triangle shapes with animals & triangles formed of black vertical dashes (suggesting basket weaving). Black rim and verge lines. Ivory Lamberton Scammell (S-I-28) “Designed By Lillian Wilhelm Smith” (backstamp in red).

Lillian Wilhelm Smith (1882 - 1971) was an illustrator and easel painter known for her Arizona landscapes and portraits. The only known examples of the pattern, informally named “Anasazi,” are in the Heard Museum in Phoenix, AZ. The service may have been produced exclusively for Maie Heard, who founded the museum. A teapot and covered sugar bowl are among the pieces comprising this service.
**COMMERCIAL WARE**

**ADDISON HOTEL, THE**

Additional information on listed customer. 3101 Woodward Ave, Detroit, MI.


The six-story Addison was built in 1905 as a luxury apartment hotel. An eight-story addition, completed in 1914, made it a 250-room hotel. Maddock’s 1917 Lamberton catalog lists the Addison as a customer.

Information sources. Platter on RWCN thread, 5/30/15.

**ADELPHIAN**

Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, NJ.

Crested with a straight-sided shield, with pointed curved bottom, & double curved top. Diagonal bar from lower left to upper right, containing “ADELPHIAN” Open book in upper left. Round world globe lower right. In red orange and black. Black & red orange pin lines with curved ends, flanking logo. Maddock’s American China (impressed M-A-7). Supplied by S. E. Kaufman, Trenton, NJ.

Adelphian, founded in the 1890s, was one of several eating clubs connected to the Princeton Theological Seminary. These served as dining halls and social centers for juniors and seniors. When the Mackay Campus Center opened in 1952 the eating clubs were disbanded.


**AHEPA, ORDER OF (AMERICAN HELLENIC EDUCATIONAL PROGRESSIVE ASSOCIATION)**


**ALEXANDRIA, HOTEL**

Correction to listing as located in Chicago. 501 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, CA.

Crested with twin circle logo. Bust of soldier facing right in left circle. Winged woman, facing left in
circle on right. “Alexandria” below. In gray green transfer. Maddock Lamberton (L-10). This pattern was also produced in coin gold. Other makers include Bauscher Germany, dated 1911, Selb Bavaria, supplied by Burley & Co. Chicago., Wm Guerin & Co. Limoges. Black Knight, supplied by Dormann Los Angeles, 1939.

The 8-story, Spanish Renaissance-style Alexandria opened in May of 1906 with 365 rooms and 300 baths. In 1910 an 11-story annex was added.


ALEXANDRIA & BRADLEY

524 - 536 Rush St. Chicago, IL.


ALGONQUIN CLUB


Between 1896 and 1931 the Algonquin Club was located on top (4th) floor of building at 211 State St. In 1931 it moved to 100 Lafayette Blvd. The club closed around 1998.

Information sources. 8 1/4” plate & matchbook with logo and address, on eBay 7/15/2016.

ALLEN HOTEL

7th & Hamilton Sts., Allentown, PA.

This crest was identified with a matching logo on the hotel’s letterhead.

The 150-room hotel opened in 1882 and closed in 1954. It is shown on page 182 as “Mystery plate 2” with Rice Border #8047.

ALLENTOWN HOSPITAL

Additional information on listed customer. Allentown, PA.

Crested with interlocking upper case “AH” monogram. “A” has pointed top and vertical side strokes, and is centered in shorter “H.” In cobalt blue with thin outline lines. Border of blue diamond ornaments with orange outlines flanking frames with roses. This pattern was originally designed for the Breakers Hotel, and used by Helene Hotel (see page 231). Scammell Lamberton China Supplied by H. Leh & Co., Allentown, PA. Listed in 1931 catalog as customer. China service included 9″ & 5 3/4″ plates, 6 1/4″ & 5
1/8” bowls, cups with 5 3/4” saucers, and 2 3/4” high individual creamers.

Information source. Set of china with distributor and hospital names included in backstamp on eBay, 3/14/15.

ALMS, HOTEL

Victory Parkway & McMillan St., Cincinnati, OH.

Crested with rampant horse & helmet crest flanked by “Hotel” “Alms” in blue script lettering, with return slash on “s” going back through helmet below. Blue band outlined with yellow pin line, flanking logo. Scammell Lamberton China.

The 6-story Alms opened in 1891 with about 180 rooms. An 11-story addition built around 1927 brought the room count up to 500 rooms.


ALMS & DEOPKE DRY GOODS STORE (DEPARTMENT STORE)

200-234 E. Central Parkway, Cincinnati, OH.

Crested with “Alms & Deopke” in black script lettering. Outlined 5-petal flower between straight stem with six double laurel leaves border, in black line & shading. Maddock Lamberton China.


Information source. Plate on RWCN, 7 / 26/ 16.

ALSATIA CLUB

Additional information on listed customer.141 W. Washington St. Hagerstown, MD.

Crested with triangle frame that is flat on top, with point at bottom.”Alsatia” above “Club” within triangle, all in blue transfer. Scammell Lamberton China.

The Alsatia Club was founded in 1911 to provide recreational opportunities for Hagerstown’s young people. In 1923 they purchased a town house on Washington Street, which they converted into their clubhouse. The name Alsatia is in honor of the district in London near the Whitefriars monastery. The club is best known for their annual Mummers Parade which began in 1921.


ALTAMONT HOTEL

Fort Thomas, Kentucky

Crested with upper case “A” with curves on ends of strokes. Encircled by open-top bellflower wreath,
with bow and ribbon at bottom. #5000 Shoreham ribbon and bellflower border. All in blue gray transfer. Maddock Lamberton china (M-L-12)

The 3 1/2-story brick, H-shape, gambrel roof Altamont Hotel was built by Samuel Bigstaff as a summer resort around 1905. In 1921, it was converted by the United States Public Health Service into hospital #69 for use by WWI veterans. In 1928, it was torn down.

Information sources: 1906 Envelope with wreath crest; fragments dug on site of hotel by Nickolas Horn, 5/18/2016.

**AMACKASSIN, CAMP (SCHOOL)**

Blairstown, NJ.


Scammell produced this china between 1928 and 1936 for Amackassin Camp, which was located on top of a mountain near Blairstown, NJ. No information has been found about this camp. It could have closed due to the Depression.

The former camp was purchased by Mr. Earl A. Taylor and his wife Jonnie, who converted the camp into a boarding school for troubled youth with learning disorders.

In 1931 Earl, James, and Carl Taylor had developed the Ophtalmograph, an eye movement camera, and the Metrooscope, a machine with three shutters that exposed a line of print one-third at a time, at a controlled rate. These were two of the first instruments used in reading instruction in the United States. Controlled Reading, by Earl Taylor was published by The University of Chicago Press in 1937. The school was very progressive in that it tried to address general health and well being from several levels ... not purely traditional academics.

The Taylor family operated this school during the 1950’s and early 1960’s. Students from many parts of the world attended, some later went on to college and became doctors. The school instructed about 20 students with a staff of about 8. In 1957 Charles C. Angelini was the dining room supervisor as well as the industrial shop teacher. The dining room was located on the first floor of the main building, with the dormitory for students above. “Amackassin” is the Native American word for ‘big rock’ and there was a large rock beside the entrance at the base of the mountain.


**AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF DINING CAR STEWARD**

Made as souvenir of a dinner held January 19, 1903. Shape use later by Scammell as advertising item (see page 39).

Information Source. Ebay 9/24/2016

AMERICAN DAIRY LUNCH

121 Commerical Street Augusta, ME

Crested with line illustration of the bust of a Native American in full feather headdress, facing toward left. Encircled by “American Dairy” around top, with “Lunch” curved below; #7055 Thistle Border patent #36,193. Designed by C. A. May and patented Jan. 20, 1903. All in gray green transfer. Impressed and transfer printed Maddock’s American China. Supplied by E. Swasey & Co. Portland, ME.

American Dairy Lunch at 121 Commercial St. in Augusta is listed in early Augusta City Directories.

Information source: 6” x 4 1/2” x 1 1/2” oval bowl on eBay, 9/30/2015. RWCN list of Lunch restaurants & IDwiki.

AMERICAN PETROLEUM CO.


American Petroleum was founded in 1891 in Rotterdam by the Standard Oil Company of Ohio. It operated oil tankers between Rotterdam and United States ports.

Information sources: 8 3/4” x 6 3/4” x 1 3/4” platter on Worthpoint, 1/31/2017; Internet search on company history.

AMES, FREDERICK F. (PRIVATE YACHTS)

New York Yacht Club, New York, NY

Crested with crossed burgee flags. New York Yacht Club blue and red burgee on left. Mr Ames’s “A” in circle with red and blue background burgee on right. Coin gold flag poles. Red pin line at rim, thicker blue line below, coin gold pin line below blue. Maddock Lamberton.

Frederick F. Ames was a New York banker, who’s bank was at 25 Broad Street. He joined the New York Yacht Club in 1901. He had at least two private yachts. “Halcyon,” built in 1875 and listed in 1904 directory. “Varuna,” a 93’ schooner listed in 1902 & 1904.

Information sources: Cup & saucer and footed compote on Worthpoint, 1/31/2017; New York Yacht Club annual directories.

ANNAPOLIS HOTEL

11th to 12th Streets at 111 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Crested with “Annapolis” above “Hotel” on slight upward angle, in upper case, serif letters. Large
fancy “A,” smaller “H.” Scroll work above “nnapolis.” All in coin gold. Thick and thin coin gold rim lines. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-13).

The 11-story, 400-room and bath, Annapolis Hotel opened in 1924. It was built for Harry Wardman, builder and operator of a number of Washington, D.C., hotels. This was probably the original china service for the hotel.

Information Source: candle stand on eBay 7/5/15.

**ANTUN’S**

96-43 Springfield Blvd. Queens Village, NY.

Decorated with stylized dark green vines and leaves with light green, hand-painted flowers (Originally used by Gideon Putnam Hotel - see page 196) Scammell. Supplied by Luft & Luft Sales, 368 8th Ave., NYC.


**APPLETON MEMORIAL MESS – 7TH REGIMENT NEW YORK NATIONAL GUARD**

Park Avenue, New York, NY.

Crested with a 2-part shield divided by a chevron. Red upper section, blue on bottom, with a 3-part banner with words below the shield. This was made by Scammell in 1930 on ivory body. Duparquet of NYC was the supplier (misspelled Deparquet on backstamp).

**ARBOR INN (PRINCETON UNIVERSITY)**

5 Ivy Lane., Princeton NJ.

Crested with octagonal frame containing curved-top panel with “ARBOR” above “INN”. Illustration of a tiger laying across lower part & extending beyond frame. In brick red. Brick red rim line. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-13).

This was one of the eating clubs at Princeton University. Founded 1923. 1935 moved into new building at 5 Ivy Lane. 1939 closed.

Information sources. Gravy boat on eBay 9 / 27/ 2017. Logo shown in Ca 1940 copy of Princeton yearbook, provided by Princeton University archives.

**ARLINGTON CLUB**

811 SW Salmon St., Portland, OR.

Crested with interlocking “AC” monogram. Upper case A is dark gray and has large curled serifs. Upper case C is outlined and is shaped like a diamond, with angle points. Two gray green pin lines at rim. Maddock Lamberton, supplied by Prael Hegele & Co. Portland. The Arlington Club was founded in 1867 as an all-male social club. The present club house opened with a dedication dinner in November of 1910.
ART CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA, THE

Additional information on listed customer. 220 S. Broad St. Philadelphia PA.

Crested with 2-part shield with brown outlined bust of winged griffin against yellow orange background, in top section. Three white shield shapes against dark blue background, in bottom section. Flanking “A” “C” upper case script letters in mustard gold. Multi-color decal floral, full-width border with yellow background, which looks like it was done in needlework. (See page 196 where border is used on DeSoto Hotel service plate). Mustard gold pin line at verge. Ivory Lamberton “S” in shield, China, Scammell (S-I-27) Backstamped “Made Expressly For The Art Club of Philadelphia. Furnished By John Wanamaker”.

The Art Club was founded January 18, 1887 to promote interest in fine art. Their club house was completed in 1890. It contained a dining room and a gentlemen’s cafe. The club was dissolved November 9, 1940. The club house was demolished in 1975.


ATLANTA ATHLETIC CLUB

Cone St., Williams St. & Carnegie Way. Atlanta, GA.

Crested overglaze with coin gold interlocking “AAC” monogram with the 2 “A”s stacked in center of “C.” Encircling twin laurel leaf wreath in green, with coin gold bow and long ribbon tails at bottom. Mid-rim cobalt blue band flanked by coin gold pin lines. Ivory body Scammell Lamberton China (S-I-27). Crest in center of well on 10” plates.

The Atlanta Athletic Club was founded in 1898. In 1924, construction began on their new 10-story clubhouse, which opened in the spring of 1926. It contained a dining room and a ballroom. In 1967, the club sold the building and moved to Johns Creek, GA. It was demolished in 1973. Shenango China and Mayer China produced crested china with a different color combination of rim lines for the club.


ATLAS CANDY & TEA ROOMS

124 East 1st Street, Duluth, MN


AVIATION COUNTRY CLUB OF DETROIT
Crested with an illustration of an early bi-wing airplane with blue fuselage and yellow orange wings. Upper case, serif, “A. C. C” monogram below the plane. Flanking blue pin lines, placed mid-rim.

The airplane is Standard model E-4, or J-1, designed by Charles Day and produced by Standard Aero Corp. The E-4 was used as a WWI pilot trainer, and later, as model J-1 for Air Mail service by the US Postal Service.

A fragment of this pattern was found by Hunter Research, Inc. in Maddock Pottery’s dump site #2, which was used from around 1912 to 1921.

Known pieces of this pattern include handleless creamers, platters, and candle stands. Some pieces are Lamberton China, others contained the impressed “Trenton China” backstamp.

An article about this club in the April, 1921 issue of Golf Illustrated magazine, written by J. Lew Brown, shows the club house and gives information about it. The 850-acre property, on the north shore of Green Lake, about 30 miles northeast of Detroit, was previously owned by Walter Flanders. The club house, which was originally Mr. Flanders home, contained a huge dining room on the main floor, with sleeping quarters for over 50 guests on the floor above. The second floor of the garage contained a ballroom. Golf was the main activity of this club, but it also contained one of the best aviation fields in the country.

At this point no printed material with the Aviation Country Club of Detroit’s logo has been found to totally prove the identification of this pattern. It could be that Maddock’s designers created the decal for the club’s china before a club logo, if there was one, had been designed. The club opened June 19, 1920. By 1926 it’s membership peaked at 700. In 1928 it became Lochaven Country Club. In 1938 it was reorganized as Green Lake Country Club, which closed in 1941.

**AVIATION COUNTRY CLUB OF LONG ISLAND**

Hicksville, Nassau County, Long Island, NY.

Crested with a small airplane, as viewed from above, with feather wings extending from planes wings. “A” above propeller. “C C” below wings, with right “C” reversed. Plane and letters in coin gold. Feather wings in plum. Blue and orange (or gold?) lines with curved ends, flanking logo. Scammell (S-L-13).

Information sources: 13 1/2” x 9 1/4” platter on eBay 11/06. Logo and club information www.vanderbiltcupraces.com. (April 26, 2012)

**BAKER HOTEL**

100 W. Main St. St. Charles, IL *

Crested with double-outlined circle containing a profile bust illustration of a Native American, facing to left, with feather headdress extending into the circle outline rings. In brown, tan & gray green decal. Black, red, black rim pin lines. Lamberton China (L-10).

Construction began on the 5-story, 55-room Baker Hotel in 1926. It opened June 2, 1928. It contained 3 dining rooms and a ballroom.
This Native American circle crest as used on the china appears on a matchbook from the Baker Hotel. The problem is that the “Lamberton China” (L-10) backstamp used on the 3 known examples of the china predates the construction of the hotel. It could be that the Native American head decals were originally produced for another customer, then sold to the Baker when it ordered china. The logo then became the hotel’s crest?


**BALLANTINE’S INN (1939 NEW YORK WORLD’S FAIR)**


**BANANA COMPANY OF COSTA RICA (CBCR) BANANERA DE COSTA RICA CIA.**

Additional information on listed customer. Railroad operated in Costa Rica as division of United Fruit Co. Crested with circular ship’s life preserver containing interlocking, uppercase, sans serif “CBCR” monogram. Rim and verge lines. All in brick red transfer. Scammell Trenton China impressed & decal backstamps (S - T - 23).

**BANKERS CLUB, NEW YORK**

Additional information on listed customer. 120 Broadway, New York, NY.

Crested with interlocking “BC” monogram with small diamond shapes flanking outer edges monogram, that with the monogram form a large vertical diamond shape. In red transfer. Wide red band outlined in gold, mid rim, flanking logo. Gold rim line. Maddock Lamberton China. Supplied by L. Barth & Son. This pattern was also made by Lenox China Co.

The New York Bankers club opened July, 1915 on the 34th Floor of the Equitable Building.


**BARBERRY ROOM - BERKSHIRE HOTEL**

19 E. 52nd St. New York, NY

Crested with a center of well design composed of 4 reddish brown “B” silhouettes, 2 large, 2 small, forming a cross-shape. Coupe-shape used for 10 1/2” and smaller plates. Service plate with full reddish brown rim. Scammell Lamberton (S - L - 13).

In April of 1938 the Elbow Room opened in the Berkshire Hotel. The 150-seat room was designed by, Norman Bel-Geddes, a famous designer of the time, and cost $200,000. It was not successful and after some alterations was reopened as the Barberry Room. The Barberry Room was a success and continued operating into the 1960’s.

**BASLE’S RESTAURANT**

12th & Market Its., Wheeling, WV.


George Basle started as a confectioner in the Hub Department Store. By 1909 he was listed as manager of Basel’s Restaurant on the 2nd floor of the Hub. The 1911 City Directory lists “Basle’s Ladies and Gentlemen’s Restaurant, George Basle, prop., confections, pastries and ice cream mfrs., 12th & Market”. From 1919 to 1924 Basle’s was located at 1163-1167 Market St. By 1926 they were out of business. In 1926 George was president of the Union Bus Terminal.


**BATA SHOE COMPANY BELCAMP, MD.**

Crested with “Bata” in green lettering. Thick & pin lines in green at rim. Green pin line at verge. Impressed and transfer Trenton backstamps (S - T - 20 & S - T - 23) The Bata Shoe Company was founded in Czechoslovakia in 1894 by Thomas Bata, Sr. In the mid 1930’s Thomas Bata, Jr and his brother, Jon, came to the United States to build a new shoe factory. They purchased a site on the East side of newly opened Route 40, north of Aberdeen, MD. When it opened in 1939 the complex contained a five-story, International-style factory building, a five-story hotel and about 70 houses for the workers. The hotel building contained the factory cafeteria, as well as a ballroom. Scammell produced Trenton China crested with the “Bata” logo for this factory. A 5” bowl with this crest was on eBay 10 / 23/ 2017 (142547210802).

**BATTLE HOUSE HOTEL**

26 N. Royal St. Mobile, AL.


The original Battle House was built for an investment group that included James Battle & his half-nephews John and Samuel Battle. It opened in 1852. In 1900 it was rebuilt as a 7-story brick structure, but it burned to the ground on February 12, 1905. Construction began in 1906 on the new Battle House, which was eight stories and contained 300 rooms with 200 private baths. It opened in 1908. Around 1959 it became a Sheraton Hotel, which closed in 1974. It would remain vacant for 30 years before being restored and reopened in 2007 as Battle House Renaissance Mobile Hotel & Spa.

Information sources: 11” plate on eBay, 4/10/2016; Wikipedia; Historic Hotels of America website.
BEACON HOTEL

2130 Broadway & 75th St., New York, NY.

Border of pink flowers within circles, spaced in border of yellow, with green leaves toward rim, band of small semi circles toward verge. Scammell, Lamberton, supplied by Nathan Straus & Son. 1934.

BERKELEY DIVINITY SCHOOL AT THE EPISCOPAL SEMINARY AT YALE

CORRECTION to customer incorrectly listed as Archdioceses of Baltimore (see page 348). 409 Prospect St. New Haven, CT.

Crested with shield containing large red cross in center, flanked by 4 cobalt blue outer sections, with star in upper left section. Bishop’s hat above. Banner with “In Illa Quae Ultra” (In the Regions Beyond) below shield. Cobalt rim and red verge lines. Scammell Ivory China. Included in this china service were item photo #141, 16 oz “fast stand sauce boats” (see pages 642-643).

The Berkeley Episcopal Seminary at Yale was founded in 1854 and continues to operate in 2015.


BETA THETA PI

Additional information on listed customer: fraternity - founded 1839. (Location unknown.)

Crested with 4-part shield divided by chevron containing 3 outlined stars. Blue sections upper right & lower left. (Note: these sections are usually in red on fraternity symbol?) Orange winged griffin, facing to left, on ribbon bar above shield. Banner curved below with “Kai.” Border band in blue with drop-out white fleur de lis. Gray outer surround. Purple, or black? rim line. Scammell Trenton China. Cup on eBay, 8/10/14.

BILTMORE HOTEL PROVIDENCE

11 Dorrance St. Providence, RI.

Center-of-well decal scene of Roger Williams standing in row boat with other small boats in background. Four brown and blue green scenic views of Providence spaced around rim, with green scroll-work between scenes. One scene contains the Biltmore Hotel with radio towers on roof. The 1928 Industrial Trust Bank Building is shown to the left of the Biltmore. Green rim line. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-15).

The 18-story, 600-room Biltmore opened in 1922 as part of the Bowman-Biltmore Hotel chain. Between 1946 and 1947 it became part of the Sheraton Hotel chain.

Information sources: 7 1/4” bowl on eBay, 6/11/2015; Hutschenreuther version of pattern, dated 1935, shown on RWCN IDwiki.

BIT OF SWEDEN, A - A BIT OF SWEDEN RESTAURANT
Additional information on listed customer: 1011-1015 Rush St. Chicago, IL.

Crested with profile illustration of Colonial man on one knee & holding a goblet, facing to left. Stylized vine with flowers to his right. Vine & flowers on ground to his left. In red and black. Red pin lines above & below illustration. “A Bit of Sweden” in red below line. Scammell Lamberton China.

Operating as early as 1931. Crested plates can be seen on some postcard views. Cup & saucer on eBay 2005.

BLACKSTONE HOTEL

Omaha, NE. Additional pattern for listed customer.

2-part shield with building facade on left side outlined uppercase“B” on right. Helmet facing to left atop shield, with ribbons flowing out of top of helmet. Banner with curved-over right end dropping toward verge, below shield. Green bellflower border. Coin gold pin lines flanking border. Maddock Lamberton, supplied by Albert Pick & Co.

BLUE FOX RESTAURANT

Additional information on listed customer.

659 Merchant St., San Francisco, CA.

Crested with transfer illustration in cobalt blue containing head-on silhouette of fox head, in front of a powder horn and a riding crop. Placed at 9 o’clock position near rim. Ivory Lamberton China (S-I-27).

The Blue Fox, an upscale restaurant, opened in 1933 and closed in 1993.

Information sources: 5 7/8” plate on eBay, 2/12/15; mentioned as a customer in Trenton Times article, June 11, 1951.

BOND - INC., HARRY HARRY BOND’S RESTAURANT

Additional information on listed customer. Asylum St., Hartford, CT.


Used in the restaurant operated by Harry S. Bond. By 1911 this facility contained a dining room, cafe, rathskeller, Kaiser Keller, and banquet hall. The dining room featured high wainscoted walls and a beamed ceiling, with hanging electric fans and light fixtures. Around 1912 it was torn down and replaced by the 6-story original section of the Bond Hotel that opened in 1913.

Information source: 14 1/2” platter on eBay, Feb., 2007.

BONNE FORTUNE (YACHT)

Additional information on listed customer (more research needed for positive identification), South-
ern Yacht Club, New Orleans, LA.


Bonne Fortune, a yacht owned by Southern Yacht Club member A. B. Paterson, was entered in the Yacht Club’s 1940 race. Albert B. Paterson, Sr. (1883-1952) Engineer, Administrator, Executive, Banker, Civic Leader, & president of New Orleans Public Service, Inc.


BOOKBINDERS RESTAURANT

Philadelphia, PA.

“Bookbinders” in red script letters within panel on copyrighted border in gray green. (see page 329 - Fosters) Scammell’s Trenton China.

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA STEAMSHIP CO.

Additional information on listed customer. Pattern shown in Maddock pattern sample book (See page 504.)

This steamship line was founded in 1852 and officially chartered in 1873. It operated until 1906, when it was purchased by the New York, New Haven and Hartford Rail Road Co. In 1914 the New Haven sold the steamship operation to the Merchants and Miners Transportation Co.

To date no crested examples of this pattern have surfaced. An entirely different border design with the B & P house flag and name in the center of the well was produced by Greenwood China. After 1906 Maddock probably used this border on china produced for other customers.

BOSTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Additional information on listed customer. 80 Federal Street, Boston, MA.

By the early 1920s, the Boston Chamber of Commerce had outgrown their quarters in the 1893 Grainery Exchange Building on India Street. (One source reports they left there in 1902, but if so, where they relocated is unknown.) In the early 1920s, construction began on a new headquarters at 80 Federal Street. This 14-story building was completed in 1923.

When it opened it contained two dining facilities, both operated by 80 Federal St. Restaurants, Inc. The main dining room was located on the top floor. A cafeteria was in the basement, below the main lobby. Both of these restaurants were open to the public from 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. An undated menu featured imported fresh snails A La Bourguignonne at 55¢ for a 1/2 dozen or 90¢ a dozen. Maybe Chicken a la King at $1.25, or Stuffed Tomato Waldorf at 50¢ would be more to your liking.

Scammell designed and produced an underglaze decal scalloped border for these restaurants. (See
Larger pieces contained the Chamber’s shield and capitol dome crest in the center of the well. Mitchell Woodbury supplied this Scammell pattern.

Bauscher China of Weiden, Germany, also produced this pattern, which was supplied by the New York office of Arthur Schiller & Son. The Bauscher pattern’s backstamp contains “Made expressly for 80 Federal Street Restaurants, Inc.”

Around 1970, this building was torn down and replaced by the 37-story 100 Federal Street Building.

Information sources: bouillon cup by Bauscher, with backstamp information. on eBay, 3/22/16; 80 Federal Street Restaurants, Inc. matchbook with restaurant locations and public hours of operation, on eBay 3/22/16; undated menu on eBay, 3/22/16; circa 1930 photograph of 80 Federal Street Building, Boston Public Library collection, file name 08_02_000519.

**BOSTON OYSTER HOUSE**

Additional information on listed customer. 21 S. Clark & Madison streets., Chicago, IL.


Later pattern - Crested with an illustration of a red lobster emerging from a cauldron of steaming water. “Boston Oyster House” curved below. Black and yellow lines with angled ends, flanking crest. Maddock Lamberton China. Supplied by Albert Pick & Co. This restaurant operated in the original Morrison Hotel and continued until the 1930s in the new Morrison Hotel. Pieces found in Maddock dump site. Illustration and information RWCN IDwiki.

**BOSTON STORE, THE**

Additional information and correction to location of listed customer. 716 - 728 State St., Erie, PA.

Crested with decal illustration of the tan brick clock tower above entrance to store. Blue sky with clouds around tower. American Hotels floral border decal flanking illustration. Scammell Lamberton.

The Boston Store in Erie was founded in 1885. In 1929 construction began on their new 6-story, State Street store which opened in 1931. A four-sided, buff brick, clock and bell tower above the main entrance, was the distinctive feature of the building. NOTE: Although there were a number of “Boston Store” -named stores in various cities, they were not a chain. Each one was individually founded and operated.

When the American Hotels Company began using their new blue transfer pattern designed by Emil Schnepf and patented by Scammell in 1928 (see page 606), Scammell was left with a large stock of their earlier floral border design decals. This floral border was originally designed at Syracuse China by C. McKaig (see page 264). To keep from wasting these old decals, Scammell began promoting the border design, with new crests in place of the old hotel signboard crest, to other potential customers. The Boston Store was one of the new customers using this border. At least one other customer used the border, but with a different tower illustration.

Scammell’s 1931 Lamberton catalog includes Boston Store under their list of restaurant and tea room
customers, meaning that this china service was made for use in the Boston Store restaurant when it opened in 1931.


**BOWERY SAVINGS BANK**

110 E. 42nd St., New York, NY.

Crested with a circular seal containing illustration of standing lady holding a hammer in her hand. “Bowery Savings Bank “, ”Instituted May, 1834” around edge of circle. In coin gold.

Coin gold rim line & pin line. Scammell Ivory Lamberton ( S - I - 29) Headquarters building on 42nd Street built 1931, with 6-story addition in 1935.

**BRASS RAIL, THE**

Additional information on listed customer. 745 7th Ave. & 49th St., NYC. 8 Nevins & Fulton Sts., Brooklyn, NY. 5th Ave. & 43rd St. NYC. Other locations.

Service plate with center-of-well illustration of four men around table (See page 193). Oval version of illustration used on platters along with “The Brass Rail” in script lettering, mid rim. Blue verge line. 9 1/2” plates with center scene “The Brass Rail” with bar through letters in red, with red verge line (impressed “Trenton China” backstamp S-T-20). Scammell, Lamberton and Trenton base. Some supplied by L. Barth.

The Brass Rail was founded in 1925 by a group of business men with Edward Levine as president. The name for the restaurant came from a poem Mr. Levine heard on the radio in which a man put his foot on a brass rail. A 1940 menu in the collection of the New York Public Library contains illustrations of the four dining rooms at the 7th Ave. location. On the first floor was the Cocktail Lounge & Bar. The second floor featured the Sea Grill. The London Grill was located on the third. The fourth floor was devoted to the Continental Room, featuring dining and dancing. None of these dining rooms resemble the illustration on the plate and platter, suggesting it was a fantasy created to suggest earlier times. A 1936 postcard of the London Grill room shows plates with the center scene and a white rim on each table. A 1930s postcard shows a curved four-part, Art Deco, neon-illuminated marquee above the ground floor show windows and entrances.

In 1931, The Brass Rail began operating the food service at Jones Beach State Park under a subsidiary named Jones Beach Catering Corporation.

By 1935, The Brass Rail had the concession to operate the Tavern on the Green in Central Park under another subsidiary, The Central Park Catering Co.

At the 1939 New York World’s Fair, The Brass Rail Company operated four restaurants with table service and bars, but these were operated by a subsidiary co-owned by Edward and his brother Julius M. Levine.

By 1946, there was another Brass Rail operating at 8 Nevins & Fulton Streets in Brooklyn, NY., which contained the Mirror Room.
Around April 21, 1946, a former Longchamps Restaurant at 423 Madison Ave. was converted into a Brass Rail Restaurant. It was operated by Madison Caterers, Inc., yet another subsidiary of Brass Rail Restaurants.

In 1947, a third location opened at 521 5th Ave. & 43rd St., with a total seating capacity of about 1,000. The ground floor contained a 75-foot long bar, cocktail lounge and dining room. The basement contained the Metropolitan Room and a men’s grill. By 1959, an estimated 3,000 diners ate at this restaurant every day.

In 1950, a 850-seat Brass Rail was opened at 100 Park Ave. & 40th St. This was also a street level and basement layout featuring the Murray Hill Room, decorated with an early 20th century atmosphere. This time the bar was 100-foot long.

In the years following the closing of the Lamberton Works, The Brass Rail Company operated restaurants at the New York International Airport, Socony Mobil Building, The Trade Show Building, and other industrial locations. At the 1958 Brussel’s World’s Fair, they operated the dining room in the United States Pavilion. For the 1964-65 New York World’s Fair, they operated six full service restaurants and 25 free-standing snack bars.

In 1961, Edward Levine sold the company to Interstate United Corporation. In 1972 he died at age 77.

Warwick China produced a pattern crested with an updated script “The Brass Rail” that has a foot bar running through the letters and supported by a bracket on each end. This is flanked by a latticework border band. The Warwick China pattern was supplied by Barth Equipment Co. (1928-1965). Scammell is not known to have supplied this pattern.


**BREAKERS HOTEL (ATLANTIC CITY)**

Boardwalk & New Jersey Ave., Atlantic City, NJ

Decorated with custom designed decal border of a band of blue and rust geometric shapes between frames containing a pink rose. Thick yellow orange line on rim side of decal. Backstamped “Made Expressly for The Breakers and Hotel Nassau N. Snellenburg & Co. “.

The 525-room Breakers opened June 29, 1916. Around 1922 Joel Hillmann (Hillman Management Co.), was operating this hotel along with the Nassau on Long Island.

Information sources. Impressed “Maddocks Trenton China” backstamp on 11 1/2” x 7 3/4” platter, on eBay, 12/4/2016. Matches Syracuse pattern #71001.

**BREAKERS, THE (HOTEL) (PALM BEACH)**
Palm Beach, FL.

Crested with “The,” with return swish on ‘e’, above “Breakers” with return swish on ‘s’. In blue. Red pin line at rim and blue pin line flanking logo. Maddock Trenton - impressed. Used in the second Breakers Hotel owned by the Florida East Coast Railway. This hotel opened in 1904 and burned March 18, 1925.

**BREVOORT HOTEL, NEW**

Additional information on listed customer. 120 W. Madison Street, Chicago, IL.

Crested with a curve-sided shield containing thistle blossom with 2 leaves. Thistles flanking outside of shield with ribbon bow & horizontal tails. “New” above curved “Hotel Brevoort” over shield. 5-point crown above lettering, flanked by large acanthus scrolls. #8056 New Brevoort Pattern. Scroll ornaments around rim, connected by pin lines (see page 532). All in Jefferson green. Maddock Lamberton China (M-L-2). Fragments of this pattern were found in Maddock’s dump site #3.

#2242 Overglaze Hotel Brevoort border of small pink and red roses was another pattern that Maddock produced for this hotel. This pattern features the crest in coin gold with a coin gold rim line. (See page 544.)

The Brevoort service plates are shown in the RWCN IDWIKI pattern identification page.

Another Lamberton pattern features cameos of ladies heads connected by swags and ribbon drops, which flank the logo.

The New Hotel Brevoort opened in September of 1906, replacing the original 5-story Brevoort House on Madison, between Clark & La Salle which opened in 1872 and burned down in 1905. The New Brevoort was 13 stories high and contained 350 rooms and 200 private baths. *When the New Brevoort opened the address was 143-145 E. Madison St. At some point the street was renumbered and the address became 120 W. Madison. Alexander Donnan Hannah & David Hogg, who were both born in Scotland, owned the original Brevoort at the time it burned, along with the Hannah and Hogg Liquor Co. They built the New Brevoort and the thistle design of the hotel crest reflects their Scottish heritage. The hotel closed around 1958. Then it was converted into an office building with the facade recalled in glass panels to make it appear to be a totally new building.


**BRITTANY HOTEL, THE**

55E. 10th St. & Broadway, New York, NY.

Square shield with diagonal band from upper left to lower right. “The Brittany” in banner curved below. Flanking scallop border in purple & blue gray. (see page 338 - Boston Chamber of Commerce) Scammell Lamberton China.

Built 1929.
BUNGALOW CAFE


Founded 1925.

BUNKER HILL COUNTRY CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL.

Crested with illustration of Bunker Hill Monument with “Bunker Hill Country Club” curved below. Logo shown in 1931 Lamberton catalog. (See page 629). This privately-owned club was operating before 1930 and closed in 1950s. The clubhouse contained banquet facilities. Condos are now located on the site. This monument logo, along with a circle divided into four pie-wedge shapes containing “B” “H” “C” “C” appears on matchbook covers.

NOTE: There were/are several Bunker Hill Country Clubs, including one in Princeton, NJ. The Chicago location seems to be the most likely match, but identification is not 100%.

BURTON HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer. 506 Main Street & Union Avenue, Danville, VA.

Crested with upper case, Old English-style “B” within a laurel leaf wreath, with bow. Straight banner below with “Hotel Burton.” Crossed feather quills flanking wreath, behind banner. Acanthus scroll border flanking crest in gray green with brown outlines. Scammell’s Trenton China (S-T-24).

The 5-story Burton hotel opened around 1888. By 1915, it had 125 rooms. It was torn down around 1959.

Information source: Undated envelope with matching crest on eBay.

BUSTANOBY’S (RESTAURANTS)

Various locations in New York City.

Decorated with #2288 “Bustanoby’s” overglaze border of alternating dark and white tapered rectangle shapes, connected at rim and verge by dark line. Dark shapes are either coin gold or black? Pattern shown in Maddock’s pre-1921 pattern sample book. Restaurants in various locations operated by brothers Andre, Jacques, & Louis Bustanboy. There were two Cafe des Beaux Arts, in 1906 at 80 W. 40th St. & 1845 Broadway in 1910. In 1910 Louis opened the 400-seat Taverne Louis restaurant in the Flatiron Building. Between 1911 & 1916 a restaurant at 110 W. 39th St. In 1912 the Domino Room at Columbus Circle. These restaurants were known as “Lobster Palaces” because they catered to high society clientele. Some china, by Wm. Guerin Limoges, crested with 2-part shield containing 3 stars above rampant lion with crown atop shield and name banner below. China made by Guerin & Bauscher contains a coin gold rim line. Guerin China was supplied by Gimbel Bros. A corn holder, patented in 1908, is named ‘Bustanby’ and was produced in china and silver-plated metal.
**BUSTO’S RESTAURANT**

Additional information on listed customer: Located at 11 Stone Street, at rear of 2 Broadway, New York, NY.

Was operating as early as 1939 and as late as 1963. In 1964, Viola L. Busto died. Her husband Mario J. Busto had died earlier.

---

**CAFE BOULEVARD**

Additional information on listed customer. 41st St & Broadway, New York, NY.

The Maddock pattern sample book contains border #2277 “Cafe Boulevard,” which is described as: Overglaze. Silver & blue. With two line silver band on edge and three line turquoise band directly under. (See page 552.) The pattern book’s original decal sample was in blue and black. The same design, but in pink and gold, is #2280 created for the Hotel Severin in 1913.

H. Rosenfeld originally opened Cafe Boulevard as a Hungarian restaurant at 156 2nd Ave. & 10th Street, NYC, around 1895. This was a 4-story structure that was originally a townhouse. When the 9-story, 300-room Hotel Continental at 41st St. & Broadway opened around 1910, Mr. Rosenfeld moved Cafe Boulevard there. It was probably at this time that Maddock created border #2277 for the restaurant.

The New York Public Library's menu collection contains several menus from Cafe Boulevard with dates ranging from 1899 to 1914. The 1914 menu contains a 2-part shield crest with a wine glass and rampant lion on top.

Maddock’s pattern book does not show or indicate that this crest was used on the china, so it may only contain border #2277.

---

**CAFE MAX**

13 Kneeland St. Boston, MA.


Cafe Max was opened around 1910 by Max Traunstein and Joseph White. They filed for bankruptcy around 1915.

Information source. 9 3/4” plate with information on eBay, 10 / 7 / 2017. Matchbox holder by Mayer China on WorthPoint.

---

**CALHOUN COMMERCIAL CLUB**

711 W. Lake St., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Decorated with a decal crest featuring an orange-brown circle with a bundle of wheat in the center. “Calhoun Commercial Club” around the outer rim. Buildings with smokestacks, a steam locomotive and
steamship surround the upper half of the circle. Green leaf sprays and an orange-brown bow at the bottom. Green and orange pin lines flank the crest, mid-rim. Printed and impressed Maddock’s American China backstamps (M-A-7 & M-A-8). Supplied by Boutell Brothers, of Minneapolis.

The six-story Calhoun Commercial Club Building opened in 1914. It contained an auditorium, ballroom and five different rooms for club activities. There was also a bowling alley, a reading room branch of the Minneapolis Public Library and the Calhoun State Bank within the building. The Calhoun Commercial Club later became the City Club of Minneapolis, which closed down, but the building has survived.


CAMARGO GOLF CLUB

8605 Shawnee Run Road, Cincinnati, OH


Camargo Golf Club was founded in 1925 and continues to operate in 2016.

CANOE PLACE INN, YE OLD

Additional information on listed customer: Montauk Hwy & Newton Rd. Hampton Bays, Long Island, NY.

Crested with canoe containing the profile torso of a Native American, with feather headdress, facing to left. There are crossed tomahawks behind the figure. Flanked by #8076 border (See page 160) Scammell Trenton China.

This inn goes back to the 1700s when it was a stagecoach stop. The original group of buildings burned to the ground on July 5, 1921. The present structure opened December 10, 1922. In 1923, a ballroom was added giving the inn a 90-seat dining room and a 350-seat ballroom. The logo is shown on matchbooks and menus. The website www.southamptontownny.gov. has extensive coverage of the inn including 1923 photos of the dining room and a Ca 1950s color brochure showing the tables set with china that has a border set slightly in from the rim edge. This pattern has been offered for sale on the internet as recently as 2014. Identification: Susan Phillips.

CANTERBURY GOLF CLUB

Warrensville, OH


The Canterbury Golf Club opened in 1922. The club’s 2017 crest has no resemblance to the crest on this china.
**CAPE MAY, HOTEL**

Beach Drive, Cape May, NJ.


**CAPITAL CITY CLUB**

Additional information on listed customer. 7 John Portman Blvd. (Harris St.) Atlanta, GA.

Crested with shield containing a chevron in the center with “C C C.” Red above chevron, blue below. Bust of eagle with spread wings on torse ribbon bar atop shield. Banner curved below with “Carpe Diem.” Orange, blue, orange pin lines flanking logo, mid rim. Scammell Trenton China (S-T-25). This pattern was also made by Mayer and Syracuse and is shown on RWCN IDWiki pattern identification pages.

The Capital City Club was founded April 16, 1863. The present brick club building was dedicated December 16, 1910.


**CARPENTER HOTEL**

219 S. Phillips St. Sioux Falls, SD.


**CARLTON TERRACE, HOTEL**

Additional information on listed customer. Broadway & 250 W. 100 Th. St. New York, NY.

Scroll and bead chain border in tan and cobalt blue. Backstamped ”Made expressly for Hotel Carlton Terrace.” Lamberton China. This 250-room hotel was built in 1920 and opened as Carlton Terrace. By 1928 it had been renamed Whitehall Hotel.

**CARRIGAN, C A.**

Testimonial Dinner Feb., 1922. Trenton, NJ.

Crested with sepia bust illustration of Mr Carrigan in center of well. Information about Mr. Carrigan and the dinner held at the Stacy-Trent Hotel, in coin gold, above & below illustration. Border of coin gold ovals with lines down toward verge. Backstamped with a coin gold wreath containing “Lamberton China, Made Expressly for the C. A. Carrigan Testimonial Dinner, Feb. 1922.”
Mr. Carrigan was President of the New Jersey State Hotel Association, at that time.

CASINO DE PAREE

54th Street, west of Broadway, New York, NY

Crested with “Casino de Paree” in brown script lettering with return swish under letters. Scammell Ivory china.

The Casino de Paree was opened by Billy Rose as a combination restaurant and theater in the 1930’s.

CENTRAL-HUDSON STEAM BOAT CO.

Newburgh, NY.


CENTRAL MANUFACTURING DISTRICT

1110 W. 35th St., Chicago, IL.


CENTRAL SAVINGS BANK

Location unknown.


Information source. 8 5/8” diameter soup plate on eBay 3/25/15.

CENTURY CLUB

Additional information on listed customer. Cleveland, OH.

Crested with double-line circle surrounding a shield with “Century Club” over diagonal bar, within shield. Helmet atop shield with crown (?) and 5-leaf plant above helmet. Large acanthus scrolls flanking helmet. Maddocks Lamberton China .

Information sources. Plate seen in antique shop 2006. 1900 Menu with logo and Cleveland address in New York Public Library menu collection.
CHARLES, HOTEL

1757 Main & Liberty St., Springfield, MA.

61,099,1922 patent, urn and flower basket with scroll design, in blue.

62,090 1923 patent, panel border with urns and swags, in black. (Same patterns as used in Union Station, next door. Examples found in basement storage rooms.)

CHARLES C. KNOX HOUSE

718 Sussex Rd., Wynnewood, PA.

Crested with a transfer shield with straight sides, curved top, curved to point at bottom. Containing outlined, uppercase, pale pink “K” within a dark red diamond shape. Lines and patterns within the four sections surrounding the diamond Transfer border composed of two rows of red arcs between stylized fleur de lis shapes. 3 rows of staggered fleur de lis between outer and inner arcs. Scammell Ivory Lamberton S - I - 27.

Founded as a senior housing facility upon the death of Charles C. Knox in 1939. Opened in 1941 in Mr. Knox’s former 2 1/2-story home, with facilities for 24 residents age 65 and above. Common dining room with family-style food serving, based on the large platters that survived after the facility closed in 2013.

Information source. 9”, 12 1/4”, and 12 1/2” crested platters on eBay, 7 26 / 2016. History from internet search.

CHI PHI (FRATERNITY)

Various locations

Crested with a horizontal diamond outline in blue with red “CHI PHI” inside. The letters increase and decrease in size to fit the diamond shape. On Scammell sample plate with 1920’s S-L-12 backstamp.

CHIEF LUNCH

Additional information on listed customer. 414 Morrison St. & S. W. 11th Ave., Portland, OR.

Crested with underglaze multicolor decal head of Native American Chief, facing to left. “Chief - Lunch” in red curved below. #5041 decal Indian Border. Back stamped “Lamberton China” (L-10).

Alvah L. Inman (1885-1948) operated The Chief Lunch diner from 1917 to 1927.


CHRISTOPHER’S

Additional information on listed customer. S. Broadway, Los Angeles, CA. Crested with “Christopher’s” in green script letters, with long return tail stroke under entire name. #2120 Pink Auditorium Border, overglaze (see page 513). Maddock Lamberton China (M - L - 2) Supplied by Albert Pick & Co. Chicago.
L. C. Christopher came to Los Angeles in 1880 and operated at several locations on Spring Street and South Broadway. In 1915, Christopher’s opened at 741 - 551 S. Broadway. They sold out on September 3, 1919. One postcard source* shows a confectionary section with a soda fountain and describes Christopher’s as a Department Store. A 1917 postcard is titled Christopher’s Caterers and Confectioners at 741-551 S. Broadway. The china shown on this postcard is of a different border on scallop-edge plates.

*CITY NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF CHICAGO

208 S. La Salle St., Chicago, IL.


City National Bank’s 20-story La Salle Street headquarters building was built in 1914.

Information Sources:  6 3/8” saucer on eBay, 4/15/15. Internet search for information on bank.

CLOISTER INN

Princeton University, 65 Prospect Ave., Princeton ,NJ.

Crested with an illustration of a 3-part Gothic window with interlocking “CI” monogram extending beyond the window sill. In blue transfer. Blue rim line. Scammell Lamberton china (S-L-16).

The Cloister Inn is one of about 16 eating clubs on the Princeton University campus. It was founded in 1912 and originally occupied the Cottage Club’s second building which had just then been vacated by the Tower Club. In 1924 the Cloister Inn ’s new building was completed and Scammell furnished this china for the dining room.


COFFEE DAN’S (ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON LISTED CUSTOMER)

San Francisco, CA

Crested with “Coffee Dan’s” in black outlined letters with yellow centers. Curved words with long ending stroke on “C.” Return swash on “S.” Logo placed at 3 o’clock position. Border of twin yellow Sunflowers with black (or brown?) outlines and centers. Crossed stems with single leaf on each. Small Bellflower ornament at bottom of stems. Small single flower between each group of larger twin flowers. Brown, or black, thick & thin rim lines. 1926. Scammell Lamberton. Note: This famous night club was operated before the later chain of California restaurants. Information sources: 1931 Lamberton catalog restaurant customer list. 12” platter on internet 3/28/2018 (no makers mark on platter). Border was made by Maddock before 1924.

COFFMAN’S

Portland, OR
Crested with center of well decal illustration of Egyptian chariot and driver, with “Coffman’s” in black transfer below. #5070 Egyptian Border decal. Maddocks Lamberton China (L-11 Ca 1916 to 1924). Supplied by Prael Hegele & Co. Inc. Portland, OR.

Information source: RWCN, 10/30/2015 plate.

**COLONY CLUB**

Palm Beach, FL


From the little information available this appears to be a Spanish Mission Revival-style nite club that operated from as early as 1932 in to the 1940’s. It was popular with the wealthy and famous.

Information sources: Demi cup on eBay, 10/12/2015. Also 1940 photo of guests at table, showing plate with border and logo in center of well.

**COLUMBIA COLLEGE**

Columbia, SC.


Information source: Demi cups on eBay, 6/10/18.

**COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY CLUB**


**CONEY ISLAND**

528 N. 8th Street, Sheboygan. WI

Crested with illustration of a hot dog on roll. “Coney Island” curved above roll. “528 8th Street” straight, below. In blue black transfer. Decal border in blue black and gray is Maddock & Scammell’s version of Syracuse China’s #42200 New Taft Border, patented 1927. Backstamped with combination of impressed “Scammell’s Trenton” & transfer “Maddock’s Trenton.” Supplied by American China & Glassware Co. Chicago, IL.
CONSORTIATED GAS ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY OF BALTIMORE

Lexington & Liberty Sts. Baltimore, MD.

Crested with a black outlined curve-sided shield containing stacked “COOK” “WITH” “GAS.” In red orange letters, outlined in black, and fitted to outline of shield. Black and yellow pin lines flanking crest. Maddock’s American China Impressed (M-A-8).

This china service, which included 12” platters and large pitchers, was made around 1910 for use by the utility company to demonstrate to groups of women how well meals could be cooked on a gas range. The gas company wanted to convince women to switch from their coal or wood-fueled cook stoves to the cleaner, more convenient gas ranges that the company was selling in their retail store. Having women use gas for cooking would increase the amount of gas sold, which was the goal of the “Cook with Gas” promotion. This china service was also made available, on loan, to large groups that wanted to hold a banquet. This crested china may have been made for gas utility companies in other cities.

Information sources. 12” x 8” oval platter on eBay, 3/16/15. Research into Gas & Electric Company Merchandise Department history by author.

CRAGSMOOR INN

Cragsmoor, New York.

Crested with an illustration of a bear standing behind a 2-part shield. 3 oval items in upper section of shield. Building on edge of cliff in lower section. Encircling laurel wreath with bow and 3-part ribbon with “The” “ Cragsmoor” “Inn”. #136 Worcester border. All in blue gray transfer. Maddock Lamberton (M - L - 2).

The 3 1/2-story Cragsmoor Inn was a summer hotel, operating on the American plan, which opened before 1912. By 1926 it had 100 rooms with 48 baths. It was still operating in 1958, but is not listed in the 1960 Hotel Red Book.


CRANBURY INN, THE

Additional information on listed customer: 21 S. Main St. Cranbury, NJ.


CRANE LUNCH CO.

11 W. Main St., Waterbury, CT.
Crested with illustration of crane standing in water, with cattails. “Crane” in upper case letters on upward slant, to left of bird. “Lunch Co” on downward slant on right of bird. #170 New Buckingham Border. All in blue transfer. Maddocks American China (M-A-7)

Information source: RWCN, thread 9/20/15.

**CRYSTAL LAKE COUNTRY CLUB**

Additional information on listed customer. 721 Country Club Rd. Crystal Lake, IL.

Crested with Interlocking “C” “l” “C” “C” (large “CL” and 2 smaller “CC”) with diagonal golf club from upper right to lower left. In tan, outlined with darker brown. Flanking panel band of scrolls in pale blue outlined in darker blue. Thick blue rim line, blue base pin line. Lamberton China (L-10). Supplied by Albert Pick & Company, Chicago.

The Crystal Lake Country Club was founded in 1922. The 1931 Lamberton catalog list the club as a customer. “The Prestwick,” the club’s main dining room can seat up to 220 guests.


**DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.**

Poughkeepsie, NY

Crested with brown transfer “DeLaval” within outlined oval frame. #8052 Indian Queen border flanking logo. Scammells Trenton china.

Probably used in the lunch room at De Laval factory in Poughkeepsie that produced cream separators used by dairy farmers. The “Made in America” backstamp would indicate production in the 1930’s.

**DEL PRADO HOTEL**

Additional information on listed customer. Avenida Juarez 70, Mexico City, Mexico.

Crested with interlocking upper case, script “HDP” monogram. 2 known patterns.

Monogram in coin gold. Border of small pink and blue flower sprays (similar to dinnerware patterns Elizabeth Leigh, page 393 or Spring Garden, page 401). Coin gold rim line. Scammell Ivory (S-I-29).

White monogram on Platinum Blue body, placed in center of well on plates. 4 mid-rim white lines. (S-P-32)

The 11-story, 600-room, Art Deco-style, Del Prado opened in the fall of 1947. It contained 3 restaurants, 3 bars, night club, cocktail lounge, and banquet facilities. After suffering extensive damage during the 1985 earthquake, it was torn down.

DELLS

Dempster St., Morton Grove, IL


Information source: 9” plate on eBay, 6/24/2018

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON (FRATERNITY)

Location unknown.

Crested with a red triangle (delta), Gold, upper case, sans serif “K” and blue “E.” “1937” in gold below the ‘K’. Overglaze decoration on 5 1/4” high handled tankard. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-13).

Delta Kappa Epsilon was founded at Yale University on June 22, 1844, by 15 students. By 2015 it had 54 chapters at various schools. The reason for producing this tankard in 1937 is unknown. It could have been in connection with the opening of a new fraternity house, or for a meeting.

Information source. tankard on eBay, 8/24/15.

DELTA TAU DELTA

Fraternity. Various unknown location. Crested with a 4-part shield that curves down to point at bottom. 5 stars, forming cross in upper left section. Chevron in upper right. 7-point star with projecting rays in lower left. Lyre in lower right. Curved ribbon bar above with illustration of an eye at top. 3-part banner curved below with “Delta” “Tau” “Delta.” Logo shown in Scammell’s 1931 Lamberton catalog. Delta Tau Delta was founded in 1858 at Bethany College in Virginia.

DEMET’S TEA ROOMS AND CANDY SHOPS

Additional information on listed customer. Multiple locations, Chicago, IL.

Crested with overglaze illustration of tea pot, sugar bowl, cup & saucer and glass, within a red wreath. Red verge line. Ivory Scammell Lamberton.

Backstamped “American China & Glassware Co. Chicago, Ill” “Designed Expressly for DeMets.”

Some sources, including the Chicago Tribune, give 1898 as the founding date. However, the present DeMet’s website says it was founded in 1916. Most sources state that George DeMet was the founder, but one says it was Pierre DeMet. By the time Scammell began producing this ivory-base china, DeMet’s was operating seven Tea Rooms and Candy Shops in downtown Chicago, along with DeMet’s Grill that occupied the entire second floor at 5 W. Randolph St. When George DeMet sold his company in 1950, their most popular item was Turtles™ candy, which even after a number of owners continues to be popular.
DENVER CLUB, THE

17th & Glenarm Sts., Denver, CO.

Crested with overlapping curved “DC” monogram, with spiked curved ornaments projecting from vertical center. Laurel leaf wreath with bow encircling monogram. In tan and black decal. Black and orange pin lines with curled ends flanking crest, mid rim. Maddock Lamberton China (M-L-2).

The Denver Club, Colorado’s oldest private club, was founded in 1881. Their 4-story stone clubhouse opened in 1889. It was torn down and replaced by a modern building in 1954.

Information sources. Celery tray on eBay, 6/26/15.. Logo shown etched in glass in Hotel Planning & Outfitting-Albert Pick 1928, pg 425. Logo as used by Denver Club International in 2014 shown on AOL image search.

DETROIT CLUB

712 Cass St. Detroit MI.

Additional information on listed customer: Crested with decal straight-sided shield curving to point at bottom with wide blue frame containing gold stars. Background of alternating red & white chevron bars with foreground fleur de lis above walking lion. Adjoined, upper case, serif, “DC” monogram with shared right vertical stroke on D & left stroke of C. Placed slightly above top of shield. Blue rim band flanked by coin gold pin lines. Made by Maddock before 1917 and by Scammell with circa 1930s backstamp (S - L - 15).

The 4-story Detroit Club building opened in 1891 with the dining room on the 3rd floor.

DETROIT YACHT CLUB - MISS LIBERTY II

Detroit, MI.

Crested with crossed burgees with “DYC” between red stripes on upper burgee. “M” with four small squares in corners, red stripe around outer edges of bottom burgee. Blue rim line. Scammell Ivory Lamberton China (S-I-27). Crest in blue transfer with hand-painted red lines.

Miss Liberty II was a 62-foot long, Great Lakes express cruiser built in 1920 by the Great Lakes Boat Building Corporation of Milwaukee. It was built for 42-year old Humphrey Birge of Buffalo. Mr. Birge’s family owned M. H. Birge & Sons Co. (a major manufacturer of wallpaper with a large factory in Buffalo), as well as the Pierce Arrow Motor Car Co. Miss Liberty II contained an owner’s stateroom, complete with shower. It could sleep four in the forward cabin, four in the after cabin, plus crew quarters for three. It was designed and used for motor boat racing on the Great Lakes. Mr. Birge was vice commodore of the Buffalo Launch Club. By October of 1924 Mr. Birge had Miss Liberty II up for sale. At that time his address was Santa Barbara, CA. In 1925, he built a large Spanish-style estate in Palm Springs and began investing in the motion picture business.

Exactly when Miss Liberty II was sold and who purchased it is unknown, but the new owner is the person who ordered this china service from Scammell. The “M” in the burgee suggests their name began with M, and he was a member of the Detroit Yacht Club. Because the cruiser only accommodated about a dozen people, this china order was very small and the oval serving bowl suggest meal service.
was family-style.

Information sources: 9” x 7” x 2” oval bowl on eBay, 9/24/15; Internet search - Motor Boating magazines - July 1920, Nov. 1920, July 1923, Octover 1924, and November 1924; The Motor Boat, Nov 25, 1920; Power Boating, June 1920.

**DILLON COURT HOTEL**

Church & High Sts., Hartford. Connecticut

Crested with a shield with blue background containing a white animal in center, 2 brown items in upper corners, brown rampant lion facing left on top, banner below with “Dillon”. #6095 “Bender Border” in blue. Maddock’s American China. Supplied by Mellon & Hewes Co. Hartford CT.

The 7-story Dillion Court Hotel was opened before 1912 by R. J. Dillon. By 1915 it was leased by Henry S. Bond, owner of the nearby Bond Hotel, and renamed Bond Annex.

Information sources. 13” x 8 7/8” platter on ebay 8 / 07. Postcard with name before it became Bond Annex, with owners name.

**DODGE HOTEL**


Rena design (shown on page 105) in blue. Scammell Lamberton. “Made Expressly for The Dodge Hotel Washington, D.C.”

**DOLBEY ICE CREAM CO.**

485 Plainfield St., Providence, RI

Crested with “Dolbey” over “Ice Cream Co.” On upward slope, in script lettering with swishes below words. Line and pin line flanking lettering, with curved ends, mid rim. Maddocks American China, impressed backstamp. Supplied by Tilden Thurber Co.

Company founded by Sam Dolbey (b 1875 - d 1947) in 1901 when he opened a retail store on Manton Ave., in Providence, with a 3-gallon ice cream freezer. By 1903 the business moved to a larger facility on Rye St. In 1911 the company was officially named “Dolbey Ice Cream Co..” In 1915 the manufacturing plant at 485 Plainfield Street was built. By 1920 it was the largest ice cream business in Rhode Island and the product was sold in neighboring states. In 1925 the company merged and became Eastern Dairies Inc.


**DORLING COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC. (“TULIP TIME”)**

483 Old York Rd., Jenkinstown, PA.

Dinnerware with tulip spray decal in center of well. Coin gold rim & verge lines. Backstamped Ivory

Trademark registered October 7, 1949

**DRYDEN HOTEL, THE**


**DUKE UNIVERSITY**

Additional information on listed customer. Durham, NC

Crested with a center-of-the-well circle crest containing a large white cross against a background of red sun rays. A blue laurel wreath encircles the cross. A red dot ring is outside the wreath. Thick and thin coin gold lines are inside the outer band of “Sigillum Universitas Dukiana” above “Eruditio et Religio.” in Old English-style lettering. Patented border DES 74,758 designed by John Phillips and patented on March 20, 1928. (See page 149, top right.) Scammell Lamberton china S-L-13

Information sources: Mentioned in Steve Scammell’s book; plate on eBay June 24, 2014.

**DURANT, THE (HOTEL)**

607 E. 2nd St. Flint, MI.

Crested with an arrowhead, with head of Native American wearing feather headress atop arrowhead. Banner curved through arrowhead with “The Durant.” All in coin gold. Placed in center of well on 10” plate. Cobalt blue full rim. Coin gold lines at rim & verge, flanking blue. Scammell Lamberton china (S - L - 15)

The 8-story, 225-room Durant opened in 1920, and was at that time operated by United Hotels Co., of America. It was named for William Durant, President of General Motors.

**DUTCH TREAT**

(Unknown location.)


**DYCKMAN HOTEL**

Additional information on listed customer. 25 -31 S. 6th Street, Minneapolis, MN.

The Hotel Dyckman opened May 3, 1910. It was imploded in November 1979.

EASTON HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer. 140 Northampton St. Easton, PA.

Crested with a decal shield, with orange brown frame, containing joined “HE” monogram in white letters against a blue background, with “Hotel Easton” in banner curved below. Flanking blue border band with fruit baskets in brown (See page 267 where it was used for Todes Hotels.) Orange rim pin line. Scammell Lamberton China. Oval backstamp (S-L-19).

The 200-room Easton Hotel opened on February 10, 1927. It contained a dining room, coffee shop, bar, and ballroom.

The 1931 Scammell catalog lists the Easton as a customer.

EDWARD SANATORIUM

Naperville, IL.

Crested with “Edward Sanatorium” in green Old English-style lettering. Green rim line, with pin line at verge. Maddock Lamberton china, supplied by Albert Pick & Co. Chicago (M-L-2).

The Edward Sanatorium opened on January 15, 1907, to treat tuberculosis patients. It was named in honor of Edward Gaylord by his former wife, who contributed to the founding. In 1955, it became a general hospital, which is now named Edward Hospital and Health Services.

Information sources: Hospital website, Susan Phillips, eBay listing for creamer.

EGGLESTON HOTEL

159 E. Main St., Rochester, NY

Crested with Eggleston” in red script lettering with return swish on ‘n’. #49 scroll border in red. Maddock American. The 5-story, 140-room Eggleston opened before 1898 and closed in 1936. Information source: 6 3/4” hall boy pitcher on WorthPoint 5/29/2017. Syracuse china in this pattern is also on WorthPoint.

ELKS B. P. O. E #2

320 W. Broad St. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Crested with a circle frame containing an elks head with antlers extending beyond circle.

Philadelphia” curved around top, between outer & inner circle frame. “B.P.O.E. # 2” around bottom. Patented border D, 62,090 in dark blue or black. ( See page 589 ) Scammell’s Lamberton China ( S - L -
16). Backstamped Design patented. (patented Mar. 13, 1923)

Elks Lodge 2 established in 1900. In 1925 they moved to several floors of the new 13-story Philadelphia Athletic Club building at 320 W. Broad St. This pattern was made for their dining facilities in this building.


**ELKS, B.P.O.E. LODGE 158**

Springfield, IL.

Crested with illustration of elk head with “BPOE” (Benevolent Protective Order of Elks) between antlers. “Elks” “Club” flanking elk’s head, “158” below neck. Dark red rim line. All In red transfer. Scammell’s Trenton China. (S-T-23).

Elk Lodge 158 was established in 1903.

Information sources: Individual creamer on eBay, 10/2/2015; Elks, B.P.O.E., Lodge 158 website.

**ELKS B. P. O. E. 518**

Nevada City, CA.


**ELLIOTT, HOTEL**

181 N. Main & Market Sts. Suffolk, VA.


The 8-story, 80-room Elliott opened in 1925 as part of the American Hotels Corp., chain.


**ELSTONE PARK HOTEL**

Far Rockaway, Long Island, NY.

Crested with illustration of 2-mast sailing ship. “Elstone Park Hotel” curved above. 2-part banner with “Queen of the” “Rockaways.” below. All in black. Maddock American.
EMBASSY, THE

Additional information on listed customer. Restaurant. 1418 Spruce St. Philadelphia, PA.

Crested with a blue shield containing drop-out white rampant lion. Gold outlined frame surrounding shield. Crown on top with flanking crossed spears projecting. Blue banner below. “The Embassy” in gold below banner. Border band with cobalt blue background, light blue, orange and rust details including fruit baskets. This decal border was used for a number of customers. (See pages 209 & 236). Scammell Trenton China. The Embassy restaurant was operating in 1941 and was known for fine food. It was a favorite of movie star Joan Crawford.

Information sources: Gravy boat and 1941 menu with crest, on eBay.

EMERY HOTEL, THE

2 South Ave. and Main St., Bradford, PA.


The 7-story, 150-room Emery Hotel opened February 22, 1929. It was built by Miss Grace E. Emery and named in honor of her father Senator Lewis Emery, who died in 1924. It closed in 1964 and was purchased by the University of Pittsburgh at Bradford, and converted into a student dormitory. In 1983 it was converted into a 101-unit apartment for seniors, and renamed Emery Towers.

Information sources: Bradford Landmark Society-info@bradfordlandmark.org. (positive identification of crest, 12/16/15.) 8 3/4” soup plate on eBay, 6/12/15.

ENDICOTT, HOTEL

440-456 Columbus Ave. & 81st St., corner. New York, NY

Crested with concave/convex-sided shield with chevron in center. 2 animal heads above chevron, 1 below. 3-feather crown above. “Hotel Endicott” curved below. #146 “Breslin” border, all in blue green. transfer. Maddocks American China (M-A-7). Supplied by Higgins & Seiter.

The 7-story, 450-room Endicott was built in 1889. It closed around 1958.

Information sources: Plate on eBay, 5/9/2016; 1910 envelope with shield crest.

ENGINEERS’ CLUB

32 W. 40th St. New York, NY.

Crested with interlocking, uppercase, Victorian-style “EC” monogram in blue transfer. Thick and thin blue rim lines. Blue pin line at verge. Maddock’s Lamberton China, supplied by Kniffen & Demarest.
The Engineers’ Club of New York City was founded in 1888. Their 12-story clubhouse was built in 1905 and opened in 1907. The ornate main dining room took up the entire 11th floor and seated 300 guests. There were also two private dining rooms, one on the 10th and one on the 12th floor.


ENGINEERS CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA

1315 Spruce St. Philadelphia, PA.

Crested with circle wreath band of white laurel leaves against blue background. Blue and white shield in center of circle with stacked “Engineers,” “Club,” “of,” above curved “Philadelphia,” with “1877” at bottom. Yellow (or coin gold?) detail around shield frame and outside of circle. Coin gold rim line. Crest is placed in center of well on ashtray (only known piece). Scammell Lamberton (S-L-17).

The Engineers Club of Philadelphia was founded in December of 1877. In 1907 the club moved into their new club house at 1315 Spruce St.

Information sources: Ashtray on eBay 2/2/15. History on club website.

ENGLEWOOD GOLF CLUB

Englewood, NJ. Founded Ca 1900 - closed 1960s.

Created with Formee-shape cross in green, containing upper case, “E.G.C.” Letters and outline around cross in gold, in some cases, black on other pieces. Scammell Lamberton China. Identified from soap wrapper on Flickr - Super Sugar.

Course closed because land was used for construction of ramp connecting New Jersey Turnpike to George Washington Bridge.

ESSEX HOUSE

Additional information on listed customer. 160 Central Park South, New York, NY.

Crested with coin gold shield, with “Essex House” below shield; on full red border with coin gold rim and verge lines. Scammell Lamberton S-L-13.

This white body china was probably the original service for the hotel when it opened in 1931.

Information source: 11” plate on eBay, 10/5/2015.

FINLEN HOTEL

100 E. Broadway and Wyoming St. Butte, MT.

Crested with 4-part Shield with Old English-style “H” in upper left. “F” in lower right. 4 squares in lower left and upper right. 5 point crown atop shield. In red and blue. Band of blue flower sprays. Orange
rim line. Scammell Ivory S-L-13

The 10-story, 160-room, with 80 baths, hotel opened in February of 1924. A 32-room motor inn annex was added in the 1950’s. During the 1960’s the 4th to 9th floors were converted into 40 apartments. The hotel/apartment is still in operation in 2015.


FORT DIX

Fort Dix, NJ.

Coin gold laurel wreath containing “Fort” above “Dix” on upward angle. Full green border band with coin gold rim & verge lines. Scammell Ivory Lamberton China. “Made in America” (S-I-29) backstamp.

FORT PITT HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer. Pittsburgh, PA. Some plates with border # 5015 (see page 164) are crested with the hotel’s 3-part shield, with castle above, logo. Maddock Lamberton, supplied by Reizenstein. Green transfer backstamp.

The Norse Room had a pattern featuring a stylized Viking ship in drop-out white against a dark green background, within a brick red angle-sided panel. These ornaments were spaced around the rim above a band of green triangles at the verge. Red and black rim lines. Maddock Lamberton, supplied by Reizenstein. Red transfer backstamp.

FOXCROFT SCHOOL

Revision & correction to listed customer (See page 349)

22407 Foxhound Lane, Middleburg, VA.

Crested with brown full frontal fox head illustration in center of well. Dark green “Foxcroft” in banner curved below. 1/4” dark green band near rim. Scammell Lamberton.

Foxcroft School was founded in 1914 as a private girls’ boarding/day school.

Information source: www.info@foxcroft.org.

FLANDERS HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer. 11St. & boardwalk, Ocean City, NJ.

Crested with a shield with sides tapering down to a point. Containing a rampant lion, facing to left, against an orange background. Banner below with “The Flanders.” Decal border band of orange poppies with green leaves, on a blue background. Lamberton China (Maddock). Supplied by John Wanamaker, Philadelphia.

The 7-story, 232-room Flanders opened July 28, 1923 as an American plan summer resort. For it’s 500-seat dining room Maddock produced an original order of 50 dozen (600) 8” rolled edge plates.
FRANCIS VIRGINIA TEA ROOM

Poplar and Peachtree Streets, Atlanta, Georgia.

Decorated with a cobalt border of vines, small leaves and flowers (or fruit?) that extends down into the verge. A medium-wide blue rim band appears to be part of the transfer, rather than applied by the liners. Backstamped in cobalt “Scammell’s, Trenton china, Frances Virginia,” plus impressed Scammell’s Trenton China (S-T-20).

Frances Virginia Wikle Whitaker opened her Tea Room on Poplar Street on July 21, 1927. Five years later it moved to the top floor of the Collier Building at the corner of Peachtree and Ellis Streets. It was a 350-seat restaurant that became known as the “Queen of Tea Rooms.” The Legendary Francis Virginia Tea Room Cookbook, now in its 25th edition, by Millie Huff Coleman, contains recipes from this famous restaurant. Around 1937, the Tea Room began using a floral pattern china by Mayer which had originally been produced for the Montclair Hotel in New York City. The last pattern used in the Tea Room, before it closed in 1962, was Syracuse China’s stock Concord Green pattern #98301.

Information sources: 9” plate on eBay 7/28/15; information on the Tea Room and china from Millie Huff Coleman, MA, CFCS, Arthur-Speaker-Foodways Herstorian.

FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL COLLEGE

Lancaster, PA.

Crested with a circle containing “Franklin & Marshall College” around a shield with lamp of knowledge on top. In blue transfer. Twin blue pin lines. Lamberton China.

Information source: Bagged sugar with lid on Worthpoint, 1/31/2017.

FRATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLE - EAGLES HOME

Reading, PA.

Illustration of eagle with wings spread, standing on rock. “FOE” above eagle’s head. “Eagles’ Home” above “Reading, Penna.” curved below. All in red brown transfer. Scammell’s Trenton China (impressed).

FRESNO, HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer. 1257 Broadway & Merced streets, Fresno, CA.

Crested with decal illustration of a fig with green outlined white upper case “HOTEL” over “FRESNO.” Fig leaves in green and brown around top. #7010 ornaments spaced around rim and connected by hand-applied green pin line. (See pages 157 & 519). Green rim line. Originally made by Maddock on Trenton China base with impressed backstamp, and later by Scammell.
The 7-story, Beaux Arts Hotel Fresno was built in 1912. It closed in 1983, but was standing vacant in 2014, with plans to convert it into 93 apartment units.

The hotel’s original silver hollowware was crested with the same fig logo.

Information sources: WorthPoint.com and Save Hotel Fresno on Facebook.

FROST & DEARBORN COMPANY (RESTAURANT)

Additional information on listed customer. 6 Pearl Street Near Post office Square, Boston, Massachusetts.


The #5065 ornaments are listed in Maddock’s sample book as “Frost & Dearborn,” indicating that the pattern was originally created for them, or they were the first user of the design. Little information is available on Frost & Dearborn. They did advertise in the Jan. 24, 1911, issue of the Boston Evening Transcript that they had a Dutch and a German Room and a dining room for ladies. This advertisement stated that it was “Beautifully appointed, unique and artistic. Easily Boston’s finest restaurant.” The next day’s specials were English mutton chop en casserole Carlton, at 50¢, and fried oysters, our style, at 40¢.

Information sources: 9” x 5” rectangular platter on eBay, with information on advertisement supplied by dealer, Theloosemoose, 7/14/15; photo listed as in collection of wwwhistoricnewengland.org.

GARGOYLE RESTAURANT

Additional information on listed customer: Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, WI. (See page 179.)

Maddock Lamberton China. The Gargoyle was opened in 1906 by Pabst Brewing Co.

GAYOSO HOTEL

139 S. Main St. Memphis, TN. Built 1902.

Multi-color decal flower sprays spaced around rim. Scammell Lamberton “Made Expressly for Gayoso Hotel Memphis, TN.” RWCN

Service plates crested for both Peabody & Gayoso with center-of-well illustration similar to the design used for Maxim’s (see page 173), but with jester & flute player flanking circle. Dancing couple at top of border, wine bottle & glasses at bottom. RWCN.

GEORGE V HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer. 31 Avenue George V, Paris, France.

Crested with coin gold interlocking script “GR” with small “v” at center between scrolled strokes. Wide border band in maroon with coin gold fleur de lis alternating with crown within a wreath. Coin gold rim
George V Hotel is an eight-story, Art Deco hotel that opened in 1927. Financed by wealthy American hotel operator, Joel Hillman. Cost $31 million.

**GEORGIAN, THE**

Incorrectly listed as Georgian Terrace Hotel in Atlanta, GA. (See pages 157, 232 & 239)

Correct location is Park Square, Boston.

The Georgian was a five-story restaurant designed by well-known architect Clarence H. Blackall, who is best known for his many theater designs. It opened in 1912 and was shown in the December 4, 1912 issue of The American Architect magazine. At that time there was a large illuminated “The Georgian” sign above the cornice. An early postcard view shows the main dining room as two-story with a mezzanine below the arched ceiling. Bachelor dining rooms were also available. On this card George A. Dodge is listed as director. Later the Georgian had three locations in Boston, three in Cambridge plus restaurants or cafeterias in Brookline, Allston, and Springfield.


**GIES’ CAFE**

S. 3rd St. Easton, PA.

Crested with “Gies” “ In brown upper case sans serif letters with large ‘G’ & ‘S’ in angled- side letters. Rim border composed of 9 lines forming triangle shape elements spaced around rim. Line at rim, pin line below triangle shapes. Lenape Scammell’s Trenton China (S- LE- 33)

**GILBERT CHOCOLATE COMPANY**

Jackson, MI.

Additional information on listed customer: Crested with straight-sided shield with blue background. “Gilbert” in drop-out white, upper case letters, 1 fleur-de-lis in mustard gold below, & 2 above, “Gilbert.” Mustard gold lion head on top of shield. Mustard gold line around shield. 2 blue pin lines with curled ends flanking logo. Scammell Lamberton (S-L-13). Supplied by American China and Glassware Co.

John O. Gilbert founded the company in 1901. Between 1917 and 1957, they operated a retail store at 134 W. Michigan Ave. which had a restaurant section serving lunch and dinner. (blog.mlive.com. Article by Leanne Smith, October 21, 2011 - lsmith12@mlive.com) See RWCN.com - idwiki-patterns.

**GOLDEN HARBOR RESTAURANT**

141 4th Street, San Francisco, CA

Crested with a scenic view of orange sun setting between green hills, with lake in foreground. Radiating sun rays. “Golden Harbor” in green script letters curved below. Stylized floral orange & green bor-

Graham’s Cream Ale

Additional information on listed customer: Burton Brewing Co. Paterson, NJ.

Crested “Graham’s” in upper & lower case sans serif letters on upward slant. “CREAM” in straight upper case letters to left, above. “ALE” to right below. All in green transfer. Scammell Lamberton (S-L-13) on 12 oz beer mug.

Founded as Jas. A. Graham & Co. in 1887. By 1949, after a number of name changes, operating as Burton Brewing Co.

Great Northern Hotel

118 W. 57th St. New York, NY


The 13-story, 400-room Great Northern opened September, 1910.

Information sources: Scalloped edge sugar bowl on eBay 6/20/2017; match books with shield logo.

Green, Hotel

Raymond & Green Sts. Pasadena, CA. Opened 1890.

Crested with interlocking upper case “GH” monogram flanked by rampant winged griffins. Crown above. All in green transfer. Maddock Lamberton (M - L - 1) circle backstamp.

Green Inn

175 Ocean Ave. Narragansett Pier, RI. Opened 1888.

Illustration of deer or elk head with antlers, facing right. Laurel leaf branches crossed below. “Green Inn” in serif letters below. All in gray green transfer. Lamberton China (Maddock). Supplied by Mitchell Woodbury.

Green Mill Gardens

4802 N. Broadway Chicago, Il.

Illustration of 4-blade windmill to left of “Green Mill” over “Gardens” with “Chicago” small below. In green. Flanking mid-rim red & green pin lines. Maddock’s Trenton China (Ca 1910).
**GREIDER’S CAFE (ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON LISTED CUSTOMER)**

E. Main & Water Streets, Decatur, IL


**GROSSE POINTE YACHT CLUB**

Grosse Pointe MI. Founded 1917. Club house opened 1929 with 3 dining rooms.

Crested with yacht club burgee containing red X with white star in center. 4 blue sections with drop-out white letters “G P Y C”. Tan border with red and green elements within blue or black ? arrowhead-shape frames. Tan bead chain outer border. Tan verge line. Scammell Lamberton China ( S-L-27 ). Matchbook holder/ashtray on eBay, 8/9/14.

**HAHNE & CO. (DEPARTMENT STORE)**

609 Broad St. Newark, NJ

Ornaments scattered around below border, consisting of a butterfly, vase of flowers, and flower spray in blue, brown & gray green. Patented border DES 68,994. Backstamped Scammell S in shield (S - L - 13) Made For Hahne and Co. Newark, N.J.1927

Their 5-story store was built in 1911. The formal Pine Room was on the main floor while the less formal Maple Room was located on the basement sales floor. The store closed in 1987.

**HALL HOTEL**

1315 Curtis Ave., Denver CO.

Crested with Laurel leaf wreath containing “Hall” over “Hotel.” “Denver” below the bow ribbon at bottom of wreath. In brown transfer. Maddock Lamberton (M-L-5)

Information source: Dresser tray on eBay, 5 /21/18.

**HAMILTON CLUB**

14-26 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, IL.

HAMMAN INN

Additional information on listed customer: 50-52 N. Water St. Rochester, NY.


By 1913 had been renamed Tom’s Tavern which advertised in 1913 Fairport, NY, directory as (Formerly Hamman Inn). Listed as a stag hotel with dining room.

HANGER CLUB

(See page 339) 36 E. 63rd St., between Park & Madison. New York, NY.

In 1929, a group of wealthy amateur flyers, who owned their own airplanes, commissioned architects Cross & Cross to design a 5-story club house for them. It opened in 1930 with a winged Mercury head in the keystone above the entrance.

HARBOR HOMESTEAD

(Basin Harbor Club) 4800 Basin Harbor Rd. Vergennes/Basin Harbor, VT.

Crested with line illustration of the lodge building section of complex, with 2-story porch. “Harbor Homestead” below illustration. Thick rim line & pin line flanking illustration. All in red brown transfer. Scammell Ivory China (S-I-27).

Began in 1791 as a home. 1815 became hotel. By 1965, there were 25 rooms in lodge, plus many cabins. Operating 2014 as Basin Harbor Club.

HARBOR POINT CLUB HOUSE & HOTEL

Harbor Point, MI

Border of decal ornaments composed of green vines and leaves with pink flowers. Scammell Lamberton Ivory china (S-I-27). Supplied by Duparquet, New York City. Although the surviving examples of this china are on circa 1930s ivory body china, the design style of the ornaments is turn-of-the-century Art Nouveau. This may indicate that the surviving china is a reorder of an earlier order by Maddock’s, or these could be decals in storage, left over from other china customers years earlier. The Duparquet backstamp includes “Design Patented,” but this pattern has never shown up in research on patented designs issued to the Lamberton Works. It may be that the Duparquet backstamps used here were leftover decals from previous orders for that supplier.

Harbor Point Club House was built in 1896 by the Harbor Point Association as an American plan summer hotel. In 1913 it had about 250 rooms, and included a ballroom. By 1923, the room count had been reduced to 70. It closed in 1964 and was torn down. After the Club House Hotel closed, this china was used in the Harbor Point Golf Course Clubhouse. Because there was a large amount of this china not needed for the Golf Course, the excess was stored in the Harbor Point Lighthouse building, where a
complete place setting is on display. After restoration of the lighthouse began in 1990, the remaining stock of leftover china was donated to the Holy Childhood Catholic Church, where it was offered for sale in their New Beginnings Thrift Shop.


HARRINGTON, HOTEL

Canton, NY.


By 1937, the Harrington had a dining room seating about 200 people.

HARRISONIA HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer: 17-21 Central St. Lowell, MA.


This 7-story hotel was under construction in 1915. Opened by 1917. The Harrisonia Hotel Co., Inc. was dissolved April, 1925, although the hotel may not have closed then. 1917 postcard view: https://www.facebook.com/LowellHeritagePartnership.

HARTFORD CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: 46 Prospect St. Hartford, CT.


Harfort Club was founded 1873. Their clubhouse, with dining room, on Prospect St. opened 1904. The logo shown on pre-1962 matchbook is an upper case, serif, interlocking “HC” monogram, with a point on the left curve stroke of the ‘C’. Note that the logo on the china is in 2-colors.

HEALY’S RESTAURANT

42nd Street & Madison Ave., New York, NY.
The 1917 Maddock Pottery catalog lists Healy’s as one of its New York customers. No additional information is given. William F. Healy was operating this restaurant as early as 1912. What this china pattern looked like is unknown at this point. The New York Public Library menu collection contains over 200 menus from Healy’s. Some contain “Wm. F. Healy’s 42nd St. Grill” in script lettering. Others, as early as 1917, contain a shield with a chevron containing 5 drop shapes. There are 2 unicorn heads above the chevron, 1 unicorn head below. A helmet is atop shield with flanking acanthus scrolls. Maddock Lamber- ton China. Unknown backstamp and distributor.

During the same time period, Thomas Healy was operating a different restaurant at Broadway & 66th St. This restaurant was named “Thomas Healy,” but is sometimes referred to as “Healy’s.” Their crest is a shield with diagonal band containing “Thomas Healy.” There is a lion standing on a ribbon bar above the shield, and a banner with “New York” below.

HEATON HALL HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer: Prospect Hill, Stockbridge, MA.

Crested with convex/concave - curved sided shield with diagonal band from upper left to lower right. 3 elements in band. Deer? head, facing to left over thin ribbon bar, atop shield. Banner curved below with “Heaton Hall.” (Logo shown on pre-1962 matchbook.) #134 sage green border. Scammell China, supplied by Mitchell Woodbury Co. Listed as customer in circa 1926-27 New England Contact Book.

HENRY’S

Additional information on listed customer: 54 Market St. Charleston, SC.

Crested with “Henry’s” in script letters, on upward slant. Small “Charleston” “SC” flanking lower strokes of the lowercase “y.” Patented border # 62,090 (See page 123), flanking name crest. All in blue transfer. Scammell’s Trenton China.

Henry’s Restaurant was founded in 1932, with dining room and two banquet rooms. Operating 2014, using uncrested white china.

HICKEY BROTHERS

Cigar Stores. Additional information on listed customer: Davenport, Iowa and elsewhere.*


Began in 1901 by 17-year old William Augustus Hickey and his 12-year old brother, Dennis. First store was at 132 E. 3rd St. in Davenport, but quickly grew to additional locations. By 1951, there were 130 stores in 19 states. Some of the stores had soda fountains where lunches were served. The stores sold Whitman, Louis Sherry, and Maillard brand chocolates, in addition to cigars and smoking accessories. The company colors were green & gold. Hickey Brothers closed all locations starting on March 19, 1957.

HILL SCHOOL “WHATSOEVER THINGS ARE TRUE”
Identification for motto in customer list. 717 E. High St. Pottstown, PA.

Crested with a shield with sides tapering down to a point. Illustration of mountaintop with sun rays at top of the mountain. Banner circling below with “Whatsoever Things are True.” Stylized sword hilt projecting above top of shield. In cobalt blue transfer with a cobalt rim band. Maddock China.

Hill school was founded in 1851 as boarding school for boys and young men. An early photograph of the Hill School dining rooms shows several rows of long tables.

“Whatsoever Things Are True” was taken from Philippians 4: 8. This motto was introduced by Alfred G. Rolfe, who was headmaster between 1911 and 1914. A fragment of this pattern was uncovered from the Maddock dump site #2 (1912-1921). It suggests that Maddock was the original maker of the pattern, which has also been produced by Shenango and Mayer.

Information sources. List of pieces found in dump site # 2 by Hunter Research. Mayer and Shenango examples of pattern on RWCN IDWiki pattern pages. Logo and school history on Hill School website.

HILLCREST HOTEL
Madison Ave., Toledo, OH.

Crested with coin gold center of well on 10 1/2” service plate. Shield with overlapping “HH” monogram. Helmet atop shield. Acanthus scrolls radiating out from sides. All within circle with scalloped edges. Full red border band with coin gold lines at rim & verge. Scammell Lamberton.

The 600-room Hillcrest opened in 1929.

HILTON HOTELS
(Multiple early locations.)

Straight-sided shield with angle point at bottom. Diagonal orange band with drop-out white “Minimax.” Dark blue upper & lower shield sections. Orange mid-rim band flanked by blue pin lines. Scammell’s Trenton China.

HIRSCH CO., M. FRED
Jersey City, NJ

6 demi cups & saucers set in sterling silver, with 2 1/4” high white Scammell Lamberton inserts. Coin gold rim lines. S-L-12 (variation with script “S”). In fabric-lined gift box.

Information source: 18-pc set on eBay, 5/17/16.

HOMESTEAD HOTEL - VIRGINIA HOT SPRINGS
Hot Springs, Virginia.

Crested with blue shield outlined in red, containing illustration of a pedestal font. three-part banner below with “Virginia Hot Springs.” Floral border in blue with red flowers. This is Scammell’s 1930s ver-
tion of Buffalo China’s 1921 patented design by R. E. Stuart. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-15).

The Homestead was built in 1902 as a replacement for an earlier Homestead that burned down in 1901. By 1923, it contained 500 rooms. By 1937, the room count had grown to 600.

Information Sources: 10 1/2” x 7 ¾” platter on eBay, 7/5/15; font in shield logo on 1938 menu.

**HUGHES HIGH SCHOOL**

2515 Clifton Ave. Cincinnati, OH

Crested with a scalloped-edge circle containing a banner curved at top with “HUGHES.” A shield with a lamp of knowledge sitting on a book at bottom of circle with “Deo Et” “Patria” (For God and Country) flanking a shield and curved to follow outline of circle. All in red transfer. Red and black pin lines with curled ends, flanking logo mid rim. Scammell Trenton China.

Hughes High School was dedicated on December 2, 1910, and named for Thomas Hughes, an Englishman and shoemaker who left money for construction of first school in 1853. The 1910 building features some real fun gargoyles on the exterior, stained glass windows, and Rookwood tile decorations on the interior. It is still in use in 2015.


**HUNTT’S LUNCH**

Additional information on listed customer. Several locations, Lynn. MA.


Harry Huntt operated his Huntt’s Lunch restaurants from an office in room 10, at 10 Central Square, in Lynn, Massachusetts. By 1913 his lunch rooms were located at 14-18 Central Square, 170 Broad Street, 20 Market Square, and a new ‘Hutt’s Cafenet’ that he opened on Friday June 13, 1913. The restaurants were still operating in 1926.

Information sources: Fragment found in Maddock dump site, 1906-1924. Mug on ebay, 10/13/15. Idwiki RWCN, 1/7/16. June 1913 letter from Harry Huntt about new Cafenet, on letterhead with name as it appears on the china, on eBay 1/12/16.

**INDIAN CREEK COUNTRY CLUB**

55 Indian Creek Rd., Indian Creek, FL.

Crested with a stylized green bird, with spread wings, head turned to left. Within a double gold circle, with green squares spaced around between the outer and inner ring. Coin gold rim line. Wide green border (on matchbook holder). Scammell Lamberton ( S - L - 13 )

There is not much information available on the Indian Creek Country Club, but it was founded in 1928, according to the club website. The stylized bids appears on the club’s website and on matchbooks, but
with in a square that is within a larger orange diamond shape. The little dashes are still used between the outer and inner lines. The 1931 Scammell Lamberton catalog lists Indian Creek as one of its’ club customers.

Information sources. #177 Park Lane-shape match stand (see page 644) with bird log on eBay 3/16/2016. Matchbook cover on eBay 5/27/2016. Bird in diamond logo on club website.

INSIDE INN

1907 Jamestown Exposition Hampton Roads, VA.

Maddock, American or Trenton China?

INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA

1600 Arch Street Philadelphia, PA.

Crested with vertical oval containing illustration of an eagle with head turned to left & wings spread. “INA” above head and “1792” at bottom (both tiny and blurred or difficult to read). In cobalt blue transfer. Cobalt blue rim band flanked by coin gold lines. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-17) Supplied by John Wanamaker.

The Insurance Company of North America was founded in 1792 and incorporated in 1794. The oval with the eagle logo was originally used on cast iron plaques that were attached to homes insured by the company. At that time private fire companies were owned by the various insurance companies. If you had a fire and the fire company responded and you did not have their plaque on your house they would do nothing to put out the fire.

In 1925 the Insurance Company of North Americas’ new 16-story office building at 1600 Arch Street opened. Scammell produced this china for these new offices. Around 2002 the building was converted into 264 condos and renamed The Phoenix Condo Building.

Information sources: Plate and 1929 company advertisement showing logo on eBay 3/30/15. Company history-internet searches.

IRELANDS OYSTER HOUSE

Additional information on listed customer: 632 N. Clark St., Chicago, IL.

Crested with silhouette illustration of a lobster. “Irelands” in script lettering below lobster. All in red. Green rim line. Scammell’s Trenton China.

J. H. Ireland opened the restaurant, which contained the Marine Dining Room, Lobster Grotto, Grill, and a Banquet Room, in 1906. At that time it claimed to be the largest exclusive sea food restaurant in the USA. It closed in the 1980s.

ITASCA COUNTY SCHOOLS

Grand Rapids, MN.
Illustration of 3-story flat-roof school building. “Itasca County Schools” curved below with “District No1” below, all in blue transfer. 1922 Patented border #61,099 (see page 122). Scammell’s Trenton China.

JACKSON HOTEL (ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON LISTED CUSTOMER)

5th & Jackson Str, Sioux City, IA

Crested with a classic oval frame crest outlined with scrollwork. “Hotel” above “Jackson” within oval. Ornament atop frame. Acanthus leaves around bottom. Maddock American & Lamberton china. Supplied by Albert Pick & Co. Information sources: Crest example shown in Maddock pattern sample book from Wanamakers. 8 7/8” plate on eBay 10/05. Logo on letterhead.

JAY B II (PRIVATE YACHT)

Atlantic City, NJ.

Crested with crossed burgee. “Jay B II” in blue letters on white background, on left. Atlantic City Yacht Club burgee in white, red & blue, on right. Tan poles. Blue and red rim lines. Red verge pin line. Scammell Lamberton china Circa 1925 (S - L _ 38). Made Expressly For

Penn Hotel Supply Co., For Gies’ Cafe. 10’ compartment plate.

JEROME, HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer: 1301 Main St. Columbia SC.

Crested with “Hotel” over “Jerome” placed on upward slant. Flanked by #127 Cotton Bud border. All in blue transfer. Maddock Lamberton China (M-L-2).

This 4-story, 90-room hotel opened before 1906 and was torn down in the 1960s

JESSE’S RANCH HOUSE

1301 Old York Rd. Abington, PA.

“Alpine Rose” - red & white flowers. Lamberton Ivory - rolled edge- underglaze. Supplied by Arbycraft Co., Philadelphia (Ranson-Barton Co.) RWCN.

JONES BEACH CATERING CORPORATION

Additional information on listed customer. Jones Beach State Park, Long Island, NY.

Crested with a stylized seahorse, facing to left. Flanked at tail with “J.B.” “C.C.” Blue and orange rim pin lines, blue mid rim pin line flanking crest. Scammed Trenton China Furnished by Barth Equipment Co. NYC.

Jones Beach opened on Aug. 4, 1929. In 1931, the Jones Beach Catering Corporation, a subsidiary of The Brass Rail Restaurants of New York, NY, began operating all of the food concessions within the park.
(See Brass Rail listing above.) The seahorse was the Jones Beach logo. Seahorses are usually associated with coral reefs and warm water, but they do live as far north as Nova Scotia. Syracuse China also made this china pattern. Later it was produced by Sterling on the Platinum Blue base, with the seahorse facing to the right.


**JONES LUNCH CO.**

Additional information on listed customer. Providence, RI. Multiple locations.

“Jones” crest in black under border #388. Black border 1/8” from edge of rim Trenton China under-glaze. Supplier Tilden-Thurber Corp. (description in Scammell’s New England contact book dated Mar. 29, 1924.) An actual example of this china shows a Greek Key border with a circle logo placed below. “Jones” above “Lunch” in outer band. Interlocking “J L co” monogram in center of circle. (see RWCN - Tilden-Thurber thread 10-18-2007. Appears to be in dark green?) The 1924 order was noted as: 50 doz. mugs, 70 doz. 5” plates, 50 doz. 6 1/2” plates, 20 doz. creams, California unhandled. All with crest.

Jones Lunch Co. began in 1883 when Ruel B. Jones opened a lunch cart on the street in Providence. By 1887 he had at least 7 carts in operation. In 1884 his cousin Samuel Messer Jones joined him and they opened their first lunch wagon which customers entered to eat their lunch.

**JONES-CORNETT ELECTRIC COMPANY**

Welch, West Virginia.

Crested with four sets of line rays expanding from point at right. “Jones-Cornett” in outlined script letters in center space between rays. “Electric Company” in upper case letters between lower set of rays. All in red transfer on Scammell’s Platinum Blue body (S-P-32) The only known piece in this pattern is a celery tray. It may have been produced as give-away promotion, possibly presented to customers, or potential customers, to be used as a pen and pencil tray?

Jones-Cornett Electric Company was founded in 1923. It was a supplier of electrical equipment to construction companies as well as the operator of a retail appliance store in Welch. They sold RCA and Kelvinator appliance brands. In 1928, they supplied all of the electric fixtures for the new Pocahontas Theater. This company was still operating in 2007.

Information sources: celery tray on eBay, with history information on Jones-Cornett, 7/15/15; Pocahontas Theater details, www.wvfinder.

**KABLE STAUNTON MILITARY ACADEMY**

Additional information on listed customer: Staunton, VA.

Crested with “Kable” in script letters with wide return outlined tail below the “e,” stacked Staunton Military Academy in the tail, in blue transfer. Blue line flanking logo, mid-rim. Scammell’s Trenton China. Printed and impressed backstamps (S-T-20 & S-T-21).

Founded by William Hartman Kable in 1860 as Charlestown Male Academy. In 1886 renamed Staunton
Military Academy. A 500-seat mess hall was built in 1913. Closed June 6, 1976.


**KING COLE HOTEL**

Bay Drive, Miami Beach, FL.


The 75-room King Cole was built for Miami developer Carl Graham Fisher. It opened in 1925 as an American plan winter resort.

Information sources: 1926 Albert Pick & Co. catalog E-28 (on internet 1/5/2017)' King & jesters logo on Scammell sample plate.

**KING PHILIP TAVERN**

Additional information on listed customer: Lakeville, MA.

Crested with a vertical signboard shape with circle at top, containing bust of man inside circle. “King Philip Tavern” below circle. Decal in tan & browns, with blue background behind bust. Orange & black rim lines. Maddock China. Fragment found in Maddock dump site #3, 1906-1912.


**KINGS DAUGHTERS (INTERNATIONAL ORDER OF THE KINGS DAUGHTERS AND SONS)**

Various locations.

Crested with “KINGS DAUGHTERS” curved below a crown with cross on top. Scrolls following upper and lower contour of lettering. All in gray green transfer. Impressed Maddocks American China (M - A - 8 ). Supplied by, St. Louis Glass & Queensware Co. St. Louis. The International Order of The Kings Daughters and Sons was founded in 1886 as a Christian group, dedicated to helping people. They operated hospitals and senior homes in many locations. They had a School of Nursing. The organization, headquartered in Chautauqua, NY is still in operation as of 2017. This china was probably used in one, or more, of their hospitals and senior homes.

**KITCHI GAMMI CLUB**

Duluth, MN.

This interlocking “KGC” monogram appeared in the 1917 Maddock catalog shown on page 491. It was identified accidentally by searching another of the club’s monograms found on a matchbook cover.
(www.kitchigammiclub.com) under a link to their logos. The club still has some of its original china.

**KLAS RESTAURANT**

Additional information on listed customer: 5734 W. Cermak Rd. Cicero, IL.

Center-of-well illustration of several connected buildings with gable-roof facades, along a street, with ‘KLAS’ in Old English-style lettering in street. All in red. Scammell Ivory body. 10 1/4” service plate on eBay in 2003.

Established in 1922 by Adolf Klas to serve Czech-American meals. Still operating in 2014. Building facade as it appears on plate shown on postcards. Information on Klas website.

**KOCH HOTEL**

305 Trumbull & Church Sts., Hartford, CT.

Crested with a circle with “K” in Old English-style lettering within circle. Banners flanking circle with “Koch” “Hotel.” #129 thistle border, flanking logo. All in green transfer. Maddock. Supplied by Mellen & Hewes, Hartford, CT. A fragment of this pattern was found in Maddock dump site #3 used from 1906 to 1912.

The Hotel opened before 1904 and was originally named Dom. Ca 1909 Gus Koch bought the hotel and renamed it “Koch.” By 1915 it had reverted back to “New Dom.”

Information sources: Bowl on eBay 1/26/2017; 1909 dated postcard with hand-written note on back about name change, on eBay 1/26/2017.

**LAFAYETTE HOTEL**

Correction to customer listed in Louisiana. 200 E. Main St. Lexington, KY.


The 12-story, 230-room Lexington opened on December 1, 1920. This pattern was also made by Warwick China and supplied by Denton, Ross, Todd of Lexington, KY. The supplier location confirms the Lexington, KY location for this crested pattern.

Information sources: Demi cup on eBay 12/05. Matchbox holder on eBay 10/31/2015.

**LAKEVILLE GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB**

Additional information on listed customer. 255 Lakeville Rd. Lake Success, Great Neck, Long Island, NY.

Decorated with mid-rim border of panels with circular ornaments between panels (details not clear on 1927 photo). Scammell Lambertton. (Backstamp information unknown).
Lakeville opened Memorial Day, 1925. 1933 reorganized due to financial problems. Closed during WWII. 1946 property purchased by Fresh Meadow Country Club, originally located in Queens. Had Grill Room and Formal Dining Room.

Information sources: Listed as customer in 1931 Lamberton catalog. Interior photos Museum of The City of New York collection. Shows china on table, but not clear enough to make out details.

**LAMAR HOTEL**

Additional information on listed customer. Lamar Avenue and Main Street, Houston, TX.

Service plate decorated with six multi-color decal border panels illustrating Texas history, separated by six wedge-shape panels of Texas botanicals. Yellow and blue two-part hotel shield logo in center of well (also made without the shield logo). Tan rim line. Scammell Lamberton china.

The 400-room Lamar opened April, 1927, as part of the rapidly expanding Baker Hotel Co. chain.

Information sources: Plate without center of well crest on eBay, 1/19/16; RWCN search thread 1/18/16; link to WorthPoint plate with center-of-well shield.; and RWCN IDwiki for Bauscher version of same pattern.

**LAMP POST INN, THE**

Unknown location.

Illustration of lamplight on post. “The” over “Lamp” to left of post, “Post” over “Inn” to right, all in upper case script letters in red transfer. Scammell’s Lamberton China.

**LANDLORD’S INN**

Additional information on listed customer. Templeton, MA.

Crested with Emil Schneph’s border design patented in 1926 as patent # 70,195. The rust and gray green border band as well as the green rim and verge lines were done underglaze. After the glaze firing the china was sent back to the decorating department where the coin gold-framed portraits were applied, before the final firing and buffing. These ovals were not cut from the service plate decal, they were produced as a separate set of decals. There are at least five different men that appear on the known pieces in this border pattern. The #147, 8 oz bag-shape sugar bowls contain three known different portraits. In addition to the sugar bowls, this border is known to have been was used on small plates, large and small oval bowls, round bowls, gravy boats, and domed hot cake covers. Border 70,195 was probably the main china service because of the sugar bowls, which would have been in place on the tables.

Portraits appearing on this pattern include:

#3 Henry N. Teague

#9 Herman L. Wood

#15 James W. Ricker

# 16 Edward C. Fogg
# 19 Frederick Wilkey

Crested with border #5098, is an Art Nouveau-inspired design of stylized green vines and leaves, with red flowers that was originally designed for the Rochester Country Club. Larger pieces have a center of the well floral element. The coin gold framed portraits are placed at the top of the rim. One known portrait appears on plates. Red rim and verge lines complete the border.

Portrait known to have been used on this pattern:

#9 Herman L. Wood

Crested with decal border #2294, is another Art Nouveau floral ornament design with green vines and leaves, pink flowers, and a mint green flowing line at the bottom of the ornament. It was originally designed for the Marshall Field & Co. tea room, in Chicago. Coin gold rim lines are used above the portraits. At least four different portraits were used with this border. The known pieces produced in this design are cups and saucers, and bouillon lining cups. The decoration on these bouillon cups is place inside the bowl because the cups were used as liners in a silver-plated holder.

Portraits appearing on this pattern include:

#9 Herman L. Wood

#11 William M. Kimball

#13 Clifford D. Perkins

#22 Frank L. Furness

LANDER’S

134 S. Wabash Avenue and Adams Street, Chicago, IL

Crested with “Lander’s” in dark green (or black?) script lettering, on upward slant. Outlined orange tan “L” and return tail stroke on “s.” “Est. 1875,” below return stroke, #8077 border (See pages 160 & 536). Impressed Scammells Trenton China and transfer printed Trenton China - Made Expressly for American China and Glassware Co.

Based on the crest, Lander’s was established in 1875. In 1917, George Lander opened the Wabash Avenue location next door to the Palmer House Hotel. This location was on two floors, with a sunken dining room area flanked by upper level soda fountain and cocktail lounge. Lander’s was still operating in 1958. In 1989, the building was renovated and Miller’s Pub moved into the 270-seat restaurant.

Information sources: 6 1/2” plate on eBay, 10/3/2015; www.chicagopc.info; post card views; Miller’s Pub website.

LANDWEHR’S RESTAURANT

Additional information on listed customer: 1140 River Road-Rt 29. Trenton/Ewing, NJ.

Cresting, if any, unknown but two possibilities:

■ “Landwehr’s in script letters with curved horizontal stroke on “L” going under “an.” Shown on early

Silhouette of 3 torsos, facing left. Man with feather in hat, holding plate with chicken, woman holding cup & saucer, man with feather holding covered dish. (shown on matchbooks).

Landwehr’s opened Sunday March 2, 1947 in what had formerly been Fischer’s Tea Room. They had 4 dining rooms. Was still operating in late 1970s. Later became Peron’s. (www.glover320.blogspot.com, article with billboard photo by Tom Glover.

LASALLE & KOCH (DEPARTMENT STORE)

Additional information on listed customer.

513 Adams St. Toledo, OH.


LAWYERS CLUB

Additional information on listed customer. 115 Broadway, New York, NY. Crested with a fasces & battle-ax illustration, flanked by upper case, san-serif “L” “C,” as tall vertical letters with right-angle corners. The fasces is described in Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary as “A bundle of rods having among them an ax with the blade projecting, borne before Roman magistrates as a badge of authority.” The border is a band of connected X shapes with the background in the upper sections in orange brown, with drop-out white ornaments. Lambert China, some production on Ivory base (S-I-29). Some pieces backstamped “Made Expressly for Lawyers Club Duparquet Huet & Moneuse Co. Later produced by Sterling China Co.

The New York Lawyers Club was originally located in the Equitable Building, which burned in 1912. In September of 1912 they relocated to the top two floors of the United States Realty Building at 115 Broadway. The double-height dining room was at the Broadway end of the building and contained a large stained glass window. The border on the china was probably designed to reflect the Gothic detailing of their new building.

LEONORI HOTEL

701 Madison Ave & 32 E. 64th St. New York, NY.

The Maddock pattern book contains #5095 “Leonori Border,” which is composed of triple leaves with long curved stems and smaller double flower sprays with curved stems, in red & green. (See page 538.) The border flanks the Leonori’s shield with helmet on top crest.

The Leonori opened in the summer of 1902 as an 11-story apartment hotel with 10 parlor/bedroom suites per floor. The dining room was located on the top floor until 1925, when it was moved to the ground floor and opened to the public. In 1981 the Leonori was converted into 67 condo apartments.

**LIDO COUNTRY CLUB – CLUB LIDO HOTEL**

Correction, see page 337: Listed as Lido Country Club. Should be Club Lido Hotel. Long Beach, Long Island, NY.

A 400-room hotel opened in 1929. Multi-color decal border of stylized scrolls, flowers and seashells printed in 6 to 8 colors. Scammell Lamberton China (S L 12) & (S L 15) Backstamped “LIDO” on some pieces. Supplied by Nathan Strauss & Sons, New York. Also made by Royal Schwarzburg and backstamped “Club Lido Hotel.”

Hotel closed in 1981 and was converted into condos.

**LIEDERTAFEL / CONCORDIA 1880 - 1905 SILVER JUBILEE**

German American Singing Clubs located in Trenton, NJ & Wilkesbarre, PA.

A special event, 1-time production bowl, 17 1/2” x 9 1/2” with overall blue glaze. Names & dates in coin gold. Maddocks, Royal Porcelain, Lamberton Works (M-L-1)

**LITTLE BOHEMIA**

1722 S. Loomis & 18th Streets, Chicago, IL & Mantowish Waters, WI.

Crested with small “LITTLE” above larger “Bohemia,” in black outlined red letters. Scrolls attached to bottom of “B,” “h” & “a.” Flanked by a pair of mid-rim red pin lines with curled ends. Maddock Lamberton China (M-L-2). Supplied by Albert Pick.

Exactly when the Chicago Little Bohemia opened is not known, but by January of 1922 when R. Bezvo-da and Joseph Poisl took over, it was an established and well-known Chicago restaurant. At some point during the 1920s, Emil Wanatka bought the restaurant, which he sold to his business partner in 1930.

Mr. & Mrs. Wanatka then moved to Mantowish, WI, where they bought and began operating the 1927-built* Little Bohemia Lodge on May 27, 1933.

The original Loomas Street location bar and dining room was still operating in 1949, with a neon sign featuring the logo lettering still in place. This same logo was used on a sign board at the Mantowish location, which is still operating in 2014.

Maddock China was the original maker of this pattern. Liberty China with green and red pin lines, also supplied by Albert Pick, was made later, as was McNicol China. *(Note: some sources list 1915 as built date for the Manitowish location. Whenever it was built it appears likely that both locations were originally owned by the same person and the china was produced for use in both locations.)*


**LITTLE COMPANY OF MARY HOSPITAL**

Additional information on listed customer: 2800 W. 95th St. Evergreen Park Chicago, IL.
Listed as customer in Scammell’s 1931 catalog. No information known on pattern or possible cresting.

Hospital was founded June 19, 1930, by Sisters of the Little Company of Mary. Operating 2014.

**LITTLE SYNDICATE GOLF CLUB**

Location unknown.

Illustration of golf ball containing “LS” monogram crossed golf clubs & balls above. Banner curved below with “Little Syndicate” All in red transfer. Scammell Lamberton.

**LOCUST CLUB, THE**

1614 Locust st., Philadelphia, PA.


The Locust Club was founded by a group of Jewish businessmen in 1920. The club house contained a dining room and private banquet rooms. In 1960 it merged with the Midcity Club.

**LOGAN HOUSE (HOTEL)**

Altoona PA.


The Logan House opened in 1854 facing the mainline tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad. By 1915 it had 100 rooms and contained a 104foot-long dining room plus a lunch counter operated by Union News Co.

**LONG-BELL LUMBER CO.**

Additional information on listed customer: Multiple locations.

Crested “Long-Bell”™ logo in green. #7005 Carlton scroll ornament with decorative connecting band. (See page 156) Maddock Lamberton China. (L 10). Founded 1887 by Robert A. Long & Victor Bell, in Columbus Kansas.

In 1907 the 16-story R. A. Long Building was built in Kansas City, MO, for use as corporate offices. By 1934, Long-Bell owned 13 lumber mills plus sash and door factories in several states. In 1957 they sold out to International Paper Co.

Where this china was used is not known. It could have been used in the Kansas City headquarters building, but there is no mention of a dining room in the National Register of Historic Places nomination.
form. Long-Bell built & owned the Monticello Hotel in Longview, WA, in 1923, but it had hotel crested china by Maddock.

**LOS ANGELES COUNTRY CLUB**

10101 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA

Crested with waving pennant containing blue triangle at slanted pole area, “L.A.C.C.” in white against red background. Decal shown in Maddock Pattern sample book.

The Los Angeles Country Club was founded in 1897. On May 30, 1911 the moved into their new club house on Wilshire Blvd.


**LOUVRE, THE**

Powell & Eddy Streets, NW corner, San Francisco, CA.

Crested with “The Louvre” in black script lettering on upward slant. Large “L” with lower loop stroke extending under rest of “ouvre.” Black rim line with red pin line below. Maddock Lamberton china (M-L-2).

The Louvre restaurant was founded around 1884 by Charles A. Zinkand. By 1903 it was located in the lower level of the St. Ann’s Building and was operated by Meyerfeld & Co., with Jesse Meyerfeld as president & manager. It advertised itself as “San Francisco’s leading restaurant and cafe,” with a concert every evening. The April 18, 1906, earthquake and fire destroyed St. Ann’s Building and the restaurant. It reopened at 1350 Fillmore & Eddy Streets, and in November 1910 was renamed Portola-Louvre.

A 1904 postcard shows the lettering exactly as it appears on the china service. The later location at Fillmore & Eddy Streets used a slightly different style of lettering that had a small “The” in the top loop of the larger script “L.” This points to Maddock’s china having been produced for the pre-earthquake restaurant.


**MALDANER’S RESTAURANT**

Additional information on listed customer: 222 S. 6th St. Springfield. IL.

Crested with “Maldaner’s” in script letters, on slight upward slant, with large return stroke from end of the “s” back under name. In green. Scammell China Supplied by Albert Pick & Co.

Founded 1884. Operating 2014. Logo shown on Maldaner’s website.

**MANSION HOUSE**

Greenfield, MA.

MARSHALL FIELD & CO.

Additional pattern for listed customer. Chicago, IL

Crested with interlocking outlined “MF&Co” monogram. Black outline around coin gold letters. Fancy serifs on letters with curved outer strokes on the M.


MARYLAND CLUB (RESTAURANT)

Three, or more locations? 37 Westminster St., 145 Westminster St. 309 Westminster St., Providence, RI.

Crested with green circle containing interlocking “MC” monogram. “MARYLAND CLUB “ curved around bottom of circle. #6061 decal border of alternating square and lozenge shapes. Crest is placed inside the bowl, at rim. Border around outside. No makers backstamp, but most likely by Maddock on Trenton body. Supplied by Tilden Thurber Co. Providence RI. The Tilden backstamp lettering matches backstamps on known Maddock pieces. Tilden Thurber was located at 292 Westminster St., a short distance from these restaurants.

Not much information has been found on Maryland Club. It had two locations on Westminster Street in operation in 1919 (37 & 145) plus a location at 309 which was listed as closed. These restaurants employed between 10 and 24 people and may have been lunch room-style restaurants.


MASONIC – BURNS CLUB TRENTON, NJ

Crested with a blue shield containing 3 yellow ornaments (wheat?). Horse head on torse bar above shield. Banner curved below with “Trenton, NJ”, against yellow background. Lettering curved below in cobalt blue - “102th Anniversary of the Birth of Robert Burns Jan 25 1921”. Masonic logo on reverse. Maddock Lamberton. The yellow may have been hand-applied to cobalt blue transfer. Tumbler shape.

Used as a souvenir for a one-time dinner.


MASONIC – DEMOLAY COMMANDERY NO 6 KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

Washington, NJ
Crested in black line with Formee-style cross containing a crown with red Latin-style cross on angle. “In” “Hoc” Signo” “Vinces” in circle band around crown & cross.

“DeMolay Commandery” above “No 6 K.T.” in black script lettering, in center of well, on some pieces. Black and red pin lines flanking crest. Maddock Lamberton China (M-L-2 & M-L-4).

Information source: Multiple pieces & shapes on eBay, 2/3/15.

MAISONIC, JUNCTION CITY LODGE NO 128

500 Juniper St. Junction City, OR.

Crested with Masonic compass, square & “G” logo. “Junction City Lodge” curved above logo. “A.F. & A.M. No 128” curved below. 2 pin lines flanking logo, mid rim. All in blue transfer. Maddock Lamberton. Supplied by Prael Hegele & Co. Portland, OR.

MAISONIC – MANCHESTER LODGE NO 73

Additional information on listed customer. 25 E. Center St. Manchester, CT


The corner stone for this Masonic Temple was laid October 2, 1926. The Temple was dedicated October 8, 1927., with a banquet for 500 members. The original order for this china is listed in Scammell’s New England contact book, dated August 17, 1926. The original order consisted of the following:

50 doz - Dinner Plates 8” R/E (rolled edge)
50 doz - Pie Plates 6 1/2” R/E
40 doz - Soup Plates 7 1/2” R/D R/E
3 doz - Platters 11” R/E
3 doz - Platters 14” R/E
50 doz - Coffee Cups James (T/C) (Trenton China body)
50 doz - Veg. Dishes 4 1/2” R/E (Tub Fruits)
3 doz - Celery Trays Club #1
3 doz - Sugar Bowls 30s Club
3 doz - Creams 36s R/E (T/C)

Information sources: Copy of New England contact book, provided by Paul Trosko. 12 1/4” x 8 1/2” platter on eBay, 2/2/15.

MAISONIC PHILATES LODGE 527

Philadelphia, PA.

**MASONIC – RAPER COMMANDERY NO 1 K. T.**

525 N. Illinois St. Indianapolis, IN.


---

**MASONIC TEMPLE - BLOOMINGTON**

116 W. Washington St., Bloomington, Indiana


This pattern is a variation on the Senate Restaurant design used in the Washington, DC Capitol Building, with the Masonic Temple building in the circle rather than the US Capitol. The Bloomington Temple opened in 1910.

---

**MASONIC TEMPLE EAST HARTFORD**

Crested with Masonic logo, “Masonic Temple” above “East Hartford” forming circle around logo, in cobalt blue. Blue rim line. Scammell’s Trenton China, supplied by Dwight R. Judson Co., Hartford, CT.

---

**MASONIC TEMPLE ROCK ISLAND**

18th St. & 5th Ave., Rock Island, IL.


---

**MASONIC, YAKIMA LODGE 24**

North Yakima, WA.

Crested with a cross with five Masonic symbols at top of rim. Center of well contains three illustrations with copy about lodge above and below illustrations. Blue & red pin lines flanking logo, mid rim. Lamberton China (Maddock ?) Supplied by Prael Hegele Portland, OR.

---

**MASQUERS, THE**

Additional information on listed customer: 1765 Sycamore Ave. Hollywood, CA.

Crested with masked head & ruffled collar, with “The Masquers” in curved banner above. Scammell Lamberton China. Logo shown in 1931 Scammell catalog (see page 629).

MASSASOIT LUNCH

Unknown location, possibly in Massachusetts.

Crested with a circle containing head of Native American, in full feather headdress, facing to right. “Massasoit” “Lunch” curved around circle. Decorative band of chevron shapes encircling outer rim of circle. #170 New Buckingham Border. All in red transfer. Maddock’s American China.

Massasoit was the leader of the Wampanoag Tribe and helped the Pilgrims when they arrived at Plymouth Rock. It is likely that the Massasoit Lunch was located in Massachusetts.

Information source: plate on eBay, 9/22/15.

MATADOR ROOM STOCK YARD INN

Halsten & 42nd Street, Chicago, IL.


Also 10 1/2” dinner plates & other pieces with series of six black lines at rim, with each line progressively thinner as progress toward verge.

Information sources: Service plate on eBay, 1/25/2018 Dinner plates, menu cover & Shenango examples on WorthPoint.

MAXIM’S

Additional information on listed customer (See page 173.) 38th Street between Broadway & 6th Ave., NY, NY.

In 1909, Julius Keller, who arrived in New York from Switzerland in 1880 at age 16, bought what was then named the Cafe de France. Four previous owners had failed in trying to make what had begun as Cafe des Ambassadeurs a success. Julius soon changed the name to Maxim’s, which he ‘lifted’ from the famous Paris establishment. With waiters uniformed as servants to Louis XVI and an orchestra to entertain his dinner guests, he was soon able to make the new Maxim’s successful. It is reported that every year on New Year’s Eve the guests got to take home one of these Maddock service plates. Maxim’s closed in 1920.

The rest of the china service that went with the service plate (see page 173) was crested with a miniature version of the large crest in the center of the well on the service plate. This small crest was placed below the verge at the 3 o’clock position on platters. The border contains three #7010 torch and circle ornaments (page 519) spaced around the rim and connected by a green pin line. Green rim line. Maddock’s American China, supplied by Albert Pick & Co.
MAYFAIR HOUSE (NEW YORK CITY)

Additional information on earlier customer listing: 10 Park Ave. New York, NY. Opened 1925.


MAYFAIR HOUSE (PHILADELPHIA)

Lincoln Dr. at 401 W. Johnson St., Philadelphia, PA.


MAYFLOWER INN

Point Road at Manomet Point, Plymouth, MA. *


*Customer identification is not positive, but it appears that the china was made for the 170-room Mayflower Inn in Plymouth, MA, which opened in June of 1917. From 1917 until at least 1931, the Plymouth Inn advertised in Automobile Blue Books, which were designed as guides for trips by automobile.

The 3-story wooden Inn was torn down in 1975 after a series of fires.

Information sources: 13 3/4" x 9 3/ 4” platter on eBay, 12/15/14; advertisements,1917 & 1920 Auto Blue Book; 1931 ALA Green Book; Summer By The Seaside, by Bryant F. Tolles, Jr. Pg, 73.

MAYFLOWER SHOPS, THE

Additional information on listed customer: New York City.

Crested with illustration of Mayflower sailing ship with “The Mayflower Shops” curved above. All in red. Scammell Trenton China (S T 26). Matches Iroquois China pattern shown on RWCN idwiki #3.

MCCALLISTER & SONS, D. F.

Additional information on listed customer. 1811-1817 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, PA.
There are two known patterns for this customer, which was a caterer. For formal occasions, such as weddings, the pattern features an overglaze band of stylized flowers, leaves and dots. This pattern was also used at the Waldorf-Astoria (See page 204). It has a wide coin gold band at the rim, and a coin gold pin line at the verge. This china service included butter pats and demi cups and saucers. Ivory Lamberton (S-I-29). Some pieces are backstamped “D. F. McCallister & Sons” above “Phila.”

For less formal occasions, Scammell’s Trenton China (S-T-23) was used. This pattern is crested with “McCallister” in black or dark green (?) script letters on a curve. There is a wide red band flanked by red pin lines with curved ends, flanking the crest.

David Franklin McCallister (1863-1946), was born in South Philadelphia. In 1890, at age 27, he opened a small cake and candy store at 20th & Reed streets. He later expanded his business into a catering operation, which became the largest in Philadelphia. For Philadelphia's 1926 Sesqui-Centennial Exposition, his firm served an opening day luncheon for 6,000 people and fed the more than 3,800 soldiers stationed there during the 3-month period. McCallister’s operations were based at 1811-1817 Spring Garden St. When D. F. McCallister, Sr. died, just short of his 83rd birthday, his son David Jr. was a partner in the company. David Jr. died four months later, but the company continued to operate until at least 1969.


**MCKELEY’S DEPARTMENT STORE**

Federal St., Youngstown, OH

Crested with “McKelvey’s” in script letters with long swish on upper part of “K”, swish extending back toward beginning of name on “y.” Red letters outlined in black. Black and red pin lines with curve ends, flanking logo, mid-rim. Impressed Maddock’s Trenton China.

**MCNALLY-DOYLE**

Additional information on listed customer. 65th & Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH.

The customer list in Scammell’s 1931 catalog has McNally-Doyle Co. listed under Restaurants and Tea Rooms. An Internet search turns up scant information on this customer, which was founded in 1910 by Nellie McNally and Clara Doyle in Cleveland, Ohio, as a caterer. By 1931, their address was 1272 Euclid Ave. A 1937 John Carroll University program contains an advertisement stating, “Famous Candies & Pastries” and “All Stores,” which suggests there were several store locations. One of their candy tins contains a triangle shape logo, containing “McN D” in script letters. A panel with “Superieur” is below the triangle. The 1940 Cleveland business directory again listed them as “Caterers.” It would appear that in addition to making candy, they had retail stores that served food on Lamberton china produced by Scammell.

A RED FOX website shows china crested with a standing fox, wearing a black vest & bow tie. A black walking stick is held by one paw. An ashtray with this illustration, plus “McNally Doyle” and “Red Fox” in red script letters is shown, but there is no mention of the maker or view of any backstamp. This was the Red Fox Inn in Gates Mills, OH, which operated from the 1950s until it burned down in 1982.
McTAGUES RESTAURANT

Additional information on listed customer: 9th & Olive Sts. St. Louis, MO.

Cresting, if any unknown. Listed as customer in Maddock’s 1917 Lamberton catalogue.

James Hugh McTague (1858-1926) began his restaurant, which he named “Cafe McTague’s,” in August of 1897. It was located in the basement of the-then new Century Building. This was one of the first attempts at operating a high-class restaurant in a basement. The restaurant was very successful for a while, but closed by 1918. www.mini-mug.com/restaurants--cafes.html.

MEADOW BROOK HUNT CLUB

Additional information on customer listed as M B H. Originally Westbury, NY, now Cedar Swamp Road, Jericho, NY.


Founded in 1881 in Westbury, Long Island, as Meadow Brook Hunt Club. In 1953 moved to new golf course location in Jericho, NY. At some point, “Hunt” dropped from name, but “H” remains on logo.


MEDICAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Queen St. Charleston, SC.

Crested with circle logo composed of an illustration of kneeling man kindling a torch from a flame on an altar. Sun rays above the figure symbolize Apollo, god of sun and healing.


The Medical College (now University) of South Carolina was founded in Charleston in 1823.

Information sources: Cup and saucer & 1927 booklet with seal, on eBay, 4/30/2016; Medical University of South Carolina Waring Historical Library, motto and seal information.

MEIER & FRANK (DEPARTMENT STORE)

Portland, OR.

Crested with an oval frame containing overlapping “MF” monogram. Frame flanked by cornucopia containing fruit. All in gray transfer. 2 gray green pin lines at rim, 1 at verge. Maddock Lamberton, supplied by Prael Hegele & Co., Portland.
**MERCER HOTEL**

196-200 S. Broad St. Trenton, NJ. Opened July, 1930.

Line illustration of rampant lion bust, facing to left, holding sword in paws. Ribbon bar below. “Mercer Hotel” in curved banner below, with “Trenton, N.J.” straight. All in black transfer. Green rim band flanked by black pin lines, with black pin line flanking logo. Scammell Trenton China.

**MERRILL-PALMER SCHOOL**

71 Ferry Ave., Detroit Michigan.

Crested with a shield containing two red vertical bars in the center of the coin gold background. A fluer de lis ornament is on each side of the red bars. Black outlined scroll frame around shield. Peacock head on a ribbon torse bar, above shield. 3-part banner curved below containing” Qui” “Vincit” “ Patitur” (He/She who endures will succeed). Coin gold rim line with red pin line. Mint green verge & base line. Scammell Lamberton China, S-L-13. Supplied by American China & Glassware Co., Chicago.

Mrs. Lizzie Pitts Merrill Palmer (Oct. 8, 1838-July 28, 1916) left a bequest to found the Merrill-Palmer Motherhood and Home Training School. The school was established in 1920 in the former mansion of Charles Lang Freer. The Merrill-Palmer School focused on serving children through formal academic programs in infant, toddler, child and adolescent development, and in family functioning. Later it became the Merrill Palmer Skillman Institute. (MPSI) In 1981 MPSI was incorporated into Wayne State University where it continues to operate.

So far only demi cups and saucers have been found with this crest.

Information sources: Demi cup & saucer on eBay 1/23/16; Wayne State University website; Wikipedia information on Lizzie Pitts Merrill Palmer; Detroit Historical Society-October 21, 1927 invitation to placing of memorial plaque, with crest shown on cover; www.cardcow.com, photo on Freer house as school; RWCN IDwiki.

**METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.**

New York, NY.

Crested with a circle containing “MLICo” monogram in script. “Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. New York” around outer ring of circle. All in green. Green, red, green rim lines, red verge pin line. Scammell’s Trenton China (impressed S-T-20).

Used in employee lunch rooms, circa 1920’s.

Information source: Plate on WorthPoint, 1/25/2018.

**METUCHEN HIGH SCHOOL**

Additional information on listed customer. 400 Grove Ave. Metuchen, NJ.

The original 3-story brick section of Metuchen High School was built around 1909. That section was damaged by fire in 1957, but the High School complex continues in operation in 2015. Blue and white are the school colors.


MEYER HOTELS

Additional pattern for listed customer. Various locations.

Crested with “Good Morning” above “Compliments Meyer Hotels”. In red script lettering on upwards slant. Backstamped “S” in shield Ivory Lamberton Scammell. (S I - 27). This may have been used along with the Meyer crested traits made by Scammell.


MICHAEL’S PUB

Additional information on listed customer: 211 E. 55th St. New York, NY.


Michael’s seems to be best known as the place where Woody Allen played clarinet with band, prior to its closing in 1996.

MICHIGAN MILLERS MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.

Additional information on listed customer: 208 N. Capitol Ave., Lansing, MI.


MID-DAY CLUB

Additional information on listed customer. 925 Euclid and E. 9th St., Cleveland, OH.

Crested with interconnected “MDC” monogram, with right vertical stroke on “M” shared as left vertical stroke on “D”. Smaller “C” connected at bottom. Lines or other decorative elements unknown as the only known example is the logo on a Scammell sample plate. Scammell Lamberton, Ca 1924.

The 400-seat dining room of the Mid-Day Club opened on the 21st floor of the Union Trust Building in
Cleveland in 1924. It was a large rectangular room with windows on three sides below an arched ceiling. In 1991 the former private club was converted into a public restaurant named “Metropolitan.”

Information sources: Pre 1962 matchbook cover with slightly different arrangement of monogram letters within same style frame. Logo shown on a Scammell sample plate. Listed as customer in 1931 Lamberton catalog.

**MILWAUKEE COUNTRY CLUB**

Additional information on listed customer: 8000 N. Range Line Rd. River Hills/Milwaukee, WI.

Cresting, if any unknown, but club crest is a concave/convex-sided shield curving down to point. Containing diagonal bar with illustration of bag of golf clubs. Fox head in upper left. Tennis racket lower right. Tree ? above curved top. Banner curved below with Milwaukee C.C. Founded 1894. Listed in 1931 Lamberton catalog.

**MINNIE W III (LYMAN E. WARREN)**

Additional information on listed customer.

Crested with center of well circle with overglaze, multi-color illustration of young lady*. “Minnie W” over “III” in coin gold below circle. Multi-color Art Nouveau - style border with swirls and flower sprays in pinks & blues. ( same decoration as on Wallick Hotel service plate, only difference is “Minnie W” “III” in place of Wallace’s ). Maddock Lamberton China ( M - L - 2 ).

The Minnie W III was a 83 foot-long wooden hull, screw propelled, steamer that was built for Lyman E. Warren, and launched in 1913. It replaced his former “Minnie W”, a 70’ twin screw steamer, that he owned in 1910.

This china was made for the yacht in 1913. Exactly how many people it’s dining room could seat is unknown, but there were probably not more that a dozen or two of the plates ordered.

For some unknown reason Mr Warren did not own Minnie W. III very long. By 1914 it was owned by fellow New York Yacht Club member Samuel M. Nicholson, who renamed it Lady Warwick. He replaced it with a smaller 45-foot powerboat which he name just Minnie W.

A search of the internet turned up only a few details relating to Lyman E. Warren.

An article in a December 1893 New York Times mentions Mr & Mrs. Lyman Warren, but I don’t have a subscription so I don’t know what that article is about.

On October 24, 1901 Mr Warren joined the New York Yacht Club.

By 1910 he owns a yacht named Minnie W.

“The Elite of New York”, a book published in 1915, provided the most information. Lyman E. Warren is listed as living at 473 West End Ave. There is no Mrs. Warren mentioned, but Miss Minnie Warren is listed. Turns out Minnie was the Warren’s daughter, and the person he named his yachts in honor of. I wonder if Mrs Warren died around 1913-1914, which motive Mr. Warren to dispose of his new yacht and replace it with a smaller one?
The 1918 New York Yacht Club Directory does not list Lyman Warren as a member.

**MOHAWK LODGE # 200 INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS**

Marcela, OR.


Mohawk Lodge # 200 was founded October 18, 1907 in Marcela, Oregon, which is located on the Mohawk River. Initially it had 6 charter members and 47 initiations. Membership had grown to 87 by the time the Lodge opened their new 2-story club house on July 29, 1911. The 20’ x 36’ dining room was located on the 2nd floor. On December 2, 1936, the Mohawk Lodge consolidated with Lodge #76.

**MONMOUTH COUNTY COUNTRY CLUB**

Eatontown, NJ, Monmouth County, New Jersey.

Crested with transfer circle divided into 3 sections, with 2 sections on top that form a round top “M.” 1 section below forming flat top “C.” Illustration of lady playing golf in upper left. Polo player on horse upper right. 2 flat top “C”s in lower section, 1 inside the other. “Monmouth County” curved around top of circle. “Club” around bottom. “Country” in horizontal cross section. All in blue with dropout white lettering. Border band of spiral curved blue ribbon with dropout white design on ribbon ends, flanking logo. Scammell Lamberton (S-L-13.)

This club was incorporated in 1917 as Suneagles. Construction of the clubhouse started in October of 1923. In the 1930s, it was renamed Monmouth County Country Club. The U. S. Army purchased the club in 1942, making it part of Fort Monmouth.

**MONTCLAIR COUNTRY CLUB**

Additional information on listed customer. 25 Prospect Ave. West Orange, NJ.


**MONTICELLO, HOTEL (LONGVIEW, WA)**

Additional information on listed customer. 1405 17th Ave. & Larch St., Longview, WA.

Crested with Blue side-by-side “HM” monogram outlined with red. Left stroke on ‘H’ and right stroke on ‘M’ curve to fit sides of shield. Monogram is within red orange outlined shield frame. Thin green and red vine and leaf band flanking logo mid rim, with urn ornaments containing pink flowers, spaced at compass points around rim. Thick rim and thin green verge lines. Maddock Lamberton China. “M” in shield Lamberton, (M-L-5) “Made for Hotel Monticello Long View Wash. Furnished by Albert Pick & Co.
Chicago.” (all in red).

The Monticello was built by the Long-Bell Lumber Company and opened in 1923. The 6-story Georgian Revival hotel originally contained 140 rooms, a dining room, coffee shop, and ballroom. Long-Bell built it as a place for visiting lumber-related businessmen to stay.


**MONTICELLO HOTEL, THE (ST. LOUIS)**

King’s Highway & W. Pine St. St. Louis, MO.


The 4-story Monticello Hotel opened 1904.

Information source: Creamer on RWCN Facebook, 4/19/2018.

**MOORE’S RESTAURANT**

148 5th St. Portland, OR


Information sources: 11” x 8” platter on eBay, Oct. 6, 2006; 1910 postmarked postcard with address on eBay, 1/26/2017

**MORIN’S LUNCH**

Mill Street, Attleboro, MA *

Decorated with #6066 Chrysanthemum Border (See page 575), in green and gray with dark and light blue mum flowers. Backstamped “Made Expressly for Morin’s Lunch Mitchell Woodbury Boston MA.” The one known example, a 9” x 13 1/2” platter, does not contain any Maddock backstamp.

* Customer identification is not positive, but history information on Morin’s Hometown Bar & Grill website makes it the very likely customer match. Morin’s was founded in 1911 by Jean Baptiste Morin as the 12-stool Franklin Diner.

**MOUNT IDA SCHOOL**

Newton, MA.

Crested with a circle, with shield in center of green inner circle. Open book within shield. Mustard gold sunrise atop shield. “MOUNT IDA SCHOOL” in green, around outer circle. 2 green lines flanking logo, mid
Mount Ida School for Girls was founded in 1899. By 2017 renamed Mount Ida College.

Information sources. 8 7/8” plate on eBay, 7/13/2017. Logo in stained glass window on early postcard of lounge. Updated logo with book in shield, as used by college in 2017.

**MOUNT VERNON CLUB**

Mount Vernon Place, Baltimore, MD.


**MRS. RORER’S**

Additional information on listed customer: Coffee/restaurant. St. Louis World’s Fair & elsewhere?

Crested with heart-shape yellow frame containing portrait of Mrs. Sara Tyson Rorer. “Mrs. Rorer’s” curved above frame. “Own Blend” over “Coffee” curved below frame, in black. Maddock’s American China.

Sara Tyson Rorer (1849-1937) operated the 1,200-seat “The Model” restaurant and “Mrs. Rorer’s Cafe” at the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair. She compiled 54 cookbooks. By 1910, Climax Coffee and Baking Powder Co. was marketing “Mrs. Rorer’s Own Blend Coffee” in packages with the exact same logo on their label.

Climax was founded in Indianapolis in 1894 by Harry Gates. Exactly where this china was used is unknown, but it seem possible that it was somehow connected with the Climax-brand coffee. Harry Gates was also part owner of both the Severin Hotel in Indianapolis, which opened in 1913, and the Miami Hotel in Dayton, OH, which opened in 1915. Both of these hotels had china made by Maddock Pottery, so there may have been some connection with Climax coffee being served in the hotels?

**MUNARGO LINE CO. (STEAMSHIP)**

Decorated with a swag and ornament border in blue transfer. Backstamped “ Munargo Line Co.” in blue. By Scammell on Trenton base. This steamship company was formed as a division of the United Fruit Co. after the Munson Line shut down operations. It only operated from 1938 until 1940, with just one ship, SS Munargo. The 295-passenger S S Munargo was built in 1921.


**NAPOLI**

Possible location of listed customer? Naples section of Long Beach, CA.

Crested in gray green transfer. “Napoli” in upper and lower case letters, with fancy N at top of rim, below #170 New Buckingham border. Maddock’s American China.

The four-story Mission Revival/Craftsman-style Hotel Napoli was built in 1909 for Miss Almira Parker Hershey at a cost of $87,000. For some reason, Miss Hershey, who was very wealthy, never opened the
hotel. It remained completed but unused until after she sold it in 1927. Then it was refurbished and opened in 1929 as the Hotel Naples. It closed in 1931 and remained empty until it was torn down in 1959.

Although the 1909 construction date fits the time frame for Maddock’s use of the American china name, there is nothing that has been found to connect the style of the “Napoli” lettering on this china with this hotel. Because the hotel did not open there was nothing printed that could serve as a match with the china. If this china was made for the hotel it could have been delivered to the hotel, but never used.

Information sources: 7 3/4” platter on eBay 5/06, and 9” plate on eBay 9/15; internet search for information on hotel and Miss Hershey.

NASSAU CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: 6 Mercer St. Princeton, NJ.

Crested with ornate silhouette of a rampant lion, facing to left, within a convex/concave outline frame. Lion in orange with thin black outline. Black frame. A series of small angled parallelograms surround the lion. Black, orange, black pin lines with curled ends, flanking logo. Crested china fragment found at Maddock dump site matches crest used on 1979 anniversary book cover.

Club founded 1889. In 1911, a new, enlarged dining room opened. Nassau Club’s website in 2014 shows the rampant lion facing to right.

NASSAU GUN CLUB

A branch of the Nassau Club founded to shoot only clay pigeons. Their dining room used china crested with a coin gold lion within a blue circle, in center of well. Gold rim and verge lines. Ivory Scammell Lamberton China (S-1-29). Backstamped “Nassau Gun Club” in blue.

NATIONAL CITY BANK OF NEW YORK

Additional information on listed customer: 55 Wall St. New York, NY.


National City Bank (now Citibank) was the successor to a bank founded in 1863. In 1908, they moved into a newly enlarged 1841 building at 55 Wall Street, which served as headquarters until 1961. 9 7/8” plates have been offered on eBay.

NATIONAL DAIRY LUNCH W. E. BROST

9 E. Ohio St., Indianapolis, IN & Louisville, KY.

Information sources: RWCN “Can You Identify This” thread 4/8/2015. RWCN Iconic Establishments - Lunch list.

NELSON, HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer. 328-330 Washington St. Johnstown, Pennsylvania.

Crested with blue outlined shield containing “JRN” (?) within a laurel wreath, X on top (formed by crossed knife & fork?) “Hotel Nelson” curved below shield, “J. Roger Nelson, Prop.” straight below. Red and blue rim line, red verge line flanking crest. Maddock’s American China


NENOVAN CLUB

930 - 954 89th St. Morgan Park, Duluth, MN.

Decorated with a band of alternating decal panels. Blue and black rectangles with white flower. Light gray rectangles with silhouettes of three dancing women. Maddocks Trenton China (Impressed M-T-9). Backstamped “Nenovan Club, By E. F. Burg, Duluth.”

The Nenovan Club was built as housing for single men around 1916. The 4-building complex of 3-story structures included a boarding house with dining room. The complex now operates as apartments.

Information sources: 9 3/8” x 6 3/8” platter on eBay, 2/20/15. History on Nenovan Apartment website.

NETHERLAND HOTEL (ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON LISTED CUSTOMER)

Tulip pattern designed by Arthur S. Higgins and patented July 31, 1900 as Des 33,032. Mr. Higgins was a partner in Higgins & Seiter, the distributor. (See page 212.)

NEW JERSEY NATIONAL GUARD - ESSEX TROOP

Newark Armory, Roseville Ave., Newark, NJ.

Crested with illustration of crossed swords. Horse head in profile, facing left, above ribbon bar (torse) over swords. Script upper case “ET” monogram below swords. Banner curved below with “Fide Et Fortitudine” (Trust and Courage or By Fidelity and Fortitude). Blue and yellow rim lines, flanking logo. Maddock and Scammell Lamberton (S-L-13). Service included creamer by Maddock & 8 1/2” soup plate by Scammell.

Essex Troop founded 1890 as a cavalry group. 1893 joined New Jersey National Guard as Cavalry Company A. December 1, 1910, new armory on Roseville Avenue in Newark, dedicated. Became part of 102nd Cavalry Regiment. In 1954 the Unit Insignia was revised with the horse head included in a shield with 2 fluer de lis.

NEW YORK HOSPITAL

Additional information on listed customer. 525 E. 68th St., New York, NY.

There were five different patterns used by New York Hospital beginning in 1932.

1 - Nurses residence

Blue transfer border composed of curved and geometric shapes. (similar to, but not identical to 1932 patent design #87,981. By Emil Schnepf).

2 - Staff Service

Brown transfer floral full rim design, with sailboat scene in center of well.

3 - Private Patients

Large, multiple flower sprays & smaller individual flower sprays. Decals in pinks, yellow, purple, with green leaves. Blue green line set in from rim.

4 - Children’s Service

Colored decal illustration of 3 bunny rabbits eating carrots in center of well. Border of green plants and tiny animals. Blue green verge line.

All of these patterns are on Ivory Scammell Lamberton (S-I-27) Backstamped for the various locations of usage. Furnished by Myers Minott and Co., Inc. Dated 1932.

5 - Ward Tray Service.

Crested with “NYC” in connected green script letters. This pattern on Trenton China, supplied by Myers Minot & Co. (See page 342) 1935

The large complex comprising New York Hospital was completed in 1932.

Information sources: RWCN IDwiki - Staff services - Children’s Service - Private patients; Nurses Residence; Demi C&S on eBay, 1/31/16.

NEW YORK NAVAL MILITIA

Brooklyn, NY?

Crested with a horizontal diamond frame made of rope with knots at corners. Contains an anchor with curled rope in center. Flanked by “N” “Y” In black outlines and light blue centers. Flanking mid-rim twin blue pin lines. Also produced with red background and white letters, with black and red pin lines flanking logo. Maddocks American China.

This Naval National Guard organization began operating in 1891 and continues in operation today. The china may have been used at the First Avenue Armory, 1st Ave, between Flatbush Avenue and 52nd Street in Brooklyn, which was built around 1904. Or it could have been used on various training vessels.

NEW YORK YACHT CLUB

37 W. 44th St. New York, NY & Newport, RI

Crested with burgee pennant with a red cross dividing it into four blue sections. White star in center of cross. Yellow flag staff. Blue rim line. Scammell Lamberton Ivory china (S-I-29).

The New York Yacht Club was founded in 1844. The present club house at 37 W. 44th St., opened in 1901. They have another club house in Newport, Rhode Island where nearly identical crested china is still being used. This pattern was also produced by Mayer China.

Because there were many very wealthy members of this club who had their own large private yachts, the club’s burgee appears on many china services produced for these yachts. These china services were produced by many makers other than Maddock and Scammell, including Minton, and Johnson Brothers of England. When J. Pierpont Morgan was Commodore of the yacht club in 1897 he commissioned a 220-piece service for his yacht Corsair from Minton China. This service included such unusual items as 14 asparagus platters, 10 oyster platters. The 6” tall tea-pot sold in 2011 for $42,000.

Among the known private yachts of New York Yacht Club members with crested china that was produced by the Lamberton Works are:

■ Widel

Crested with a three-section signal flag. The upper left square section contains a blue “B” against a red background. the lower left square contains a red “D” against a yellow background, the larger right section contains a large “L” in yellow against a dark blue background. “WILDEL “ in black letters is below the flag. A cobalt blue band outlined with coin gold flanks the crest. Coin gold rim line. Scammell Ivory (S-I-27)

Name of owner unknown, but he was a member of NYYC.

■ “W” ?

Crested with 2 burgees, one with “W” in center. New York Yacht Club burgee below. (See page 489).Maddock Lamberton china, before 1920. Unknown member and yacht name.

■ ?????


Other yacht china crested with the New York Yacht Club burgee included with the private yacht flag, but with the maker of the china unknown include the yachts, Rosemary, Yacona, & Richard Ingals.

**NEW YORK YACHT CLUB - FRANK M. SMITH’S PRIVATE YACHT ‘HAUOLI’**

Crested with 2 burgee flags, one above the other. Top burgee has red background with white star containing black “S.” (private flag of club member F. M. Smith). Bottom burgee of New York Yacht Club, with red cross containing a star in center, blue background. Coin gold flag poles & ropes. Wide green band outlined with gold pin line, flanking flags crest. Maddock Lamberton China (M-L-2).

Francis Marion Smith (1846-1931) was head of Pacific Coast Borax Co. which marketed 20-Mule Team Borax brand. ‘Hauoli’ designed by H. J. Gielow, built in Robbins Drydock, Brooklyn, NY for Mr. Smith. Launched May 31, 1902. 211’ in length. Capacity of 60 people. Ca. 1913 sold to Clara B. Stokes and renamed “California.” 1917 sold to US Navy, renamed “USS Hauoli” SP 249.


**NEW YORK YACHT CLUB - HUSTON WYETH’S PRIVATE YACHT ‘BOOMERANG IV’**

Crest composed of a burgee and a private signal with staffs crossed. Private signal flag for a yacht owned by Huston Wyeth, with black “W” in center of red field. Placed above the New York Yacht Club burgee composed of a red cross with star in center, against a blue field. This decal is shown in Maddock’s Ca 1921 pattern book.

Huston Wyeth (1863-1925), an American industrialist and businessman. President of Artesian Ice Co., St. Joseph, Missouri, as well as a number of other businesses.

Boomerang IV was completed in Florida in 1920. Referred to in Motor Boating magazine as a Motor Houseboat, it was 76’ 8” long. The master stateroom contained two twin beds. After Mr. Wyeth’s death in 1925 it was sold to John Bossers and renamed Mimi B III

Information sources: Mr. Wyeth’s private flag shown in New York Yacht Club 1917 Yearbook; Motor Boating 1920 article about Boomerang IV, with photos, Internet search.

**NORMANDIE HOTEL**

15th & I Sts., N.W., facing McPherson Square. Washington, D.C.


The 7-story Normandie opened before 1896. Around 1906 “La” was added to name, for a short period. By 1915 the hotel was renamed Bellevue.

Information sources: Ca 1910s hotel booklet with crest on eBay, 4/25/2016. This hotel crest also used on china made by Greenwood Pottery (without floral border) and supplied by Chas. B. Edwards & Co. Philadelphia; RWCN.

**NORTH AMERICAN RESTAURANT**
Additional information on listed customer: NW corner, 36 S. State & 2W. Monroe Sts., Chicago, IL.


The restaurant was established in 1891. In 1912, it relocated to the new 19-story North American Building. There was a marble staircase in the center of the ground floor that lead down to the restaurant below. See RWCN, IDwiki - N, for illustration of a different, and possibly earlier, or later, logo.

NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE

Additional information on listed customer (page 360)

These plates were designed by Professor J. D. Paulson of the Department of Architectural Engineering.

The border of six medallions is entwined with Dogwood blossoms and Cardinals, the North Carolina State flower and bird. The center scenes are edged with pine cones. The six scenes are. Holladay Hall, Memorial Tower, Primrose Hall, D. H. Hill Library, Freshman Quadrangle, and Entrance to Holladay Hall. A sketch of Pullen Hall appears on the back of each plate. The first one hundred dozen sets bear the autograph of Chancellor J. W. Harrelson.

NOT-O-WAY, THE

Martha’s Vineyard, MA

Crested with green script on upward slant, with “The” above “Not-o-way.” Long return line swish from end stroke on the ‘y’. Green rim line. Maddock’s American China.

The Not-o-way was a restaurant operating near the lighthouse on Martha’s Vineyard around 1900.

OAKMONT COUNTRY CLUB

Additional information on listed customer. 1233 Hulton Rd. Oakmont, PA.

Crested with interlocking “OCC” monogram, Large horizontal “C” with serif ends, through large vertical “O”. Smaller “C” with top serif, in center of larger letters. Golden yellow letters with darker rope-like cross lines. #2236 Plaza Gold border. Maddock Lamberton (M-L-5) and Scammell (S-L-12) Maddock items supplied by C. Reizenstein Sons. Listed as customer in 1917 and 1931 Lamberton catalogs

The Oakmont was founded in 1903 by Henry Clay Fownes, Sr. and Jr. and a group of investors. The 2 1/2-story Tudor-style club house contains a dining room as well as a 250-seat ballroom.


OCEAN VIEW HOTEL

Ocean View (Norfolk) VA.
Crested with multi-color decal of woman in bathing suit holding orange umbrella. Flanking blue ? and red pin lines. Maddocks American China.

**ODD FELLOWS, INDEPENDENT ORDER OF. NO 59**

Crested with “I-O-O-F” above 3-link chain. Eye below,” No 59” below eye. All in blue transfer. 2 blue lines, mid rim, angled with flat end, flanking logo.


**OETJEN’S RESTAURANT**

Additional information on listed customer: Church & Flatbush Ave. Brooklyn, NY.

Crested “Oetjen’s” in black Old English-style letters within a panel on the blue and black border. Border composed of facing curved sections with ‘T’-shape interiors & curved-sided diamond shapes with black & white centers. Scammell’s Trenton China.

Oetjen’s was operating as early as 1921, and as recently as 1938. The Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Nov. 2, 1928 contains and advertisement for Oetjen’s that shows their logo as letters curved at top to form a circle segment. Bass & Bass in New York City was listed as supplier of their china. No mention of china maker, however.

**OLD CLUB, THE**

Additional information on listed customer. 9900 South Channel Dr., Harsen’s Island, MI.

Crested with a white pennant outlined in gold. Red diamond shape with straight red lines extending from each corner. Interlocking blue “OC” monogram in diamond. “OLD CLUB” in gold outlined letters below pennant. Blue and gold pin lines. Scammell on white body.

Founded on Lake St. Clair in 1872 as the St. Clair Fishing and Shooting Club of Detroit. In 1902, reorganized as The Old Club. In April 1926, the original clubhouse was destroyed by fire. In the fall of 1926, construction began on the present club house.


**OLD COMPANY LEHIGH (LEHIGH COAL & NAVIGATION CO.)**

Additional information on listed customer.

Susquehanna St. Much Chunk, PA

Crested with a circle logo with red bulls eye in center and “ Old Company’s Lehigh”, in blue around outside ring. Blue, red, blue lines with curved ends, mid rim, flanking logo. Maddock China. Fragments found in Maddock dump site # 3 used from 1906 to 1912.

Old Company was founded in 1822 with merger of two predecessor companies. The logo was introduced January 1, 1878 and used to advertise the company’s anthracite coal for home heating. This china
may have been used in the 4-story company headquarters in Mauch Chunk, PA that opened in 1884.

**OLD HEIDELBERG INN**

Additional information on listed customer. 14 W. Randolph St. Chicago, IL


Eitel Brothers opened the Randolph Street restaurant, which is shown on the logo, following their operation of a 1933 Century of Progress Fair 2,500-seat restaurant of the same name. The Randolph Street restaurant contained a 2-level main dining room, a rathskeller and a ballroom. In 1963 it became Ronny’s.

Information sources: 12 1/2” plate on eBay, 10/12/15.

**OLD SEIDELBURG**

Additional information on listed customer. 626 3rd Ave., between 40th & 41st Streets, New York, NY.

Crested with a hand holding up a beer stein with open lid and lots of beer foam. “Old Seidelburg” in Old English-style lettering below illustration. All in blue transfer with two mid-rim flanking lines. Scammell Trenton China.

Operated by Conrad Metterle from at least the early 50s into the 1970s. Their slogan was “Best beer in town served in ice cold steins,” which went along with their stein logo.


**OLD TOWN CLUB**

1375 Old Town Club Rd. Winston-Salem, NC.

Crested with a vertical oval frame with series of dots between the frame outline. Overlapping “TCO” monogram within the frame. The “T” with curved serifs is the large center letter. The “C” and small “O” are centered on the “T”. All in red transfer on Platinum Blue body.

The golf course was established by Mrs. Mary Reynolds Babcock and opened January 1, 1939. The brick club house opened Friday December 22, 1939.


**OLIVIA APT. HOTEL**

4th St & Moffet Ave. Joplin, MO.

Maddock Trenton China.
OLMSTED RESTAURANT

1336 G Street, Washington, DC.


ONWENSTIA CLUB

300 N. Green Bay Rd., Lake Forest, Illinois

Crested with a circle containing profile head of Native America, facing left, with single feather in hair. In black and shades of gray. Black rim line with red (?) pin line. Maddock Lamberton china (M - L - 2). Supplied by Albert Pick & Co.

The Onwentsia Club was founded in 1895. This pattern was made for the original 3 1/2-story stone & clapboard clubhouse. The present clubhouse was completed in 1928.

Information sources. 15” x 9 1/2” dresser tray on eBay, 6 / 16 / 15. 1945 anniversary booklet with matching logo on eBay 6 / 8 / 16. History, Onwentsia Club website.

ORDER OF UNITED AMERICAN MECHANICS - DAUGHTERS OF AMERICA

Unknown location - Tiffin, OH - Pittsburgh, PA?

Crested with decal logo of a shield frame with 13 white stars against blue background in upper section, 13 alternating red and white vertical stripes in lower section. Overlapping compass and square with arm holding hammer in center of shield, in blue.

The order was founded July 8, 1845, in Philadelphia as a Nativist fraternity, which was an anti-immigrant, anti-Catholic organization. Although the logo is similar to the Masonic logo, sources differ on how much, if any, connection it had with the Masonic Order when it was founded. In 1853, the Junior Order of United American Mechanics began. In 1891, the Daughters of America was founded as a branch of the Junior Order. Exactly where this china was used is unknown. The Daughters started a home in Tiffin, Ohio, around 1907. The 5-story Eureka Building, which was built in Pittsburgh around 1924, contains a series of exterior panels with this logo.


ORIOLES HOME ASSOCIATION OF READING. PA.

118 S. 9th St., Reading, PA.

Crested with stacked “Orioles Home” in script lettering. Within a triple leaf wreath with bow & trailing ribbons at bottom. All in blue green transfer. Scammell’s Trenton China (impressed). Supplied by, Bechtel Lutz & Jost.

The Orioles were founded in 1910 as a fraternal order.

Information source. 9” plate on eBay, 7/8/2017.
OSBURN HOUSE

Rochester, NY.


PANCOAST HOTEL, THE

Additional information on listed customer. 2901 Collins Ave. & 29th St. Miami Beach, FL.

Stylized floral border in pale pink and green, with dark outlines. Mint green rim line. Maddock Lamberton (M-L-5). Backstamped “Made Expressly For The Pancoast Miami Beach FLA. Furnished by L. Barth & Son.”

The Mediterranean Revival-style Pancoast was built for Thomas Pancoast in 1923, and opened on January 5, 1924. It featured an inner court filled with tropical birds and carved stone chairs. Originally each of the 122 bedrooms was furnished with a candleholder containing the Maddock backstamp. This was probably one of the last china orders that began under Maddock ownership.


PANTLIND HOTEL

Grand Rapids, MI.

Crested with circle around a shield, with sides curving down to a point. Upper case, serif, “HP” monogram within shield. Circle in brown, with shield & “HP” in black. Rust & black pin lines. Maddock Lamberton china, circa 1907-1913.

This was used in original Pantlind Hotel, which closed in 1913 and was torn down to be replaced by new Pantlind, which opened in 1916.

PARK & TILFORD

Additional information on listed customer. Several locations in NYC, including 5th Ave. & 57th St., 5th Ave & 37th St., Madison Ave. & 44th St., and Grand Central Terminal.


Founded 1840 in New York City by Joseph Park and John Mason Tilford as an upscale retail grocery store. P & T later expanded into candy, cosmetics, importing and is best known for their whiskey production. By the 1920s, they were operating soda fountains and tea rooms at the locations shown above. Scammell lists them as customers in the 1931 catalog.
Information sources: Matchbook with locations on eBay, crested gravy boat in collection of Trenton City Museum.

PARKSIDE HOTEL

Kewanee, IL

Maddock Lamberton China, supplied by Albert Pick & Co. The 86-room hotel opened October 7, 1917.

Information source: Hotel Monthly, Nov., 1916, pg 68. (no details on pattern or crest)

PATRIOTIC ORDER OF AMERICANS (P.O.A.)

36th Annual Convention at Trenton, NJ. October 1932.

Crested in center of well with two side-by-side oval frames containing facing profile silhouettes of George and Martha Washington. Connecting banner below with “1732-1932.” Reddish brown rim band. Blue verge pin line, on a 6 1/4” plate.


The Patriotic Order of Americans was founded around 1889 as the women’s auxiliary of the Patriotic Order Sons of America (which was founded in 1847). It was operated from the Philadelphia-based national camp and at one point had 544 camps in 22 states, with about 50,000 members. There were three camp units in Trenton, NJ in 1929. This plate was made as a gift to ladies attending the 1932 convention.


PAXTON HOTEL

1403-1406 Farnam St. Omaha, NB. Opened June 26, 1929.

Coin gold circle containing upper case serif “P.” Leaf swag curved around top of circle, ornament at bottom. Flanking light green band outlined with orange pin lines. Scammell Ivory. “Made Expressly for Marshall Field & Co.” (Syracuse China also supplied this china service).

PENNANT CAFE

Sexton/Dixon Hotel, S. E. corner of Baltimore and 12th Streets, Kansas City, MO.

Crested with three baseball-theme elements spaced around rim. (#1) two ballplayers flanking a ball diamond containing illustration of tiger, or cat head? resting on a torse ribbon bar and Old English-style green “S.” (#2) crossed baseball bats and cap. (#3) orange baseball. Flanking each illustration are orange squares forming a cross shape with line down to a square at the verge. Orange pin lines connect these square ornaments. Dark green rim line. Maddock American China (impressed M-A-8). Supplied by
Beamish Glassware Co. of Kansas City. Pieces in this china service ranged from 15 1/2’’ platters down to individual creamers. This pattern was also made by Shenango China.

The Pennant Cafe was located in the basement of the Sexton Hotel and the adjoining Dixon Hotel (Kling-Allen Building). Built by former Chicago Cubs catcher John G. Kling and Holly B. (Benny) Allen. Benny Allen operated a billiard hall on the second and third floors, while John Kling operated the Pennant Cafe. The Pennant was totally decorated in a baseball theme, with square columns decorated with oversized bats and balls. The grass green tile floor in the bar contained two white tile baseball diamond shapes. The white tile floor of the cafe had colored tile inserts containing bats, balls and catcher’s masks. The walls contained murals of famous American ballparks. Ceiling fixtures were composed of a circle of hanging baseball bats with glass globes decorated with the stitching pattern used on baseballs. The article with the above details, written by Paul Bradford, ends with “All of the chinaware used in this cafe is specially made and specially designed and carries the baseball effect throughout.”

The six-story Sexton was built around 1907. The adjoining Dixon Hotel, on the corner, was built in 1912. The Dixon was a seven-story structure, but is shown on some early postcards as 10-story. The Pennant Cafe with marquee above the two entrances is shown in a 1915 photograph.

Information sources: platter on RWCN; creamer and Shenango platter on eBay, 7/15/15; interior views and details, www.library.la84.org; exterior postcard views in 1915 photograph, wwwkclibrary.org.

PENNSYLVANIA NATIONAL GUARD, 213 ANTIARCADE ARTILLERY

General Curtis Armory, 15th & Allen Sts. Allentown, PA.


PI BETA PHI (SORORITY)

Crested with a diamond-shape outline around eagle clutching “IC” in left talon, arrow badge in right. In gold or tan? Wide maroon line flanking logo. Scammell Lamberton. Supplied by Marshall Field & Co.

Pi Beta Phia women’s sorority was founded 1867 at Monmouth College in Monmouth, Illinois. This may be where china was used?

PHI DELTA THETA FRATERNITY

Crested with a decal shield with diagonal bar from upper left to lower right, containing a sword. 3 yellow stars against blue background above & below diagonal. Helmet atop shield with arm holding spear, above torse bar. Cascading acanthus scrolls. 3-part banner with Greek words below shield. Scammell. Shown on circa 1926 logo sample plate.

Phi Delta Theta fraternity was founded in 1848 at Miami University in Oxford, OH.

PHI GAMMA DELTA

Additional information on listed customer. 106 W. 56th St. New York, NY
Crested with a shield containing dark chevron with 3 white stars, in center of shield. 3 concentric circles with 5 dark blade-shaped ornaments in spaces above and below chevron. Owl on torse ribbon bar atop shield. 3-part banner below with Greek words (translates to-“Friendship, the Sweetest Influence”) All in purple transfer. Scammell Lamberton China.

Phi Gamma Delta fraternity was founded in 1848 at Jefferson College in Canonsburg, PA. On November 3, 1927, The Phi Gamma Delta Club of New York opened their new 9-story club house on W. 56th Street in New York City. In addition to a dining room, it contained 106 guest bedrooms. The clubhouse closed in 1962. This china may also have been used in other Phi Gamma Delta fraternity houses.

Information sources: Crest shown on Scammell sample plate on RWCN website. Matchbook with crest and 56th St. location, on eBay, 10/24/15.

**PHI KAPPA PSI**

Additional information on listed customer: fraternity - founded 1852. Location unknown.

Crested in coin gold with fraternity symbol. Wide frame around shield that is divided into 2 sections. 2 stars in upper section. Diagonal band from upper left to lower right, in lower section. Book to left of diagonal, eye to right. Lamp of knowledge on ribbon bar, flanked by scrolls on top. 3-part banner curved below with “PHI” “ KAPPA” “ PSI”. Maddock Lamberton China (M - L - 5). 8 1/4” Oval bowl (#732 St. Charles pickle?) on eBay 8/10/14.

**PHI MU DELTA (FRATERNITY)**

Various locations

Crested with shield containing three sets of scales of justice. Rampant lion holding tablet atop shield, banner curved below with Latin. Rectangular shape of radiating lines surrounding sides and bottom. In black transfer. On Scammell Lamberton sample plate with 1920’s S-l-12 backstamp.

**PHILADELPHIA COUNTRY CLUB**

1601 Spring Mill Rd., Gladwyne , PA.

Crested with an illustration of a horse head, facing to left. Inverted triangle below with stacked “Philadelphia” “Country’ “Club.” Ribbons cascading down from to points of triangle. Border of laurel leaves & berries, mid rim, flanking logo. All In black. Scammell Ivory china S - I - 27. This pattern was lated made by Sterling China.

Information sources: 7” bowl on eBay 3/23/2017.; club website.

**PHILADELPHIA CRICKET CLUB**

Additional information on listed customer: West Grove Ave. Philadelphia.

Crested with head of Native American, facing to left, with 3 feather headdress. Crossed cricket mallet & bag of golf clubs below head. Decal in red, tan & brown. Red rim band, yellow & black verge lines. Scammell Ivory China (S-I-29).

**PHILADELPHIA SAVINGS FUND SOCIETY**

Additional information on listed customer: 1200 Market St. Philadelphia PA.


PSFS was a bank founded in 1816. In 1932, their 36-story headquarters building opened with an executive dining room on the 33rd floor. There may also have been an employee lunch room where the Trenton base would have been appropriate to use. On top of the building is a sign with PSFS in 27-foot high letters. In 1984, the bank became Meritor Financial Group. In 2000, Loews Philadelphia Hotel opened in the former bank building.

**PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY**

Additional information on listed customer: Exeter, NH.

Crested with oval seal illustration of river, sun & beehive. “Non Han 1781 Sigill Phillip Exoniensis” “Origine Penoet” “Napiti Oeot” around outer band. Shield with rampant lion & “Phillips” at top of rim, with flanking #123 Manhattan border (see page 112). All in blue transfer. Maddock Lamberton China.

Founded in 1781 as a college preparation school.

**PHOENIX MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.**

Additional information on listed customer: Hartford, CT.


**PIEDMONT HOTEL**

108 Peachtree St., Atlanta, GA.


**PIG N’ WHISTLE RESTAURANTS**

Unknown location.
Crested with black outlined illustration of a dancing pig playing a whistle, facing to right. Yellow, black, yellow pin lines flanking pig logo, mid rim, with curled ends on yellow lines. Maddock Lamberton, (M - L - 5). Pieces known to be in this china service. 8 3/4’ plates, 8” soup, 8” salad, 6 1/2” bread, 4 1/2 “ X 5 1/2” bowl, 3 1/2” butterpat, 3 3/4” cup, 6” saucer. Information sources. pieces on eBay, 1/10/2018. Mark Hooten, president of Pig n’ Whistle in Georgia confirmed that this pre-1923 china was not used in Georgia.

PILSEN PARK

Additional information on listed customer: 3101 W. 26th & Whipple Sts., Chicago, IL.


Crest shown RWCN IDwiki Mayer China. (Pattern also made by Mayer China) Identification by Susan Phillips.

Opened in 1907 by Pilsen Brewing Co.

PLANTERS NATIONAL BANK

E. Main & 12th Sts., Richmond, Virginia

Crested with transfer illustration of a tobacco plant with “Planters National Bank” curved above illustration. “Richmond, VA” in straight line below illustration. All in green. Green pin lines with curled ends, flanking log, mid-rim. Maddock Lamberton china. Supplied by Dulin & Martin, Washington, DC.

Planters National Bank was founded 1865. 2-story Main Street bank building opened 1894. Annex added 1919. 1926 merged and renamed State Planters Bank.

Information sources. 18” x 12 1/2’ platter on eBay, 12/28/2016. National register of Historic places nomination form.

PLAZA

500 N. 9th Street, Terre Haute, Indiana? or 231 N. Capitol Ave., Indianapolis, Indiana?

Crested with “PLAZA” in red orange letters outlined in black. Within a gray green leaf wreath with thin tan ribbon ends at bottom. Tan line with curled ends flanked by black lines, mid rim, flanking logo. Impressed American China backstamp. Supplied by Hollweg & Reese (in green transfer lettering).

Because Hollweg & Reese, the supplier, was located in Indianapolis, an Indiana location for this Plaza would be the probable location. The most likely choice is the Plaza in Terre Haute, which was built before 1909. It contained 110 rooms in 1923. Not much other information is available on this Plaza Hotel. By 1944, it became part of the Milner Hotel chain and was renamed Milner Hotel.

The 132-room Plaza Hotel in Indianapolis was much closed to Hellweg & Reese, but it was built in 1913 and opened in 1914. An envelope from 1916 contains “New Plaza Hotel” in a different style typeface. Maddock’s use of “American” as an impressed backstamp ended around 1913, when it was changed to “Trenton China.” Based on the available information, the Terre Haute Plaza seems the most likely customer.
PLAZA, HOTEL (DETROIT)

John R. Street & 26-36 Madison Ave. Detroit, MI.

Crested with a rampant lion silhouette, facing to right, holding outlined curved frame containing upper case Old English-style P. “Hotel Plaza” curved below with “Detroit” straight. Acanthus scroll border flanking logo. All in green, transfer. Maddock Lamberton China (M-L-4). Pattern also made by Syracuse. The Hotel Plaza opened around 1912.

PLAZA HOTEL (NEW YORK CITY)

Additional pattern for listed customer. 5th Ave. & Central Park Drive, New York, NY.

Wide gray green band with coin gold X-shapes forming lattice pattern. Coin gold rim lines and pin lines flanking green band. Supplied by Nathan Strauss & Son.


POMFRET CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: 33 S. 4th st. Easton, PA.

Listed as a customer in Scammell’s 1931 Lamberton catalog. There is no indication in the catalog about any crest, pattern border or lines. The club’s logo, as shown on their website, is a vertical oval frame with projecting scrolls. Contained within is an interlocking “PC” monogram in upper case, outlined, serif letters.

The club was organized in 1885 and the club house was built in 1895.

POMONOK COUNTRY CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: Kissena Blvd. & 164th St., Flushing, Queens NY.

Listed as customer in Scammell’s 1931 Lamberton catalog. No indication of any crest, pattern or lines. Crest was a hexagon containing “PCC.” Large “P” on left with vertical stroke on angle to conform to angles of hexagon. “C” upper right with horizontal bottom stroke. Larger “C” below loop of “P” & top “C,” with long flat top, angled sides, shorter horizontal bottom. (shown on matchbook).

Club founded 1886. 1921 moved to Kissena Blvd. 1949 closed 7 replaced by apartment buildings.

PORT ARTHUR RESTAURANT

Additional information on listed customer: Downtown, Providence, RI.

Crested with “Port Arthur” in Jefferson green. #7010 Ornaments in green with connecting pin line (see page 157). 1 Jefferson green band at edge of rim. All underglaze. Scammell Trenton China. Supplied by Tilden-Thurber Corp. According to Scammell’s New England contact book dated 9/10/1925, the order was for 100 Doz. 6 1/2” plates, 100 Doz. 5” plates, 50 Doz. 4” plates, 50 Doz. 6” plates, 20 Doz. 6 1/2”
This Chinese restaurant was opened by Yat K. Tow (1912-1990) in 1926. Based on the dates, this would have been the original china order for Port Arthur. Of the 5,640 pieces ordered, 1,800 were putter pats. It would seem that Mr. Tow expected a lot of the butters to find their way to customers’ homes following a meal in the restaurant, and considered them a good way to advertise the Port Arthur. In the world of Jazz, Port Arthur is remembered as the place where trumpeter Bobby Hackett began his career in 1929, at age 14.

The Tow family also owned Ming Garden and Great House, so it is quite possible that Scammell also supplied china to these restaurants.

POUGHKEEPSIE YACHT CLUB

Additional information on listed customer. Hyde Park, NY.

Crested with wheel, anchor and burgee decal logo with “Poughkeepsie” “Yacht Club” encircling the wheel. Blue rim line, thin red verge line. Maddock Lamberton (M - L - 2 & M - L - 4)

9 1/4” service plate contains center-of-well engraving of the exterior of the clubhouse at water’s edge, in black.

PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL (SCHOOL OF NURSING)

Additional information on listed customer. Riverside Drive, New York, NY.

Crested with a green background circle containing drop-out white interlocking “Ph” monogram. Outlined laurel leaf wreath around outside of circle. 4 rectangle outlines forming cross ends behind wreath. “Salus Generis Humani” (Health General Humanity) curved below circle. Gray green transfer. Double gray green pin lines flanking logo, or at rim. Scammell Trenton China. Covered bowls and creamers were part of this service.

The school of nursing was founded in 1892. Maxwell Hall, a new 10-story nurses’ residence, opened around 1927. This service may have been used there, but the covered bowl suggests this was the china used for patient room food service within the new 22-story hospital.


PRIMA GARDENS

Additional information on listed customer: 626 Diversey Blvd. & Broadway, Chicago, IL.

Crested with Art Nouveau-style butterfly-winged standing lady. Flanking vine & leaf circles with “Prima” “Gardens.” 3 pin lines with curled ends flanking logo. All in blue green, transfer. Maddock Lamberton China (L-10) Supplied by Albert Pick & Company, Chicago. See RWCN – Idwiki - Pattern Index.

From 1907 to 1916, operated by Rienzi Company as Rienzi Cafe. Ca. 1916 to 1921 renamed Prima
Gardens.

**PRINCESS ANNE HOTEL**

24th & Ocean, Virginia Beach, VA.

Hotel crest flanked by rampant lion & unicorn, fan crown above, banner curved below with “Princess Anne Hotel.” 1923 patented border #62,090 (see page 123) all in black transfer. Lamberton China (Maddock).

**PRIVATE ESTATE COFFEE**

Cauchois’ Fulton Mills, 21-34 Fulton Street New York, NY.

Crested with coffee bag logo with “Private Estate Coffee” label in brown and red. (See page 491.) Maddock Lamberton china.

F. A. Cauchois & Co. was founded in 1851 as a wholesale and retail dealer in coffee, tea and spices. This crested china may have been use in their retail locations, or offered as an advertising promotion. By 1910 the company was distributing post cards of important New York City buildings with the coffee bag logo appearing on the front of the card. They also offered pocket knives with their company name and Private Estate brand name on the sides.

Information sources: Postcards with brand name logo on eBay; New York Times newspaper articles.

**PROMENADE RESTAURANT**

Additional information on listed customer: Boston Airport (Logan). East Boston, MA.


Airport opened Sept. 8, 1923 as Jeffrey Field, for military use. 1927, began commercial flights as Boston Airport. 1948 Boutwell Terminal Building completed, which is possibly where this china was used. 1956 renamed Logan Airport.

**QUEENS COUNTY JOCKEY CLUB (AQUEDUCT RACE COURSE)**

Additional information on listed customer.

Crested with overglaze decal stirrup and horse design in green, red & coin gold with “Queens County Jockey Club” around green frame. Large gray “QUEENS COUNTY” “ JOCKEY CLUB” around rim, flanking the logo at 12:00 position. Center of well aerial view scene of horses racing around track with trees in center, 2 buildings at 6:00 position. Coin gold rim, verge and racetrack lines. Maddock Lamberton, ( M - L - 2 & M - L - 4).

Queens County Jockey Club operated Aqueduct RaceTrack, which opened September 27, 1894.

Information sources. 9 3/8” plate on eBay, 6/25/2016. Logo shown in Maddock pattern sample book.
RACQUET CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA

Identification and additional information on listed customer. 215 S. 16th St. Philadelphia, PA.

Crested with crossed round-top shape racquets, with small ball between bottom of handles, and flanked by “R” “C” in upper case, Old English-style letters. All in red transfer. Thick red rim band with pin line. Scammell Trenton china and probably Maddock china supplied by John Wanamaker in 1907.

The Racquet Club of Philadelphia was founded in 1889. Their present Georgian-style red brick club-house opened in 1907. The crossed racquet and ball logo appears above the entrance. John Wanamaker, of Philadelphia and New York, supplied the original china service in 1907. A creamer, the one known example of this service, does not contain the Maddock Pottery backstamp. The 1931 Scammell Lamberton catalog list the Racquet Club as a customer.

Mayer China produced an updated version of the crossed racquets within a shield logo in 1961.


RACQUET CLUB OF ST. LOUIS

476 N. Kingshighway Blvd., St. Louis, MO.

Crested with interlocking “RC” monogram in uppercase, serif, Victorian-style letters. #174 ‘Forget Me Not’ transfer border in blue gray. Maddock Lamberton (M-L-3).

Information source: Platter & matchbook on eBay, 4/24/17.

RACQUET & TENNIS CLUB OF NEW YORK.

370 Park Ave., between 52nd & 53rd Sts., New York, NY.

Crested with a circle containing crossed tennis & racquetball rackets, with handle of racquetball racquet extending beyond edge of circle, at right. Small racquet ball above X formed by the crossed rackets, tennis ball below. In coin gold. Coin gold rim line and verge pin line. Scammell Lamberton (S-L-15). Furnished by F. Jacobs New York, NY, which specialized in supplying china to clubs.

The Racquet and Tennis Club was founded in 1868. On September 7, 1918, their present club house, with 3 dining rooms, opened.


RCA RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

201 Washington Rd., Princeton, NJ

Additional information on listed customer

This china, crested with the RCA circle trademark logo, was used in the employee cafeteria at the
David Sarnoff RCA Research Center. Ground was broken and construction began on this large 3-story facility in 1941.

**RANDOLPH, EDMUND (PRIVATE YACHTS)**

New York Yacht Club, New York, NY.

Crested with Crossed burgee flags. New York Yacht Club red and blue burgee, with yellow star, on left. Mr Randolph’s burgee with alternating red and blue diagonal stripes on right. Gold flag poles. Maddock china.

Edmund Randolph joined the New York Yacht Club in 1894. He is listed in the 1921 directory as a member, but not listed in 1922. Mr Randolph had at least four yachts on which this china may have been used:

1903, “SCUD,” a 85’ steamer.

1904 “APACHE,” 168’. Built in Scotland in 1890. In 1905 It won the Kaiser’s Trans-Atlantic Yacht Race, and received the $5,000 gold cup. That was before it ran into Mr Astor’s yacht., later in the year.

1911 - 1917, “ELLEN”, a 67’ twin screw power boat.

1912-1915, “SPARTAN” a 72’ boat.

Information source: 9 1/2” high pitcher on Worthpoint, 1/31/2017.

**RCA RADIotron CO. INC**

Harrison, NJ (Additional pattern for listed customer)

This pattern, decorated with patented border DES 68,994.on Ivory body, is identified by its backstamp “Made Expressly For, RCA RADIotron CO. INC.” It was supplied by Duparquet of NYC.

Radiotron was located in Harrison, NJ. This plant, at the corner of Bergen St. & 5th Ave., was built by Thomas Edison’s company back in 1882 to produce electric light bulbs. In 1929 the light bulb factory, which by that point was owned by General Electric, moved out of the facility. In 1930 the newly formed Radio Corporation of America (RCA) subsidiary, Radiotron, Inc. took over the 26-building complex that was spread over 9.5 acres. RCA used this factory to mass produce glass vacuum tubes for radios. There were probably several employee dining rooms located throughout the factory complex, and exactly where this china was used is not known. The Ivory body, which had just been introduced to the Lamberton line, suggests that it was not used in a cafeteria setting.

Information sources: 7” plate on eBay, 3 / 7/ 17; Harrison, NJ location identified by email from Hoag Levins.

**RED SHIELD FARM**

Sands Station Road, Wallkill, NY.

Crested with “Red Shield Farm” in black Old English-style lettering above a multicolor Rothschild family crest. (“Rothschild” in German translates to “Red Shield” in English). Coin gold pin line along rim, wide gray stripe flanked by a red pin line. Scammell’s Ivory Lamberton (S-I-27).
The Middletown Times Herald for Monday, June 4, 1931, contains an article on page 3 about Sigmund Rothschild, who had purchased the old Miller farmhouse, a 90 acre property, on Sands Station Road at Midland Lake, which he was renovating and renaming Red Shield Farm. Mr. Rothschild, age 43, was a well-known collector of stamps, a writer, lecturer, and broadcast a hobby-themed radio show on WOR in New York City, which had been on the air for eight years. The Feb. 25, 1935, Middletown Times Herald contains a small mention that “Sig Rothschild has closed Red Shield Farm in the town of Wallkill and is now living on Cottage St.” So far no information has turned up about exactly what type of operation Red Shield Farm was. It could have been a hotel or some type of hobby-related resort, or a restaurant. Whatever it was, Scammell must have expected to sell a large enough quantity of china to recoup the multicolor decal preparation cost. Like many projects that started during the Depression years, Red Shield Farms was not able to survive.

Information sources: ashtray with crest in center of well, on eBay 8/3/15; 1930s Middletown, N.Y., newspaper search by Susan Phillips.

**REFORMA, HOTEL**

Mexico City, Mexico.

Crested with outlined upper case, serif “R” in cobalt blue transfer. Placed at 9 o’clock position on rim. Backstamped Scammell’s trenton China, Reforma Hotel, Mexico City, Mexico. The 250-room Reforma opened around 1936. It contained a roof top dining room. Information source. 12’ platter with hotel name and location on backstamp, listed on eBay 11/17/2017.

**REISENWEBER’S**

8th Ave. & 58th St., SW corner, Columbus Circle, New York, NY & Brighton Beach Casino Ocean Parkway, Coney Island, NY.

The Maddock pattern book contains #5093 “Reisenweber Border - Five Ornaments.” See page 538. The ornaments are two feather-like shapes with four loops on the inner edge that appear almost wing-like. Five ornaments were spaced around the rim and connected by hand-applied lines. They are shown in the pattern book in green and brown. There is no indication that this pattern was crested with the restaurant name or logo.

Reisenweber’s Cafe began as a tavern on the site in 1856. John Reisenweber rebuilt his father’s tavern in the early 1900s and enlarged it in 1910. It contained 12 dining rooms and a ballroom. It seated up to 5,000 diners at one time and employed 1,000 people. The Original Dixieland Jass Band, then performing at Reisenweber’s, recorded on February 26, 1917, the first Victor jazz record. In 1916 Sophie Tucker began performing in the Paradise Ballroom, Crystal Room, and the 400 Room. A staple of New York nightlife, the “cover charge” was introduced at Reisenweber’s In 1922 Federal Agents padlocked Reisenweber’s for Prohibition violations, and it never reopened. John Reisenweber also operated a casino in Coney Island and was part owner of the Excelsior Brewery in Brooklyn, which supplied his restaurants.

Information source: theboweryboys.blogspot.com, Friday, February 26, 2010. (Note: Jass Band is the correct spelling; it was renamed Jazz Band a year later.)
**REYNOLDS HOTEL COMPANY**

Various locations.


- Wahkonsa Hotel, Fort Dodge, IO, 1912.
- Heisig Hotel, Beaumont TX, 1912 & 1915.
- Shreveport Hotel, Shreveport, LA, 1923.
- DeSoto Hotel, Marion IN, 1934.
- Stearns Hotel, Manistee, MI, 1953.
- Chippewa Hotel, Manistee, MI, 1953 & 1959.

**RHODE’S MOUNTAIN INN**

Additional information on listed customer. Rt 611 Scotrun, PA.

Crested with a multicolor decal illustration of the three-story inn. “Rhode’s” over “Mountain Inn” in green lettering, below the building. #8027 “Oakland General Service Border” of acorns, oak leaves and stems. (See pages 158 & 527.) Scammell Trenton China (S-T-21). Maddock’s pattern book contains these notes about the pattern - “Always used with crest” & “Not likely sold to anyone else.” As you can see, it was sold to someone other than the Oakland Hotel that it was created for in 1912.

Rhode’s Mountain Inn may have opened in the 1920s. At some point the original clapboard section was enlarged on the right end of the facade. This is the view shown on the crest. By 1934, the three-story hotel contained 50 rooms. Later what was originally a garage for the inn was converted into the coffee shop that was at the far right end of the inn. A postcard view of the coffee shop shows about 19 cars parked around the coffee shop. This suggests that there was seating for between 38 and 76 customers. The inn burned in the 1970s.

Information sources. RWCN IDwiki. Postcard views and matchbooks on eBay

**RIGGINS HOTEL, THE**

8th & Austin Sts., Waco, TX.

The 10-story, 200-room Riggins opened in 1912. Around 1915 it was renamed Raleigh. By 2010 it had been converted into offices for the State of Texas.

Information source. Soup plates on eBay 8 / 3 / 16.

**RITZ CARLTON HOTELS**

Additional information on listed customer. Various locations. (See page 214.)

Additional pattern - Border sprays of stylized flowers and leaves in pink, yellow, blue and green. Solid colors, no outlines or detail shadings. Red rim line. Scammell Lamberton (S - L - 37) “Made for Ritz Carlton Hotel.”

**RIVERBANK COURT HOTEL**

Additional information on listed customer. Charles River Basin Esplanade, Boston, MA.

The Lamberton Works produced at least 2 patterns for this hotel. The earliest one has a border composed of circles & urns connected by bead swags. Plates are crested in the center of the well with the hotel’s shield logo containing a horizontal center bar, with 2 club shapes above, 1 below. Helmet & crossed battle ax heads on top, banner curved below with “Riverbank Court Hotel.” These are backstamped “Lamberton China” & supplied by Mitchell Woodbury.

A later pattern contains a border band of adjoining crescent shapes in alternating red, blue, green & yellow. This pattern is on Ivory body (S-I-27). Backstamped for “Riverbank Court Hotel.”

The 7-story, 250-room hotel opened in 1900. In 1937 it closed and was converted into a dormitory for MIT.

Information source: Paul Trosko, hotel shield crest on Scammell sample plate. Swag border plate on eBay, 12/22/14.

**ROONEY PLAZA HOTEL**

2301 Collins Ave. Miami, FL. Opened Feb. 6, 1926.

Curve-sided shield containing illustration of palm tree with flanking, upper case, serif, “R” “P” letters. Scroll ornament above flat top, palm fonds & scrollwork flanking sides of shield. All in coin gold. Scammell Lamberton (S - L - 13)

**ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL**

10th Ave. & 59th St. New York, NY.

Crested with a gray green shield containing red roses. Three ostrich plumes are atop shield. Banner curved below with “Qui Plantavit Curabit” he who planted will preserve. This crest is a variation on the Roosevelt family coat of arms. The border flanking the crest is composed of gray green acanthus scrolls, flowers and leaves, outlined with thin red lines.

This border is shown in the Maddock pattern book as #8030 and titled “Roosevelt Border.” (See page
527.) It was probably created around 1912 and produced with a Maddock Lamberton backstamp. The pattern continued to be produced by Scammell with one piece containing the backstamped date of 1926.

The 1931 Scammell Lamberton catalog lists Roosevelt Hospital as one of Scammell’s customers but does not give a location. Roosevelt Hospital on 59th Street in New York City is the oldest and largest hospital by that name. It was founded in 1871 and named for James Henry Roosevelt, a businessman who donated money for the original building. A monument to James H. Roosevelt, which stands on the Roosevelt Hospital property, contains his crest and matches that used on the china.

Among the 27 pieces of this pattern that were found in a Long Island home purchased in 1973 is a covered bowl similar to the covered bouillon bowls used for hospital tray service. Information sources: Carol L. Winslow, Ed Babcock, Susan Phillips, and other RWCN members. See RWCN IDwiki.

**ROSOFF’S (RESTAURANT)**

147-151 W. 43rd St. New York, NY

Crested “Rosoff’s” in blue Old English-style lettering, placed on a downward angle. The flanking transfer scroll border is rendered in light and dark shades of blue. Scammell Trenton China. Barth Equipment Company, the supplier, was founded in 1928, so production of this pattern could date from around that time until around 1954.

Rosoff’s was founded by Max Rosoff who was born in Russia. Max came to America in 1892 at the age of 12. Seven years later he opened a deli in Brooklyn. Around 1905 he moved his operation to 6th Avenue in Manhattan. In 1918 he relocated once again to 43rd Street, just off of Times Square. Max used the lower three floors of this 6-story building for his dining rooms, with a 3,000 square foot dining room on the ground floor. The upper floors were operated as a hotel. Max Rosoff died in 1962 at the age of 82. The restaurant continued in operation until May, 1981.


**ROYAL SUPERIOR QUALITY**

Additional information on listed customer. Royal Bakery & Confectionary Co., Inc. Several locations. Portland, OR.


Royal Bakery & Confectionary was a large commercial bakery that supplied delivery of their “Table Queen” and “Keen-Maid” bread brands to grocery stores by horse-drawn delivery vans. Grocers sold the bread in 10¢- and 15¢-per-loaf sizes. They operated a number of retail bakery and candy stores with restaurants in downtown Portland. There was a Japanese Tea Garden in the rear of their store at Park and Washington Streets, and the Egyptian Tea Room at 268 Morrison Street. There was another retail
store at 11th and Everett NW, in 1917. In July of 1922, the retail stores and restaurants were closed and only wholesale sales continued.

Information sources: china with Prael Hagel backstamp on eBay, 2003; Royal Bakery thread on RWCN website, 8/14/15; Royal Bakery information and photographs on www.pdxhistory.com.

**RUTLEY’S TEA ROOM & GRILL**

Additional information on listed customer: Broadway & 40th St., New York, NY.

Brown border design of loops & lines. Brick red rim line. Backstamped Scammell’s Lamberton China, made expressly for RUTLEYS, Furnished by Duparquet New York. The right bottom stroke on the R is a long curve that curves under “Tea Room” “Grill” on logo containing reverse silhouette of Colonial couple seated at table, which appear on sugar cube shown on Flickr - super sugar, 8/15/14.

**ST. ANDREWS CHURCH**

Additional information on listed customer. Newark, NJ.


**ST. GEORGE, THE**

St. Georges Island, Bermuda


The 3-story St. George Hotel was built before 1909 atop a hill overlooking the St. Georges harbor. By 1261 it was a 125-room American plan hotel.

Information Source: Bedroom candle stand on eBay, 12/5/15.

**ST. NICHOLAS HOTEL, NEW**

Additional information on listed customer: 5th Ave., facing Sunset Lake, Asbury Park, NJ.


**ST. PAUL’S**

Location unknown.
Crested with “St. Paul's” in blue script letters, below a blue border with orange poppies. (see page 232- Princess Martha Hotel). Scammell Trenton China (S - T - 27)

SANDERS CANDY STORES

Detroit MI. (Fred Sanders)

Crested with “Sanders in fancy script letters with under line stroke. “Est.” “1875” flanking mid-point of underline stroke. In green transfer. Maddock & Scammell Trenton China. Supplied by American China & Glassware, Chicago. (Combined impressed ‘Scammell’s Trenton’ and decal Maddocks Trenton with American China & Glassware backstamps.)

This is the same company that later used Scammell China crested with the “S” logo shown - RWCN-IDwiki-Pattern Index-Fred Sanders. At one point there were 57 stores in the Great lakes region that served light lunches. www.sanderscandy.com.

SANITARY LUNCH

Location unknown.

Crested with angled script “Sanitary” above “Lunch,” with long tails on “y” & “L.” 1922 patented border #61,099 (see page 122). All in black transfer. Scammell’s Trenton China (impressed). RWCN.

SARATOGA, THE HOTEL AND RESTAURANT.

155 - 161 Dearborn St., Chicago, IL.

Crested with winged hippocampi, facing to right, holding end of bottom stroke of upper case ”S.” Torse (ribbon bar) below “S.” Black outlines with rust red centers on hippocampi, “S” & ribbon sections. Black and rust red pin lines with curled ends flanking crest. Maddocks American China (M-A-7) Ca 1912.

The Saratoga was built in 1888 as a 7-story structure. Later it was enlarged to 8 floors and an adjoining annex was added. By 1936 it contained 200 rooms. The Saratoga operated as an European Plan hotel, which meant that meals were not included in the rate. However it did have a large main dining room with elaborate decorations and white tablecloths. Around 1955 it was torn down and replaced by the Inland Steel Building.

Information sources: 1907 letterhead, with logo as it appears on the china, on eBay, 2/6/15. Paddock plate with crest on eBay 12/16/07. Exterior views of Saratoga hotel and interior views of dining room- www.chicagopc.info.

SATURN CLUB

417 Delaware Ave. Buffalo, NY


The Saturn Club was founded in 1885 as a private mens social club. By 1890 the club had grown to 150
members and on December 13, 1890 they opened their new 3-story clubhouse at 417 Delaware Ave. By 1919 membership had grown to over 330, and they were outgrowing their clubhouse. On October 21, 1922 their new Tudor Revival style clubhouse at 977 Delaware Ave. opened with a procession of the members from their old clubhouse to the new one. Over the entrance to the new building is a stone version of the Saturn logo.

Based on the Maddock backstamp, this pattern was first used in the 1890 clubhouse.

Information sources: 8” x 5 1/2” platter on eBay 4/5/2016; history from Saturn Club website.; clubhouse information, Buffalo as an Architectural Museum website.

SAUCON VALLEY COUNTRY CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: 2050 Saucon Valley Rd. Bethlehem, PA.


Founded 1920. Original clubhouse burned January 1928. New club house built in 1929. This may be the china produced for the new club house?

SEA CREST MANOR HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer: S. Ocean Dr., Hollywood, FL.

Crested with 4-part shield with anchor (upper left) swordfish (lower right) green square with darker green chevron (upper right & lower left), Half circle with stylized waves and arm holding trident on top of shield. Rim band. All in green. Scammell Ivory Lamberton (S-I-27). Supplied by Nathan Straus Duparquet (triangle logo). 9 ½” plate on eBay 2007.

SEA FOOD GROTTO

Unknown location.

Crested with illustration of a lobster, facing toward the left, in red. “Sea Food Grotto” curved below lobster, in black. Border is patented design #61,099 (see page 588) in blue gray. Backstamp on known platter contains only “Design Patented.” The patent was issued June 20, 1922, so this platter could have been made during the change over from Maddock Pottery to Scammell China.

SEABRIGHT BEACH CLUB

999 Ocean Ave. Sea Bright, NJ.

Crested with a circle containing “SBC” monogram, conforming to curve of circle. Green letters outlined in gold. Green band, outlined in gold flanking crest. Scammell Lamberton. Some pieces in white, others in ivory (S-I-29). Early white pieces supplied by Nathan Strauss Duparquet. Newer pieces, made by Jackson China, have burgee-style green flag with white wavy line through center.
The Seabright Beach Club is one of seven members-only beach clubs in Sea Bright. It was a complex of two 3-story and one 2-story structures, until Hurricane Sandy destroyed much of it in November, 2012.

Information sources: Plates on ebay 8/9/14 and 11/4/15. The latest listing included 2 plates with the circle crest, and a Jackson plate with the flag logo flanked by the same green band.

**SEAVIEW GOLF CLUB**

Additional information on listed customer. 401 S. New York Rd. Atlantic City (Galloway) (Absecon), NJ.

Crested with decal panel containing shield with red background and white chevron with “Seaview Golf Club” in blue banner below shield. Pine tree atop shield. Golf clubs flanking shield and extending through ends of banner. Evergreen tree on each side of panel. Scenic panel border of long and short decal panels. Showing water and clouds in some panels, trees in some long panels. Coin gold line near rim. Brown pin line below panels ending at handles of golf clubs.

Maddock Lamberton (M-L-5). Supplied by John Wanamaker.

Seaview opened in 1914. In 1984 it became a Marriott Resort.

Information source: 8” soup plate on eBay 11/12/15.

**SEELBACH HOTEL**

Additional information on listed customer. 500 4th Ave and Walnut St. Louisville, KY.

Crested with a large ornate Old English-style “S” in coin gold. #4134 Rocco Border in light and dark green. Coin gold scroll frame around S on matchbox holder, coin gold rim line on candle stand.

Candle holder has Maddock’s M-L-5 backstop in addition to an impressed ‘Germany’ mark. The matchbox holder is transfer backstamped “Property of” curved above “S” with “The Seelbach” curved below. Lamberton (M-L-5). Maddock imported the candle holder as bisque ware, and did the decorating at the Lamberton Works.

Louis and Otto Seelbach opened there 10-story hotel on May 1, 1905. This is the china service used to furnish all of the hotel’s 200 guest bedrooms.

Information sources: Candle holder Paul Trosko collection. Matchbox holder on eBay, 10/24/15.

**SEVENTH AVE. HOTEL**

Additional information on listed customer: 7th & Liberty Sts. Pittsburgh, PA.

Crested with large “7” interlocking with script “The” above “Ave..” #5005 St. Charles Border light. (See page 550.) All in purplish red transfer. Maddock American China. Supplied by Reizentein. Fragment found in Maddock dump site #3-1906 to 1912. Listed as customer in 1917 Maddock catalogue.

Hotel opened before 1884. By 1928, had 250 rooms.

**SHAKER HEIGHTS COUNTRY CLUB**
3300 Cortland Blvd., Shaker Heights, OH.

Crested with cobalt blue bust illustration of Shaker lady in large bonnet, facing slightly to right. Placed in center of well. Blue “Denmark” border. Impressed & transfer Scammell’s Trenton China backstamp. Also produced by Syracuse China with ‘Mayfair’ border.

The Shaker Heights Country Club was founded 1913. On May 29, 1915 their clubhouse opened.

Information sources: Matchbook cover with illustration as it appears on china, on eBay Apr. 1, 2016; plate on eBay Jun. 20, 2015; shown Dining on Rails, by Richard Luckin, page 353.

SHELBURNE, THE

Additional information on listed customer. Michigan Ave. at boardwalk, Atlantic City, NJ.


This pattern was made for the third Atlantic City Shelburne Hotel which opened in 1922. There were two earlier Shelburnes. The original opened before 1869, with 80 rooms, and closed before 1903. The second, with about 150 rooms opened before 1903. It was replaced by the Warren & Wetmore-designed 325-room of 1922. This newest of the Shelburne Hotels was torn down in 1984. The 2nd Shelburne used the twin shield crest china pattern made by Maddock (See page 229).

Information source: Spittoon with coin gold crest on eBay, 2/2/15.

SHERIDAN RESTAURANT, THE

3944-3946 Sheridan Ave., Chicago, IL.

Crested with silhouette of man on horseback statue in black transfer, four parallel black lines, mid-rim, flanking logo. Scammell Ivory S-I-27, Made For Sheridan Restaurant. Furnished by American China & Glassware Co. Chicago., IL.

A circa 1940s linen-textured postcard shows service plates with full solid dark rim border and center-of-well crest (statue?).

The statue is of Civil War General Philip Sheridan on his horse Rienzi. It was completed in 1923 by sculptor Gutzon Borglum, who is best known for his work on Mount Rushmore.

Information sources: 11 1/2” x 8” platter on eBay,10/11/2015; circa 1940s postcard view of restaurant and cocktail lounge.

SHERIDAN-PLAZA HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer: 4601-4613 N. Sheridan Rd. at Wilson. Chicago, Il.

Crested with oval frame containing 2-headed eagle. Scrolls topped with small 4-part shield & crown,

The hotel opened in 1921.

SHERIDAN SHORE YACHT CLUB

20 Harbor Drive. Wilmette, IL.

Crested with burgee, on staff, with diagonal red and white bands in center, flanked by blue fields. Drop-out white “S” in both of the blue sections. “S.S.Y.C.” in blue, below burgee. Cobalt blue rim line, and verge pin line. Scammell Ivory china S-I-27 and S-I-29.

The Sheridan Shore Yacht Club was established in 1929. This was the original china ordered by the club. In 2015 the club was using the same burgee logo on their china, but with the club name spelled out below the burgee. It still has cobalt blue rim and verge lines.


SHERMAN HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer. N. Clark and Randolph Sts., Chicago, IL

Crested with coin gold shield divided into 3 parts by Y-shape, horizontal lines in background, spread-winged eagle on top, flanking acanthus scrolls down sides, curved banner below with “Sherman Hotel.” Coin gold scroll rim border. Coin gold rim pin line. Maddock Lamberton China, supplied by Albert Pick & Co. Chicago.

The 757-room, 15-story Sherman was built in 1911. In 1924 a $7 million, 23-story addition enlarged it to 1,600 rooms. The hotel closed in January of 1973, was torn down and replaced by The James R. Thompson Center.

Information source: Candle stand, RWCN, 1/11/16.

SHERRY NETHERLAND HOTEL

5th Ave. & 59 St. New York, NY.

Decorated with overall pinkish purple glaze. Coin gold rim line. Backstamped Scammell Lamberton “S” in shield, within wreath, S - L - 13. “Made Exclusively for Sherry Netherland New York.” Note the use of “Exclusively”, an unusual wording in the backstamp, indicating that this exact pinkish purple glaze color was only produced for the Sherry Netherland.

The 38-story, 125-room Sherry Netherland opened in November of 1927. The 2-story main dining room is located on the main floor. This is one of the earliest uses of the S - L - 13 style backstamp, which contains “Scammell” curved below the wreath.

Information source, Cup & saucer on eBay 9/08/2016.
SHIP GRILL

Additional information on listed customer. 400 E. 57th St., Sutton Place, New York, NY & Dover Plains, NY.

Decorated with Emil Schnepf’s 1929 patented floral border DES 79,269. (See page 139.) In cobalt blue transfer. Dinner plates have an illustration of a harbor scene with a 3-mast and a 1-mast sailing ship, all in blue. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-13) Furnished by Barth Equipment Co., Inc., New York City. Backstamped “Made Expressly for Ship Grill.”

Olin Chester Potter founded the Ship Grill in 1924. At that time he operated the Old Drovers Inn in Dover Plains, NY. In 1931, the 19-story Stonehenge Apartments opened at 400 E. 57th Street in New York City. In 1951, this Ship Grill Restaurant was described as “moderately expensive” with entrees costing $2.00 to $3.00. Information on Ship Grill is limited. The address, founder, and founding date was obtained from matchbook covers. In 1948, Olin Chester Potter wrote a book about the Old Drovers Inn. When the 57th Street location closed is unknown. By 2013 a Puerto Rican-style restaurant called Sofrito was operating at that location.

Information sources: Circa 1940s matchbooks and dinner plate listed on eBay. 400 E. 57 St. building information, Emporis.com and Internet articles about balcony collapse and Stonehenge Building.

SHORE POST

Unknown location.

Illustration of a life preserver ring on post with glowing lantern on top. “Shore” curved around top of ring, “Post” curved below. Flanking water & tiny sailboats. All in black transfer. Scammell Platinum Blue (S - P - 32)

SIMON DAVIS, INC. (CATERER)

943 Broad St. Newark, NJ.

Decorated with blue gray baskets containing pink roses spaced around rim, connected by laurel leaf band divided with rose blossom. (originally used by Savoy-Plaza Hotel, see page 215). Red pin line at rim (inside rim on cups). Scammell Ivory.


SKANENDOWA LODGE

1Tupper Lake West Shore, Big Tupper Lake, NY

SOUTHERN HOTEL

310 S. High St. Columbus, OH

Decorated with stylized brown Lily of the Valley silhouette shapes, spaced around the rim. Ivory Scammell Lamberton (S-I-27) BS Made Expressly for Southern Hotel Columbus, Ohio.

The 6-story Southern opened in 1897.

Information source: Platter on eBay 12/2/15.

S&H STORES, INC. (SPERRY & HUTCHISON)

2 W. 45th St, NYC, and various other locations.

Crested with an illustration of an eagle with spread wings. Banner on chest with “S&H” Stores, Inc. All in green transfer. Maddocks Trenton China. S&H Stores,Inc. founded May 29, 1916 Headquarters location 2 W. 45th St. NYC, a 16-story building built in 1910. Their stores were actually redemption centers where merchandise was paid for with customers books of S&H Green Stamps. Information Source. 11 3/4” plate on eBay, 12/6/2017.

SPOKANE, PORTLAND & SEATTLE RY.

Crested with interlocking, ornate “SPS” monogram. #42 scroll border. All in red transfer. Maddocks Lamberton (M-L-2). Circa 1908 - 1912. Information source. 5” bowl and railway information on eBay. 11/29/2017.

SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE

263 Alden St. Springfield, MA. For the 50th Anniversary of Springfield College, founded in 1885 as an affiliation of the YMCA, Scammell prepared a set of 10 1/4” Ivory Jubilee Plates, with 12 different center-of-the-well designs. The central scenes were enclosed in a wreath of pine needles and pine cones.

The 12 scenes include:

- Dr. L. L. Doggett (President from 1896 to 1936);
- Pratt Field Gate;
- Woods Hall;
- Alumni Hall (Rear View);
- Alumni Hall (Front View);
- Pueblo of Seven Fires;
- Gymnasium;
- Administration Building;
- Library;
- Walter Rupert Weisner Infirmary;
- School for Christian Workers (first Springfield College Building); and
- Washington Gladden Boat House.

The border is composed of oak and ivy leaves, pine needles and cones, with a portrait of Chief Mas-
sasoit at the top of the border. This design was done in eleven soft color tints.

On the reverse side is the Springfield College seal, the title of the centerpiece design, and President Doggett’s signature (on the first edition of 200 dozen). Scammell’s Ivory backstamp S-I-27, is above the college information, all in the College’s purple color. Bliss P. Sergeant, Jr was Chairman of the Jubilee Plate Committee which sold the set of 12 for $18.00, or a set of 6 for $10.00.

By November of 1935, when the set was announced in the College Bulletin, over 50 dozen of the initial 200 dozen first edition had been sold.


SQUANTUN ASSOCIATION (CLUB)

947 Veterans Memorial Parkway, Riverside RI.

Crested with a circle containing head of Native American (Squantum). Arrows, bow & quiver behind circle. All in blue transfer. Blue pin line at rim and above & below circle logo. Maddock Lamberton, (M-L-2).

Squantum was a Native American taken to England in 1605 where he learned English. In what would become Rhode Island, he helped his tribe keep peace with the new settlers.

The Squantum Club was founded in 1872. The club house opened in 1900.

Pattern also made by Jackson and supplied by Stark & Wisk, Providence, RI.

SQUARE D (DETROIT FUSE & MFG. CO.)

Various locations, Headquarters in Detroit, MI.

Crested with trademark square outlined in cobalt blue with yellow between lines. Large “D” in center of square with yellow between the blue outlines. Cobalt blue band flanking logo. Scammell Ivory Lamberton.

Founded in 1903 as Detroit Fuse & Mfg. Co. Ca 1915 the “D” in a square trademark introduced. By the 1940s there were 10 factories operating with 7,000 employees. 1991, Acquired by Schneider Electric.

Information source: Cup on eBay 5/14/2016.

ST. CHARLES, HOTEL

235 Notre Dame Ave., Winnipeg, Canada

Crested with 4-part shield flanked by cupids. 2-part banner curved below containing “Semper” “Paratus,” “Hotel St. Charles” below banner, straight. #8001 Neuces (Nueces) ornaments spaced around rim. Maddock Lamberton, supplied by Albert Pick & Co (with San Francisco location). The 3-story St. Charles opened August 1, 1913.
STACY-TRENT HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer. Trenton, NJ

The original china order was 45,000 pieces. There were 33 different pieces in the china service. The border design used on the service plate was described as Louis XV. (See page 187)


STANHOPE HOTEL, THE

995 5th Ave., New York, NY.


STAR PRODUCTS CO. (DISTRIBUTOR)

Wilkes Barre, PA.

Decorated with a transfer stack of three geometric triangle shapes, in progressively lighter shades of red. 3 point smaller radiating triangle shape at converging point of larger triangles. Light green rim band. Backstamped Lenape Scammell’s Trenton China Made expressly for Star Products Co. Wilkes Barre, PA.

Star Products Co. was a restaurant supply company in Wilkes Baee, PA.

Information source. Cereal bowls & compartment plate on eBay, 1/22/2016.

STATE IN SCHUYLKILL

(Men’s Club) Andalusia, PA.

Crested with an illustration of a fish, facing to left. “State in Schuylkill” in Old English-style letters curved above, surrounded by scroll lines. “Instituted May 1732” curved below. All in black & gray transfer. Reverse has 30 signatures to right of Ivory Scammell Lamberton BS.

STEAMER C. F. COLBERT

Company name, ship and port locations unknown.

Crested with a black outlined pennant containing a black circle around a red upper case, serif “N.” Black and red rim lines. Scammel Trenton. Impressed backstop (S - T - 20). 3-compartment plate with crest at top of large compartment, on eBay, 10/31/14. Circa mid-1920s.
STERN-WEISS CATERERS

Location unknown*

Decorated with 4 sprays of four pink roses spaced around rim, between blue panels containing pink roses & green leaves. Swags of pink roses & green leaves hanging from panels, toward verge. Gold lines with scrolls around the blue panels. Coin gold rim line. Scammell Ivory (S-I-29-variation with ‘Made in America’ straight, not stacked).


Information source. 8 piece set of 8” plates on eBay 3/23/15. *eBay dealer located in Santa Monica, California, which might mean Stern-Weiss was located somewhere in California?

STEVENS HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer, Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL (See page 223)

The initial order for Scammell china when the hotel opened was for 300,000 pieces.

STILLSONS RESTAURANT

Additional information on listed customer. 112 W. Madison and 8 S. Dearborn streets, Chicago, IL.

The Maddock pattern book contains #5045 “Stillson Border” (see page 563). It is a decal border of red and pink flowers with vines and green leaves, flanking “Stillsons” slanted upwards in green script letters, outlined in rust brown.

This restaurant was established in 1890 and was operating in 1917. Stillsons advertised itself as “Chicago’s Leading Restaurant, with an orchestra, refined entertainers, and a special 60¢ luncheon served in our new dining room on second floor.” A postcard view shows it as an elegant, white tablecloth setting with chandeliers and wall sconces on the paneled square columns.

Information sources- RWCN IDwiki (photo and information) - chicagopc.info. Chicago History in Postcards - chuckmanchicagonostalgia.wordpress.com, by John Chuckman (advertisement).

STOCK EXCHANGE LUNCHEON CLUB, THE

New York Stock Exchange Building, 11 Wall Street, New York, NY.

Crested with illustration of standing bull on stepped base, attacking a bear. In blue gray transfer. Wide cobalt blue band flanking logo. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-13 & S-I-27).

The Stock Exchange Luncheon Club was on the 7th floor of the Stock Exchange Building, which opened in 1903. The bull and bear illustration is based on a bronze sculpture by Isidore Bonheur that stood near the entrance to the club. It is reported that traders would often rub the statue for luck. The Luncheon Club closed April 28, 2006. The sculpture is now in the Museum of American Finance.


**STONE HARBOR YACHT CLUB**

9001 Sunset Blvd. Stone Harbor, NJ. Founded 1911.

Crested with yacht club’s burgee with blue X on red background, with drop-out white star in center. Red ? rim stripe. Scammell’s Trenton China.

**STORM KING SCHOOL**

Additional information on listed customer. Cornwall-On-Hudson, NY

Crested with a blue transfer shield that is divided vertically into two sections. Illustrations of a key above a lamp of knowledge on a book, on left side. The right side has 10 squares stacked in 4 rows in the top section, with chevron and 3 ram’s heads below. A crown with hand holding lightning bolts placed above shield. 3-part banner below with “The Storm” “1867” “King School.” Curved palm branches flank sides of shield from the banner ends. Blue band with flanking blue pin lines placed mid-rim, flanking crest. Blue and white are the school colors. Scammell Trenton China, supplied by Luckey Platt & Co. Poughkeepsie, NY.

Founded 1867 as Cornwall Heights School, a boy’s college preparatory boarding school. In 1923 renamed Storm King School to reflect its location on the west bank of the Hudson River near Storm King Mountain.

Information sources: www.sks.org, en.wikipedia.org. 8” bowls and a gravy boat on eBay.

**STRATIG CANDY CO.**

Additional information on listed customer: 20 E. 1st St., Duluth, MN.

Crested with interlocking, upper case, script “CS” within an open-top bellflower wreath with bow at bottom. “Chas. Stratig” curved below. All in green. Flanking red, green, red pin lines with curled ends. Maddock China. Supplied by E. F. Burg, Duluth.

In 1902, Charles Francis Stratig, an immigrant from Greece, arrived in Duluth. His first shop was at 307 W. Superior St. After taking over another candy company he relocated to 1st Street. The store closed in the late 1950’s. Footed sherbet on eBay.

**SUNNEHANNA COUNTRY CLUB**

Additional information on listed customer: 1000 Sunnehanna Dr. Johnstown/Cambria, PA.

Crested with circle containing profile head of Native American with feather headdress, facing to left. In brown & black. Encircled by wide tan band containing “Sunnehanna” above “Country Club.” Outlined green letters. Green line around outside of circle. Flanking decal border of orange poppies on blue background (See page 249 on Vernon Manor china.) Maddock Lamberton China (L-10).
Founded 1921. August 1923, clubhouse opened.

SUPREME COURT STATE OF ILLINOIS

Springfield, IL.


Information Source: 11” x 8” platter on eBay, 10/3/2016.

THE SWEDISH SINGING SOCIETY - NORDEN CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: 4 Seabright Ave. Bridgeport, CT.


SWETLAND’S

273 Morrison St., Portland, OR.


TAVERN, THE

Additional information of listed customer. Mansfield MA.

Crested with a rampant winged griffin holding spear, on torse bar over a 2-part shield with “The Tavern” in white against a red background. 3 red ornaments against a black background in upper section. Banner curved below with “Alit Delectan’s”. Green and red pin lines flanking logo, mid-rim. Maddock Lamberton, (M-L-2). Supplied by Mitchell Woodbury Co.

Boston, Mass. Fragment of pattern found in Maddock dump site #3.

The Tavern was a 50-room, 3-story hotel which opened before 1909. It operated on both the American and European plan.

TAVERN ON THE GREEN
Additional information on listed customer. Central Park, west side of park, between 66th & 67th Sts., New York, NY


Originally built in 1870 as a sheepfold (stable) for the sheep used to maintain the grassy areas of the park. In 1934 the building was converted into a restaurant that opened October 1934. It is owned by the City of New York, Parks and Recreation Department, which leases it to operators. In 1934, Central Park Catering Co., a division of the Brass Rail Restaurant (See Brass Rail above) was the lessee operating the restaurant.


**TERRA MARINE INN**

Additional information on listed customer: Huguenot Ave. Huguenot Park, Staten Island, NY.


The 200-room hotel was operating before 1909 when the roof and cupola were destroyed by fire. The roof was rebuilt and hotel continued to operate into the 1920s.

**TEXACO (TEXAS OIL CO.)**

Multiple locations & ships.

Crested with a green flag with red star in white circle “Texaco” “T” in black. Thick line & pin line, in green at rim. Green pin line at verge. Scammell Trenton China.

Information source. 11” x 8” platter on eBay, 10/3/2016.

**THETA CHI (FRATERNITY)**

Multiple unknown college locations?


**TIGER INN (PRINCETON UNIVERSITY EATING CLUB)**
Crested with a green transfer illustration of the Tiger Inn building, in center of the well. Full green border band with Tiger Inn’s tiger head crest at the 12 o’clock position, Princeton University crest at 6 o’clock, in coin gold. Coin gold rim and verge lines. Ivory Scammell Lamberton (S-I-37) Backstamped “Tiger Inn” “1890-1940.”

Tiger Inn was established in 1890 as one of Princeton University’s eating clubs for upper classmen. In 1895 the present Tudor-style club house was built. Around March of 1940 the first full membership meeting, which included students and all living alumni members was held at the club house. These 10” plates were probably made for this 50th anniversary dinner and given to everyone in attendance as a souvenir.


TOLEDO WOMEN’S CLUB

Crested with interlocking blue gray “TWC” monogram in upper case serif letters, with ‘T’ in center. Blue border band with drop-out white design. Maddock Trenton China, supplied by J. J. Freeman Co. Toledo. Also Scammell Lamberton, listed as customer in 1931 catalog.

TRADE WINDS, THE (HOTEL)

Crested with silhouette illustration of a three-mast sailing ship, facing to left. Stylized waves composed of three lines, below ship. All in red transfer. Scammell Platinum Blue (S-P-32).

The five-story, 85-room, Art Deco-style Trade Winds opened before 1941. It was closed during WWII, but had reopened by February of 1948. It was last listed in the 1966 Hotel Red Book.

Information Sources: 7 1/2” plate on eBay 7/28/1015; Feb. 21, 1948, menu with matching ship logo, on eBay, 8/06/15.

TRAVELERS PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Crested with a circle with blue background containing 3 inverted triangles. Blue letters against white background -“T” in top triangle, “P” lower left triangle, “A” lower right. “Post - L” below circle, in center of well. “46 Annual National Convention June 21st - 26th 1936. Allentown Penna.” in red script lettering around rim. Wide blue rim band with coin gold rim line. Blue verge line. Scammell Ivory (S - I - 27). This 11” service plate was produced for use at a dinner during the 1936 convention. Each guest was then presented with a plate to take home as a souvenir of the convention.

The Travelers Protective Association was established on June 24, 1882 as a fraternal benefit society
for traveling salesmen. Local chapters were known as “Posts” For this event Post - L, the Allentown, PA chapter, was the host for the convention.


TRIANON & ARAGON (BALLROOMS)

Trianon-Cottage Grove Ave. Aragon-1106 Lawrence near Broadway, Chicago, IL.

Crested with a coin gold frame around a vertical oval containing 3 fleur de lis. Crown atop frame. Flanking scrolls at bottom, above “TRIANON & ARAGON.” Coin gold rim line. Scammell Lamberton (S-L-15). This china service was apparently used in both facilities.

These two ballrooms were built and operated by brothers Andrew and William Karzas. They were famous for the radio broadcasts of the big bands that played there. The Trianon opened Dec. 5, 1922. Its oval-shape ballroom was 170’ wide and 100’ long, and could accommodate 3,000 people (1,500 couples). The Aragon opened July, 1926, with an octagonal-shape ballroom that could hold 5,000 people. The Trianon closed May 2, 1954, but lated reopened several times under different owners, before being torn down. The Aragon closed February 9, 1964, but remains standing and is used for concerts and events.


T R R (TUCKERTON RAIL ROAD?)

Customer identification and location undetermined.


The exact usage of this china is unknown. One possibility is the Tuckerton Rail Road, which was founded in 1871 and closed down in 1936. It operated from Whiting, NJ to Tuckerton, NJ. It operated passenger service but did not have any type of meal service. There was a ferry service from Edge Cove to Long Beach Island, but no meal service on the ferries. At some point there was a private (business) railroad car in use, but it may have belonged to the Pennsylvania Railroad. More research is needed to make a positive identification.

Information sources . Small platter on RWCN thread, 10/7/2015; information on private car Tuckerton Railroad Facebook page.

TROPICAL RADIO TELEGRAPH CO.

Various locations.

Crested with an illustration of a high-tension electric transmission tower with cross arm holding insu-
lators. Within a circle containing “Tropical Radio“ above “Telegraph Co.” With lightning bolts between top and bottom. All in blue. Blue rim & verge lines. Maddock Lamberton china (L-10). Tropical Radio Telegraph Co. was founded in 1913 as a subsidiary of the United Fruit Co. They operated telegraph lines from offices in Boston and New Orleans, to Latin American countries. They operated radio stations in MA, FL, LA, and in 19 Latin American countries. They also operated telegraph systems on freight and passenger ships on the ocean.

Information sources: 16“x 11 3/8” platter on eBay2/14/2018. Internet search of company history.

**TSOUROUNAKIS, BISHOP EIRINAIOS**

The center of the well contains a view of a complex of buildings around a domed church. Curved above the illustration is “TEPATIKH” “EXOAH.” Below is “KPHTHE,” which translates to “Serninary Crete.” A search of ‘Crete monastery’ turned up a lot of monasteries. The one I think looks most like the plate illustration is Agia Triada. The gable roof building on the left is the school (seminary).

The border design is the Scammell version of a patented design that Bauscher China produced for the Pompeian Room of the Congress Hotel in Chicago. The panels on this design feature robed maidens dancing around.

The back is marked “Apk. Eip. Tsourounakis” above “D. W. Scammell” above “Frangos Brothers” (translation). Ivory Scammell Lamberton S-I-27 (photo at right). When and why this plate was made, and how it was used, is unknown. It may have been made in connection with Eirinaios Tsourounakis becoming the Greek Orthodox Bishop of San Francisco in 1942, or as possibly a fundraiser for the Seminary in Crete?

**TUDOR CITY**

Additional information on listed customer. New York, NY

Crested with an eagle topped shield in the center of the well contained an interlocking, upper case, script “FFF” monogram. With “Tudor City” in the banner below . Wide border band featuring geometric panels and scrolls in dark blue, with orange flowers, against a tan background.

Scammell ILamberton S-L-13. Backstamp includes “Made For Fred F. French Companies Tudor City.”

In 1927 real estate developer Fred F. French began turning a former slum area overlooking the East River into his vision of an urban Utopia. By the time The French Company completed the project it contained 15 buildings, 11 of which were apartment buildings. By 1929 Tudor Tower, on the Southeast corner of Prospect Place and E. 42nd St., contained a dining room that featured large leaded glass windows
with stained glass heraldic shield inserts. Prospect Tower, at the Northeast corner of Prospect Place and E. 42nd St. featured a 2-level dining room with scenic murals and wrought iron railings. Hatfield House at 304 E. 41st St., Woodstock Tower, at 320 E. 42nd St., and Windsor Tower a 5 Prospect Place all contained restaurants that offered room service.

The 22-story, 572-room Hotel Tudor at 304 E. 42nd St., opened in 1931. Its Cameo Room and bar were decorated in a streamlined Art Deco-inspired style.


TUILERIES, HOTEL (TUILLERIES)

Additional information on listed customer. 270 Commonwealth Ave., Boston. MA.

The 1917 Maddock Lamberton catalog contains a list of its customers by cities. “Tulleries” is listed under Boston. Turns out there was a Tuileries Hotel (spelled with one l). This 6-story hotel opened in 1896. Maddock’s catalog gives no indication about the appearance of this pattern, but a Restaurant Ware Collectors Network thread that began in June of 2008 contains an illustration of a pattern made by Theodore Haviland in Limoges, France. It is backstamped “Hotel Tuilleries” (2 ‘l’s) and “Patent applied for.” This pattern is composed of a small border of green leaves and red berries. Inside the border are floral swags in red and green. If Maddock produced a version of this pattern they would have had to make some minor changes to get around the patent protection. (See page 512 for overglaze pattern #1080, “Small Festoon,” which is similar in concept, minus the leaf and berry rim border.) Abram French Co. was Maddock’s Boston distributor that also carried Havilland China. Mitchell Woodbury was another distributor of both Scammell and Haviland.

TURKS HEAD CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: 76 Westminster & Weybosset Sts., Providence, RI.


Organized in 1913, “for the advancement of the mercantile and industrial life of the city.” 16-story club house built 1913. There were 175-seat, 30-seat dining rooms plus a 45-seat ladies dining room located on the 16th floor, which served 250 meals per day. See RWCN - IDwiki-Pattern index-T for Shenango China version of logo.

TWENTIETH CENTURY CLUB ALLEGHENY COUNTY

Additional information on listed customer: 4201 Bigelow Blvd. Pittsburgh, PA.

Crested with a circle containing illustration of Minerva (Goddess of Wisdom) seated on pedestal, with
quill pen in hand, feet on top of a globe. Figure in tan & brown against blue background. “Non Noris Solym Sed Toti Mundo” (not for ourselves but for the whole world) curved around top, inside circle. “Twentieth Century Club Allegheny County” around bottom. Flanking #6075 Fleisehman Border, in blue transfer (see page 514). Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-13). Supplied by Reizenstein, Pittsburgh.

Founded as a private women’s club in 1894. Clubhouse built 1910 & enlarged to double original size in 1930. Has a 250-seat dining room and a 225-seat Art Deco ballroom.

The present logo, consisting of a scrolled vertical oval frame containing a large “T” flanked by small “C.” “C” was introduced before 1962. The club website (www.thetwentiethcenturyclub.com) shows two china services crested with the updated logo. A coin gold service and one in mint green.

**TWENTIETH CENTURY LUNCH**

12 Brown St. Portland, ME.


**207TH COAST ARTILLERY REGIMENT (ANTIAIRCRAFT)**

Camp Stewart, GA.


Camp Stewart is located on 279,270 acres at Hinesville, Georgia, about 40 miles west of Savannah. Construction on this camp, named for Revolutionary War hero General Daniel Stewart, began in July of 1940. It was designed as an antiaircraft training facility and antiaircraft gun firing range. In February of 1941, troops began arriving at the camp to begin their training. The 207th Coast Artillery Regiment of New York City was one of the first to arrive. The former 7th Regiment of the New York National Guard was inducted into federal service on February 10, 1941, renamed the 207th, and moved to Camp Stewart on February 20, 1941. Scammell produced this china for their mess hall use at Camp Stewart. On March 22, 1942, the 207th was reassigned to Camp Pendleton, VA. They were later involved in the Normandy invasion.

This pattern raises a number of so-far unanswered questions: Why was crested china on tan body used instead of the standard issue plain white china? Was crested china made for the other original regiments at Camp Stewart? Did someone related to some member of the 207th pay to have this china made?


**UNION CLUB**

Additional information on listed customer: 12th & Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH.

UNION STATION (MEMPHIS, TN.)

Additional information on listed customer.

Crested with Concave/convex shield containing thistle with flanking leaves Thistles flanking outside of shield, 3-part banner curved below with “Nemo Me” “ Impune” “ Lacessit”. “Union” “ Station” curved above shield. “Memphis” over “Tenn” below shield. In black & maroon decal, in center of well on plate. 3 decal ornament composed of three thistles and leaves, spaced around rim. Red & green pin lines connecting ornaments, mid rim. Maddock Lamberton China, supplied by St. Louis Glass & Queensware Co., St. Louis

Union Station, on Calhoun Street in Memphis opened April 1, 1912. It contained a formal dining room and a 46’ x 83’ lunch room off the main waiting room.


UNION STATION (SPRINGFIELD, MA)

55 Frank B. Murray St., Springfield. MA.

61,099,1922 patent, urn and flower basket with scroll design, in blue. 62,090 1923 patent, panel border with urns and swags, in black. Scammell Union Station opened December 19, 1926 with a restaurant & lunch room. China on display in restored station.

UNITARIAN CHURCH (FIRST UNITARIAN CONGREGATIONAL SOCIETY)

Additional information on listed customer: 215 Pearl St. Hartford, CT.


In 1924, the First Unitarian Congregational Society built a new church to replace a former structure. The new building was dedicated Nov. 30, 1924. You will note that the dedication was only a couple of weeks after Mr. Scammell’s visit on the 14th. Were they then placing an order for a new china service, or was Mr. Scammell checking to see if the china that they ordered had arrived? No information has been found on what the crest looked like. Information about 1924-1963 building: www.ushartford.com.

UNITED COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS TRENTON COUNCIL NO. 240

Conventions in Trenton and Asbury Park.

Items produced by Scammell for meetings or conventions held in New Jersey by Trenton Council No. 240, designed to be taken home by the attending members and guests.
1924, 9 1/2” service plate with decal, full tapestry-style, pink background floral border (See page 196.) Basket of flowers on center of well. Black or brown ? rim line.


1938, 8 1/2” x 3” hourglass-shaped vase with blue and coin gold lines. (See page 353 for shape.)

Backstamped in blue transfer with Lamberton Scammell shield within wreath logo (S-L-14)


United Commercial Travelers was founded by eight traveling salesmen on Jan. 16, 1888, in the Neil House hotel in Columbus, Ohio, as a fraternal benefit society. On May 15, 1891, the first issue of their magazine, “The Sample Case,” was published. In 2014, the organization had about 55,000 members. Based on the 1924 plate, the Trenton Council No 240 was organized in 1904.

There are probably additional pieces, for other years, produced by Scammell that have yet to surface.


U. S. ARMY 107TH INFANTRY UNIT

Additional information on listed customer. 7th Regiment Armory, Park Ave. New York, NY. (See also 7th Regiment listing.)

Crested with a 2-part shield with white stepped chevron dividing upper red section from lower blue section. Mustard gold flaming bomb with “7” in lower section. Script “NG” on left, Rampant lion on right in gold in upper section. 3-part flat blue banner with “Pro Patria Et Gloria” (For Country and Glory) below shield. “Half Moon” sailing ship above shield. Thin black line, thicker blue line, thin red line, at rim. Scammell Ivory Lamberton China S-I-27.

This New York National Guard unit was formed in 1917. The crest insignia was authorized on February 26, 1924.

U. S. ARMY 179TH INFANTRY REGIMENT 45TH INFANTRY DIVISION

Stillwater, OK.


Organized in 1890. 1921 assigned to 45th Division of Oklahoma Army National Guard.

U. S. ENGINEERS (U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS)

Additional information on listed customer: (See page 347). One of the places that china with this crest was used was aboard the James B. McPherson, a 175 foot-long snag boat built in 1891 at the Iowa Iron Works, Dubuque, IA, for the Corps of Engineers. It operated on the Missouri River until at least 1916. The boat was named for Civil War General James Birdseye McPherson, who served in the Engineers.

Snag boats searched for and removed trees that had fallen into the river, along with underwater tree stumps and other items that could cause obstructions in the river. A grapple and clamshell scoop on the bow pulled the obstruction from the river and placed it on a barge. The snag boats had two decks above the water line and were powered by a stern paddle wheel. The china used on this snag boat had red & blue rim pin lines rather than the coin gold line.

The example shown at www.martinecommissary.com is not backstamped. For additional information about Iowa Iron Works see www.lib.ndsu.nodak.edg.

U. S. NAVY

Additional information on listed customer. Various locations.

Crested with circle containing spread-winged eagle standing on fouled anchor. “Department of the Navy” curved between linked chain inner circle and outer circle. In coin gold. Twin blue pin lines at rim. Maddock Lamberton China (M-L-2) & (M-L-4). This pattern used in Senior Officer’s Wardrooms and Captain’s Cabin Mess.

Rank does have its privileges, as shown in the above pattern. For the regular sailors it was the basic necessaries, which meant plain white Trenton China. The impressed backstamp included “U.S. Navy.” (See page 347). 9 1/2“ x 12” x 2 1/4“ oval serving bowls were included in this china service, indicating that food was served at long tables “family” style. The contracts for supplying this china would have been bid on by most of the hotel china makers, making the profit margin low, but worthwhile because of the quantities produced.


U.S. REVENUE CUTTER SERVICE

Various locations. Crested with a curve-sided shield containing uppercase, script “USRCS” monogram. This pattern was produced in two color variations of the transfer design - a light gray green background with darker letters and a light red orange background with darker letters. On the green shield variation the rim lines consist of a thick green line flanked by red pin lines. On the red version it is a thick red line flanked by green pin lines. Maddock Lamberton (M - L - 2). This china was produced before 1915 when the Revenue Service became the Coast Guard, which changed the initials in the shield to “USCG.” (See page 346). Celery trays and 2-handled bouillon cups and saucers are included in this china service.

Information source: Northwest Coast Guard Museum, Seattle WA. They are on display in this museum, along with other early patterns, including a floral design by Greenwood China.
**U.S. NAVY - ADMIRAL**

Crested with rectangular flags containing drop out white elements on blue backgrounds, on crossed poles, in coin gold. Central fouled anchor with 4 stars in corners on left side flag. Six rows of tiny stars with alternating sets of 7 stars & 8 stars (45 total) on right side flag. “U.S.N” in coin gold between poles. Coin gold and blue rim lines, gold verge line. Maddock Lamberton (M-L-2). Overglaze decoration.

Made for use by Admiral George Dewey after he received his 4th Star in 1903 and served as “Admiral of the Navy” from 1903 until his death in 1917.

Information source: www.thepirateslair.com, 1/31/15.

**UNITED STATES SOLDIER’S HOME**

Washington, D.C.

Crested with interlocking “USSH” monogram in red & blue. 13-star American flag opposite monogram. Maddock’s Trenton China (impressed M-T-9).


**UNIVERSITY CLUB**

Additional information on listed customer: 219 Benefit & Waterman Sts. Providence, RI.

Listed in Scammell’s New England Contact book Ca 1923. “Lamberton China underglaze. Crest in Mayer Blue. 1 line band, pin line. Supplier Tilden-Thurber.” The club logo is an interlocking, upper case “UC” with a point on left side of “C” encircled with open-top, 2-leaf wreath. Dot with pointed ribbon ends at bottom.

Opened in 1899 with 35’ x 25’ main dining room & ladies dining room. Enlarged circa 1920.

**UNIVERSITY CLUB OF CINCINNATI**

401 E. 4th Street and Broadway. Cincinnati, OH.

Crested with overlapping, upper case, serif “UCC” monogram, with the edges of letters forming a circle. In brown outlined in black. Brown rim pin line. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-13).

The University Club of Cincinnati is a private club, with membership by invitation only. It was founded in 1879. In 1907, the present four-story club house was built on the south east corner of 4th and Broadway. It contains a formal ballroom, dining room and smaller Taft Room and Governors Room.

Information sources: celery tray on eBay November 2014 and January 2015; pre-1962 matchbook with monogram logo and name; University Club website.

**UNIVERSITY CLUB OF LOS ANGELES**
Additional information on listed customer: 614-616 S. Hope St. Los Angeles, CA.

Crested with circle with white lamp of knowledge against red background topped with scrolls, placed in center. Band of tiny red dots between inner & outer bands. “University Club” above “of Los Angeles” in outer band. Red rim line flanked by dark green or black pin lines. Dark green or black verge line. ALSO - produced all in red with red lines. (7” diameter spittoon on eBay 2005). Lamberton China (L-10).

Clubhouse opened July 6, 1922.

VAN SCHAICK ISLAND COUNTRY CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: 201 Continental Ave. Cohoes, NY.


VERSAILLES

Additional information on listed customer. 151 E. 50th St., between 3rd and Lexington Avenue, New York, NY.

Crested with a two-part shield containing twined rooster heads and open wings in upper section, three fleur-de-lis in lower section. Banner curved below with “Versailles” in script lettering.

Service plates have full cobalt blue rims with shield crest, rim and verge pin lines in coin gold.

Ashtrays have the cobalt rim with coin gold rim and verge pin lines. The center of the well contains the shield in coin gold with an outer circle of fleur-de-lis.

Other pieces in the service contain only the shield crest in dark red brown. The earliest pieces are on the regular Lamberton body with the “S” in shield, with encircling wreath backstamp. Later production was on ivory body, furnished by Barth Equipment Co., of New York City.

The Versailles, at 151 E. 50th Street in New York, was built in 1920 as an opera house. In the 1930s, Nick Prounis and Arnold Rossfield converted the former theater into a two-level restaurant-cabaret that they operated as the Versailles. It was a large two-story oval room with a domed ceiling and stage at one end. It featured nightly performances by their Cuban orchestra and special performances by well-known stars such as French singer Edith Piaf. After 22 years of operation, the Versailles closed abruptly rather than dealing with $750,000 in unpaid taxes.

In May of 1958, Morris Levy, owner of Roulette Records took over the former Versailles and reopened it as the Roundtable, redecorated in a “King Arthur” motif, but named as a reference to his record company. Morris Levy gave all of the remaining old Versailles china, glassware and tablecloths to Trudy Heller, a former partner in a defunct musician’s hangout, “The Blue Note.” Mrs. Heller used the furnishings in her small jazz spot at 6th Ave and 9th Street, which she name Versailles. The Roundtable was later renamed “Noir.” By August of 2014, it had just been refurbished and reopened as a 468-seat Mediter-
nbean restaurant named “Ibis.”

Information sources: logo identified from matchbook cover by Ed Babcock; service plate and ashtray on eBay 2006 and 2015; club/restaurant history in New York Times article by John S. Wilson, Jan. 27, 1984; www.yodelout.com, Yodelout! New York City History, undated article on Jazz Joints; Ibis website.

**VIENNA, THE**

Additional information on listed customer. 133 S. 4th St. Louisville, KY.

Crested with “The Vienna” in green script, on upward slant, with gold scroll line below. Light green and gold lines. Maddock Lamberton (M-L-5).

In 1893, Frank Erpeldinger founded The Vienna restaurant and bakery, which he named in honor of his birthplace in Austria. Around 1905, the restaurant relocated to the new three-story Brennan Building at 133-135 S. 4th St. It was considered to be one of the finer Louisville restaurants before it closed around 1927.


**VINE HALL**

1425 La Salle Ave. Minneapolis, MN.


The 4-story brick Vine Hall was built in 1914. The restaurant was probably in the basement, with access by an exterior stairway on the right end of the long facade. By 1943 it had been converted into apartments.

Information source: 9 1/4” x 6 1/4” platter on eBay, 2/1/2016.

**VIRGINIA HOTEL**

Additional information on listed customer and pattern #8078. Rush & Ohio Sts., Chicago, IL.

Decal border #8078 Virginia Dryburg, in blue and brown. (see page 536 & photograph of version without laurel leaf outer band on page 159). Maddock Lamberton China.

The 10-story, 480-room Virginia Hotel was built in 1889. It contained both a main dining room and a separate ladies dining room. By 1913 Alexander Dryburg was the lessee of the Virginia. Around this time he contracted with the Maddock Pottery Company for a new border pattern Lamberton service. The 1917 Maddock catalog lists the Virginia as a customer. So far no examples of this pattern marked for the Virginia Hotel are known. The pattern sample book does not show any crest being used with the border. An 1893 booklet issued by the hotel shows a shield logo containing “The” “Virginia” “Hotel” as stacked words on an upward angle. There is a helmet atop the shield, scrolls cascading down the sides.
and a banner below with “Chicago.” This original crest may have been eliminated by Mr. Dryburg when he ordered the new china pattern.


WAKONDA CLUB

Des Moines, IA

Crested with a blue outlined shield divided into 3 sections. Hand holding large key in upper left, hand holding fish, upper right. Tepee with brick red lines, in bottom. section. Blue banner curved below with “Wakonda”. Blue twisted ribbon border band with crouching lions. Lamberton China (Maddock) supplied by Jacklin Co., Des Moines.

The Wakonda Club was founded in 1922, this china was probably made when the clubhouse opened. Information source. 10 1/4” x 7 1/8” platter on eBay, 8 / 22/ 2017.

WAMSUTTA CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: 427 Country St. New Bedford, MA.

Listed in 1923 Scammell’s New England Contact book as Trenton China. Crest - Wamsutta Indian Head. 1 line band in Jefferson Green. 2 pin lines in Auditorium Brown. Supplied by Mitchell Woodbury Co.. The logo shown on pre-1962 matchbooks is a circle containing profile bust of Native American, facing to right, with feather headdress covering entire top of head.

Founded 1866. In 1919 the club purchased the 3-story brick Arnold Mansion, built in 1821, as their headquarters.

WASHINGTON, HOTEL

15th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, DC.

Crested with concave/convex-sided shield with point at bottom. Double concave top. Containing three stars across top section, two dark, one light, curved bars across lower section. Crown with swan templar over torse ribbon bar, above shield. All in blue transfer. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-18).

The 10-story, 400-room Hotel Washington opened in 1918. In 2008 it was renamed W Hotel.

Information sources: #178 Plaza-style match stand on eBay, 9/26/15; logo shown in 1983 Hotel Washington advertisements.

WASHINGTON HOTEL

Edwards and Travis Streets, Shreveport, LA.


The eight-story, 250-room Washington Hotel opened December 15, 1924. In 1928, it was joined to the adjacent Youree Hotel and became the Washington-Youree. In 1984, the 21-story Louisiana Tower Building was built on the site.

Information sources: service plate shown in RWCN IDwiki; service plates shown in dining room in Hotel Planning & Outfitting-Albert Pick 1928, pg 231.

* Albert Pick & Co. supplied the original furnishings for the hotel.

WANAKAH COUNTRY CLUB

Additional information on listed customer: 5161 Lake Shore Rd. Hamburg, NY.

Crested with illustration of a 1 1/2-story lodge building with “Wawakah” curved below. All in green transfer. Black rim line & orange pin line. Lamberton China. 7” plate on eBay, 7/04.

WESLEY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

1364 Clifton Rd., Atlanta, Georgia (Emory University).

Crested with a cross in red with white “1905” inside, and a banner with “W.M.H.” curved above. Scroll work around cross in green. Red and green pin lines with scroll ends flanking logo. Scammell Trenton China (impressed S-T-20).

Wesley Memorial Hospital and Nurses Training School was chartered in 1904. The 50-bed facility opened August 16, 1905, in a former mansion on Cortland Street. In November 1922, the hospital moved to a new 275-bed facility on the grounds of Emory University on Clifton Road. This building was funded by Asa G. Candler, founder of Coca-Cola™. In the 1930s it was renamed Emory Hospital. During a 2011 Galloway School student archaeology field dig near South Peachtree Creek, on the grounds, fragments of this china were unearthed.


WESTBURY HOTEL, THE

Additional information on listed customer: 15E. 69th St. & Madison Ave. New York, NY.


WESTON HOTEL, NEW
34 E. 50th St. & Madison Ave., New York, NY.

Crested with 2-part shield divided by chevron. 2 crosses in upper section, 1 below, helmet and scroll lines on top, draped banner and crossed leaf sprays below. All in cobalt blue. Coin gold rim lines. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-13).

The 22-story, 700-room Weston opened in 1930, and was operated by the Knott Hotels Corporation.

Information source. Creamer on eBay, 5 / 31 / 16.

WHITE PELICAN HOTEL

Additional information on listed customer: Main & Esplande Sts. Klamath Falls, OR.


WHITEHALL, THE (HOTEL)

105 E. Delaware Pl, Chicago, IL

Decorated with # 166, Oriental Copenhagen border in brown transfer. Backstamped “The Whitehall.” Scammell Ivory (S-I-27)

WHITEHALL CLUB

(Additional information on listed customer)Whitehall Building. 14 Battery Place New York, NY.

Cresting, and, or border pattern unknown.

The 1931 Scammell Lamberton catalog lists the Whitehall Club as a customer, but so far no pattern has been identified as the club’s.

The Whitehall Club was founded in 1910 and occupied the top four floors of the Whitehall Building at 17 Battery Place on the tip of Manhattan. It was composed of executives in the nautical shipping business. The 30th and 31st floors contained the club’s four dining rooms, including a terrace overlooking the harbor. The main dining room was 100’ long by 60’ wide. There was a ladies dining room, and a breakfast room known as the Wedgwood Room.

This not-for-profit club was forced to file for bankruptcy in 1995.


WHITMAN BY THE SEA HOTEL, THE

3301 Collins Ave. at 33rd St., Miami Beach, FL
Crested with a multi-color, 2-part shield. Tan with dots in upper section, dark blue with dots in lower section. 2 triangles above the center dividing line, 1 large and 2 small triangles, below. Brown stag facing left, standing on top of log, above torse ribbon bar, atop shield. “Whitman” in banner curved below. Wide turquoise band outlined mustard gold, flanking logo. Lamberton Ivory body.

The Mediterranean Revival-style, 10-story, 150-room Whitman opened in January of 1936. It was built by William F. Whitman, Sr. and his wife Leona. During World War II it was taken over by the US Army and used as a barracks and Recreation Center #4. On January 1, 1946 it reopened as the Robert Richter Hotel, named in honor of 1st Lieutenant Robert Richter, who died during the war, in Manila.

Information sources. 10 1/2 “ x 7 1/2” platter on eBay 11 / 03. Celery tray on eBay, 6/13/2016.Logo shown in 1938 Hotel red Book, page 139 & on matchbook on eBay. 6 / 13 / 2016.

WILLARD HOTEL, THE NEW

Additional pattern for listed customer. 1401 Pennsylvania Ave. Washington, D.C.


Information source: #163 M.A. style Brush Vase (see page 644) on eBay, 9/2/2015.

WILLIAM PENN COLLEGE

201 Trueblood Ave. Oskaloosa, Iowa

Crested with an oval containing line illustration of bust of William Penn, wearing tri-corner hat. “William Penn” over “College,” below oval. All in red transfer. Wide red line at verge. Scammell’s Trenton China (S-T-21).

Founded as Penn College by the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) in 1873 and named in honor of William Penn of Philadelphia. In 1933, name was changed to William Penn College. In 2000, renamed William Penn University.


WINECOFF HOTEL

176 Peachtree St. Atlanta, GA. Opened Oct. 30, 1913.


WINGED FOOT GOLF CLUB

851 Fenimore Rd., Mamaroneck, NY
Crested with a golf ball with blue & gray indent circles. Large blue winged foot with crossed brown golf clubs behind foot. Wide cobalt blue rim line. Scammell Lamberton, S-L-13. Winged Foot Golf Club was founded in 1921 by members of the New York Athletic Club, which uses the wing foot logo. Listed in 1931 Lamberton catalog as customer. Information source: Sugar bowl on WorthPoint.

WINTHROP LUNCH, THE

Various locations including Boston, Holyoke, MA and New London, CT.


The Winthrop Lunch restaurant chain was founded before 1872 when it was listed in the Boston Business Directory. It was organized in Holyoke, Massachusetts on April 18, 1908. They are known to have operated lunch rooms at 88 Essex St. in Boston, and in Holyoke Massachusetts. On January 10, 1910 The Winthrop Lunch Company was dissolved in Massachusetts. However there was a Winthrop Lunch was still in business in December of 1923 when the New London, Connecticut lunch room, at 6 State St., advertised for a cook. The “CRR” monogram is the initials of Camille R. Remillard, the founder and owner of the company.

Information sources: Dish shown on RWCN thread, Sept 18, 2015, with links to location sources.

WORCESTER COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

Additional information on listed customer: 16-20 front St. Now located at 11 French Dr. Boylston, MA.

Crested with circle containing line illustration of a standing woman, with outstretched arm. Red background behind woman. “Worcester County Horticultural Society” curved around outer band, above “1842.” Blue & coin gold rim lines. Scammell Lamberton China (S-L-17).


Y.M.C.A. CAMP FITCH

Springfield, PA. Founded 1914 by Youngstown, OH, Y.M.C.A.

Triangle logo in red with “Y. M. C. A.” in drop-out white in horizontal bar through center. Red rim band & red verge pin line. Scammell Trenton China.

YE OLDE HOMESTEAD (SCHOCH & SHAHER CO.)

1207 Market St. Philadelphia, PA.

Crested with a shield containing interlocking “the SS Co.” “Ettle Weel” in upper section of shield (“To aim well). Winged rampant lions flanking shield. Spread-winged eagle above shield. 2-part banner below with “The Schoch & Shafer Co..” “Ye Olde Homestead” curved below. #129 thistle border. All in blue
The Schoch & Shafer Company was a wholesale grocery store supplier. In 1904 they sold a line of Ye Olde Homestead cakes that included Spanish Bun, White Mountain Cake, and Marble Cake. The only know piece of this pattern is a butter pat that was probably used as an advertising give-away to promote sales of these cakes.

Information sources: 3/21/2017, Butter pat on eBay; ca 1900 postcard / order form on eBay, 3/23/2017; advertisement for cakes in October 12, 1904 Printers’ Ink, page 47.

**YORK MOTOR CLUB**

York, PA.

Crested with a circle containing overlapping, upper case, sans serf, outlined, MC monogram. Letters in pale orange, or tan (?), outlined in black. White background in center of circle. “York Motor Club” over “York Penna” around outer ring of circle. Lettering in white, outlined in black, against a pale orange, or tan background. Black & orange, or tan (?) lines with curled ends, flanking logo. Maddocks American china. Information source: 11 1/4”x 7 5/8” platter on WorthPoint.

**YORKTOWNE, THE HOTEL**

Additional information on listed customer: 48 Market & Duke Sts. York, PA.


The 275-room hotel opened Oct.25, 1925. Crest shown on Scammell sample plate. Identification, Paul Trosko.

**YOUNKERS TEA ROOM**

Additional information on listed customer. 7th & Walnut Streets, Des Moines, IA.

Crested with a double-headed eagle with circle in center containing an interlocking “YB” monogram that has square corners on the serifs. The “Y” is tucked behind the center cross stroke of the “B.” The monogram and the eagle’s wings are black. The background of the circle is yellow. A gray and black crown is above the eagle. Light blue ribbons project from the crest. The blue ribbon border is shown in the Maddock pattern book, along with the crest, as #6057 Fleischman Border. The one known piece of this pattern, a footed compote, does not have the Maddock backstamp, but is marked “Albert Pick & Co. Chicago San Francisco.”

This department store opened in Des Moines, Iowa, in 1899. Their tea room opened in 1913 in the east building. In 1924, the west building was added, and in 1927, the tea room reopened on the sixth floor. The 1931 Scammell catalog lists Younker Bros under their Tea Room and Restaurant customer list. A pre-1962 matchbook shows an up-dated version of the circle logo containing the interlocking “YB” monogram that has square corners on the serifs. There is a square directly below the bottom of the “Y” in the circle frame. At this time there has been no identification of the pattern produced by Scammell for the 1927 Tea Room. It could contain the updated logo, or could be an uncrested border
design. It may have also been supplied by Albert Pick. The tea room closed shortly before the entire store closed in 2005. On March 30, 2014, a fire destroyed the east building, but the tea room space in the west building was saved.

**ZOO GARDENS**

Additional information on listed customer: 3400 Vine St. Cincinnati, OH.

Listed as customer in 1917 Maddock Lamberton catalog. No information on cresting or pattern design.

The zoo opened 1875 with 769 animals. From 1901 to 1915 it was operated by Cincinnati Traction Co. as a designation for their streetcars. It would seem that this china was used in a restaurant within the zoo. Because it was Lamberton China this was probably a formal restaurant rather than a lunch counter-type operation.